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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Overview

Despite the fact that consultation is a widely recommended role

for special education resource teachers, little attention has been

paid to that responsibility in the research literature. Specifically,

skills needed by consulting resource teachers have not been clearly

delineated, and few data are available on educators' views of the con-

sultation role. This project was undertaken to gather information on

consultation provided by resource teachers. The data were obtained

through the development and evaluation of a consulting skills survey

instrument; and were confirmed through interviews with a sample of

resource teachers. In addition, in order to determine whether training

in consultation is feasible and perceived as valuable by special

educatort, a WOrkshOp on consulting strategies was conducted;

Rationale

Definition of Resource Programs

The resource room program has become a widely used model for

educating mildly handicapped children in accordance with the least

restrictive alternative mandate of P.E. 94-142 (Federal Register, 1977).

This model is defined as "any school operation in which a person

(usually the resource teacher) has the responsibility of providing

supportive educationally related services to children and/or their

L
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teachers" (Wiederholt, Hammill, & Brown, 1978). Thus the phrase

"resource room program" encompasses a wide variety of service delivery

systems: Some are categorical; for children with a single handicapping

condition; some are multi - categorical; serving children of two or more

disability groups; and others are itinerant; in which the resource

teacher serves more than one school (Wiederholt et al., 1978).

Regardless of the specific character each program takes, certain

commonalities unite resource models; For example; all resource

programs offer some direct instruction to children with learning

handicaps. This direct service is provided to any child, however, for

less than half of each school day; the children spend the remainder of

their time with a regular education class group. In addition, the

resource teacher shares responsibility With the regular class teacher

for ensuring that the special child's learning environment is the most

appropriate in terms of expectations, materials, and instruction. It

is toward improving the way in which resource teachers fulfill the

latter responsibility that this research is directed.

The Importance of Consultation

The characteristics of resource program determine the two major

functions of the resource teacher. The first of these is to be a remedial

expert: Children who attend resource programs have been identified

because they have failed in the educational mainstream; hence, the

resource teacher supplements their regular educational program with

direct remedial instruction. However, providing handicapped children

with an hour or so of assistance in a resource room environment is not



sufficient to ensure that those students will be able to function in the

regular classroom for the rest of the instructional day (Childs, 1975;

Glavin; Quay; Annesley, & Werry, 1971). If the resource teacher

confines his activities to a special education classroom and considers

himself primarily a tutor, he is severely limiting his effectiveness

(Brown, Kiraly, & McKinnon, 1979).

It is through their second function as consultants that resource

teachers assume their full share of responsibility for educating handicapped

-children. Because they are trained to accommodate a wide range of-

learningstyles, to select and adapt instructional materials, and to

manage behavior problemsi resource teachers have the expertise to

assist regular teachers to adapt their classrooms to provide exceptional

learners with an appropriate instructional program. To share this

expertise, resource teachers must interact regularly with classroom

teachers. Wiederholt (1975) summarized the role as follows: "Because

of the shared responsibility in some content areas the resource teacher

must be able to efficiently communicate the need for and facilitate

change in programming in the regular classroom." The importance of

this interaction has been recognized by numerous authors (Hammill &

Wiederholt, 1972; Parker; 1975; Wiederholt et al., 1978), and by

rescurce teachers themselVes (Knight, 1976; Paroz, Siegenthaler, &

Tatum, 1977);

The importance of consultation in resource room programs may also

be established by examining the literature on regular educators'

perceptions of handicapped students; and their attitudes toward



mainstreaming and special education. For example, Hudson, Graham; and

Warner (1979) surveyed regular class teachers about their experiences

with mainstreaming. Most of the educators agreed that the presence of

handicapped students in their rooms negatively affected their teaching,

and that such youngsters are more appropriately educated in self-contained

special classes. Others have obtained and reported data indicateing that

lack of support services and inadequate communication between regular and

special education teachers account for classroom teachers' negative

responses to mainstreaming programs (Baker & Gottlieb, 1980; Graham,

Burdg, Hudson, & Carpenter, 1980; Speece & Mandell, 1980). These

reports suggest that regular educators' expect assistance in dealing with

mainstreamed learners; resource teachers, because they are familiar with

the learners and are generally building-based, can appropriately provide

this assistance through consultation.

Need for Consultation Skills

Because communication between regular class teachers and resource

teachers is of primary importance in providing an appropriate educational

program For mainstreamed handicapped children; it is necessary that

resource teachers possess appropriate consultation skills. Lortie's (1975)

soc:ological study of self=contained classroom teachers provides a rationale

for training resource teachers in consulting skills. He found that

classroom teachers tend to be insular; that they resent "inte-rference"

from outsiderSi" and that they Are quite protective Of their class

groups and their instructional methods. Two: interpretations of these

data seem relevant; first, that resource teacbert need skills to overcome

the insularity of classroom teachers becaUSe coordinated planning for



children cannot occur until there is cooperation. between the teachers;

In addition, since many resource teachers were once classroom teachers

fhemselves (Bauer, 1975), they should learn effective interaction

skills to communicate more easily and productively with other teachers.

Evidence that resource teachers should be trained in appropriate

consultation skills is also present in special education literature.

Wiederholt et al. (1978) have suggested that such preparation is essential

but has long been neglected by university training programs; similar

sentiments have been expressed by others (Frankel, 1974; Harris & Mahar,

1975; Lott, Hudak, & Sciieetz, 1975). A pilot study conducted in central

Indiana (Friend, 1979) confirmed the fact that resource teachers have

not been trained in consultation. On a survey instrument designed to

measure their perceptions of their role responsibilities, respondents

indicated that consultation activities area very important aspect of

the resource teaching job, but that they generally received little or

no training in consultation skills.

Consultation Skills

The lack of training in consultation typically reported by resource

teachers' and the paucity of information about resource teachers'

consulting activities may account for the ambiguity which seems to

surround the consultation role. Another reason may be the lack of a

precise definition of consultation; For this project, consultation was

defined as the set of activities in which resource teachers and regular

classroom teachers engage as part of a constructive, problem-solving

process whose beneficiary is a handicapped student for whom the teachers

share responsibility.
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The definition just presented suggests the skills which resource

teachers should possess in order to consult effectively. These skills

fall into the general categories of problem-solving and competencies

in interpersonal communication.

Problem-solving strategies have been clearly identified in counseling

and school psychology literature, and generally involve identifying

the problem, generating alternative solutions, choosing and implementing

a solution, evaluating the effectiveness of the chosen course of action,

and either terminating the problem-solving activity or recycling through

the process to achieve more satisfactory results (Allen, Chinsky, Larcen,

Lochman, & Selinger, 1976; Kurpius & Brubaker, 1976; Schmuck; Runkel;

Arends, & Arends, 1977). Each of these steps is directly applicable to

the resource teacher's role. Table 1 provides a description of the

consulting activities resource teachers might complete with regular,

education classroom teachers when progressing tIlro6gh the stages of

problem-solving;

The second group of skills, which includes interpersonal communi-

catien; forms an overlay for all other aspects of consultation; These

skills 'include developing awareness'of one's own strengths and weaknesses,

and biases (Long; 1978; Schmuck et al., 1978); establishing accurate

perceptions of others and acquiring the ability to demonstrate receptivity

to others' ideas (Day, 1977; Long, 1978; McCroskey, Larson, & Knapp, 1971;

Schmuck et al., 1977); attentive listening (Schmuck et al., 1977);

paraphrasing to provide feedback (Long, 1978); and using nonverbal

communication to convey meaning (McCroskey et al., 1971). These



I _Table 1;
Problem-Solving for Resource Teachers

Problem=Solving
Step

Resource Teacher Activities and
Responsibilities

Problem-formulation

Producing alternative
solutions

Forecatting consequences

Action planning

Taking action steps

Evaluating outcomes

Clearly identifying the problem;
probing to discover the problem-
not just the symptoms; asking for
specific examples of the problem

Using expertise to make suggestions;
encouraging teacher input; brain-
storming; preventing evaluative
comments on strategies; recording
the alternatives

Encouraging specificatjon of
potential positive and negative
outcomes of proposed solutions;
returning to problem-formulation,
if needed.

Cooperatively outlining a specific
course of action and to determine
how to evaluate the outcome; en-
suring that responsibilities are
assigned and clarifi6d-

Fulfilling own obligations in the
plan; monitoring teacher and others
involved to determine if plan is
being implemented as agreed

In cooperation with the regular
class teacher, applying the cri-
teria established earlier to
evaluate the outcome; if success-
ful, planning for maintenance of
the results; if unsuccessful, en-
couraging the regular class teacher
to begin the problem-solving again

Note: This description constitutes an application to resource
teaching of the model proposed by Schein (1969).

13
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components of interpersonal communication are essential skills for

resource teachers; and resource teacher competence in each would

facilitate their professional interpersonal contacts with regular

education classroom teachers.

Summary

The information available in the special education literature

indicates that consultation is generally recognized as an important

responsibility for resource teachers. It is also apparent, however, that

few data exist through which to clearly describe appropriate consulting

activities for resource teachers, or to identify regular and special

educators' perceptions of resource teachers' skill in those 'acti'vities.

This project was undertaken to gather data on the resource

teacher's consultation role through the development and validation of

a survey instrument, interviews, and a prototype workshop on consulting

strategies.

Objectivesand Research Questions

To accomplish the general goal of this project to obtain valid

and reliable information from practitioners on the consultation role of

the resource teacher, the following three major objectives were identified

and met:

1.0. To design 'a questionnaire which measures the extent to which

resource teachers posSess information about consultation techniques, and

their attitudes and perceptions about their, role as consultants.

Since it was recognized early in the project that the perceptions

of regular education' teachers and principals are also essential in

describing resource teacher consultation, the above objective was,

14
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revised to include these groups of practitioners as well as resource

teachers. Thus; three parallel forms of the consultation survey were

developed;

2 ;O; To establish the validity and reliability of the survey

instrument through expert appraisal and An extensive field test.

3.0. To obtain preliminary data about whether resource teachers'

khOWledge aboutconsulting strategies and perceptions of their own

Consulting role are amenable to change through inservice training by

conducting a workshbp on consultation strategies fOr a group of special

educators.

In addition to meeting the above objectives; several research

questions were addressed during the field test phase of the project;

The research questiohs were:as follows:

1. What are the expressed attitudes of resource teachers,

regular classroom teachers, and principals toward the consultation

component of resource teaching? Are there differences in attitude

among the educators within any of the three groups based on their

educational training, the length of their educational service, or the

type of school system in which they teach?

2; Are there significant differences among the three groups of

educators in their expressed attitudes toward the consultation

responsibilities of resource teachers?

3. Which consulting skills do resource teachers, regular class-

room teachers, and principals .perceive as necessary for the resource

teacher's job? Are there differences in perceptions among the educators

15
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within any of the three groups based on their experiences with

resource room programs, the nature of their educational training,

the length of their educational service; or the type of school system

in which they teach?

4. Are there significant differences among the three groups of

educators in the skills perceived as necessary for resource teacher

consultation?

5. How skillful do resource teachers perceive themselves to be

in the area of consultation? Are there differences among resource

teachers based on their experiences with resource room programs, the

nature of their educational training, the types of educational positions

which they have held, or the type of school system in which they teach?

6. How skillful do regular classroom teachers and principals

perceive resource teachers to be in the area of consultation? Are

.there differences within either group of educators based,on their

experiences with resource room programs, the nature oftheir educational

training, the length of their educational service, or the type of

school system in which they teach?

7. Are there significant differences among the perceptions of

the three groups of educators of the resource teacher's competency in

consultation skills?

8. What factors do resource teachers, regular classroom teachers,

and principals perceive as hindrances to consultation for resource

teachers?

16
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9. Are there significant differences in the preceptions of the

three groups of educators of the hindrances to consultation for resource

teachers?

10. In what proportions do resource teachers and principals

estimate that resource teachers allot their time in school among

various instructional and consultative duties: How would each group

allot resource teacher time if given the opportunity to design an ideal

resource room program?

11. Are there significant differences between resource teachers'

and principals' estimations of actual and ideal time allotment for

instructional and consultative duties?

The remainder of this report describes in detail the activities

completed during this project; and presents the data collected and

analyzed through its activities. The first objective and all the

research questions are addressed in Chapters II, III, IV, and V.

Appendix F describes the procedures used to. interview a sample of

resource teachers, and the results obtained from the interviews. This.

material addresses the project's second objective. Appendix G

describes the activities and. results of the consultatiOn workshop;

thus addressing the third objective.
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CHAPTER II

METHOD

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the procedures Util-

iZed to investigate the consultation role of the resource teacher;

A questionnaire was developed to assess resource teachers'; regular _

education classroom teachers'; and principals' attitude toward the

consultation role, and.their'Oerception of the skills needed by

resource teachers acting as consultants. The instrument was diStrib=

uted to educators in several urban and rural school systems in

Indiana. The responses Obtained were used to .constrUct scales for

the attitude section of the questionnaire; and appropriate statisti-

cal tests were then employed to determine whether differences in

attitude and perception existed within any of the three groups of

educators, or among these professional groups.

Instrument DevelopmeTt

In order to collect the data needed to address the questions

posed in this study, a paper-and-pencil questionnaire was developed.

First, a prototype instrument was designed. This questionnaire was

evaluated and-field-tested, and was revised on the basis of data

collected through those procedures. In its final form, three paral=

lel versions of the questionnaire were utilized, one each for re-

source teachers, regular education classroom teachers, and principals.
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Prototype Instrument

Three factors influenced the decision to utilize a paper-and-

pencil instrument. First, participation by a relatively large group

of educators from geographically diverse areas of Indiana was sought,

and this type of measure was selected as an efficient and economical

means through which-to reach a large number of individuals. Second,

a flexible procedure was preferred so that participating school

districts' stipulation that the research procedure not disrupt school

routine could be acCommodated. The questionnarie could be left at

schools for completion at administrative discretion and at respondent

convenience. Finally; since the participation of educators in this

project was voluntary, an instrument was favored which would make

as few demands as possible on respondents so as to increase the like=

lihood of their completing it.

The survey instrument, Questionnaire on Interactions Between

Resource Teachers and Regular Class Teachers, was designed to obtain

information on respondents' educational and teaching backgrounds, on

their attitudes toward the consultation role of the resource teacher,

on their perception of the skills needed by consulting resource teachers,

and on the level of consulting skill resource teachers possess. Three

forms of the questionnaire (a form for each group sof educators) were

developed so that instructions and the wording of items were appropri-

ate for each professional group. The instruments includedthe follow-

4n6 sections which are- described in the paragraphs below: 'Background

information; 'problem factors to consultation; attitude toward
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resource teacher consultation; resource teaching skills; and open-

response comments.

BackgroumaLimformation. This section requested respondents to

provide information about their professional preparation and experi-

ences as educators. Items in this section varied considerably among

the three forms of the questionnaire since the information needed

from each group was fairly specific to that group.

Several items concerned the educators' present and past pro-

fessional roles and assignments. All groups indicated the level of

school to which they were assigned at the time of the study, and the

number of years which they had been in, their professional role (i.e.,

resource teacher, regular education classroom teacher; or principal).

In addition, regular class teachers and principals_indicated the

number of years for which they had hadcontact with resource room

programs. Finally, resource teachers and principals noted other

positions they had held in education. :Resource teachers described

their regular . education experience (if any) in terms of level taught

and years of experience, and principals noted the total length of

their educational service.

Other items in this section concerned professional training.

Resource teachers and regular class teachers indicated the highest

degree they held in education. Regular class teachers and principals

noted whether they possessed special education teaching certification

in any category of exceptionality. Resource teachers were asked how
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they had been trained to fulfill the consultant responsibilities of

their job and how extensive_that-trainiag-hA-been.

Another group of background information items asked respondents

about special education students for whom they were responsible.

Principals noted the number of mainstreamed students attending

their schools; and regular class teachers irrdicated how many main-

streamed students were enrolled in their classes. Resource teachers

were asked the number of children in their total caseloads as well

as the number of pupils with whom they worked each day.

A final set of items in this Section dealt with resource teacher

v.

time utilization. Resource teachers and principals indicated the

percentage of scho.. time resource teachers allocated to various

duties and the percentage of time they felt should be assigned to

those duties.

Problem factors-to-consultation. For this section of the survey,

all three forms were identical: modifications of the directions

were made so that each group of educators was properly addressed. On

the basis of k review of literature on resource teaching, six factors

were identified which were often cited as hindrances to resource

teacher consultation. -These were included in.the survey to obtain

educators' perception of their seriousness. The problem factors in-

cluded lack of resource teacher time to consult; lack of regular

class teacher time to consult; regular class teacher resistance to

tonsultatiVe OffOrtt; resource teacher. reluctance to consult because

of a lack of preparation for this role; resource teacher unwillingness
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to accept consulting as a role responsibility; and lack of support

for consultation from school administration. Respondents were able

to add to this list by th%inclusion of an "Other" option which was

the. Seventh item in this section. Each problem factor was rated on .

a 3-point scale as a major problem; somewhat of a problem, or little

or no problem.

Attitudes toward resource teacher consultation. Although in-

structions were worded appropriately for each group of educators; all

.participants responded to the same statements reflecting positive and

negative attitudes toward resource teacher consultation; These state-

ments were developed on the basiS'of a review of literature on re-

source teaching and a preliminary investigation of the roleS and

responsibilities of resource teachers (Friend; Note 1); ihreUgh these

procedures various aspects and outcomes of resource teadher'consulta-

tion which may contribute to educators' attitude toward that role

were identified; A pool of 4e items was gener4ted which. dealt with

the feasibility and desirability of consultation from the perspec-

tives Of resource teachers; regular Classroom teachers; and school'

admi-nistrators. RespondentS indicated on a 5=point Likert-type.
_

scale whether they strongly agreed, agreed, were undecided; dis

agreed or strongly disagreed with each of the statements;

Resource teaching Skills. Items in this section were identical

for all respondent groups; directions varied slightly so as to be

appropriate for each professional role; The items consisted of

brief descriptions of activities in which .consulting resource
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teachers might engage or skills which they might possess. Seven-

teen items were developed. These were based on content gleaned

from reviews of the literature on resource teaching and on con-

sultation in counseling and school psychology; and were worded

using behavioral terms to the greatest extent possible.

All respondents were asked to complete two rating scales

. for each item. Firft, they were to indicate on a 4 -point scale

whether each skill had little, limited, moderate, or much impor-

tance for the resource teacher's job. On the second scale, a

.4-point rating was used by regular class teachers and principals

to rate the Competence of the resource teacher in each skill or'

activity, while the resource teachers rated themselves in the same

manner.

Comments. Although a forced-choice format was generally used,

respondents were encouraged to write any further comments they

wished to make about the roles and duties of resource teachers on

the final page of the instrument. These comments were not directly

analyzed in this investigation. They are presentedi however, in

Appendix A.

Field Test

Draft versions of the survey instrument were revised several

times before the prototype questionnaire was prepared and distributed

to faculty members in the special education, regular education,

school administration, and psychology departments of Indiana Univer-

sity, end to advanced graduate Students in special education, regular
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education, and School administration. Each reviewer was asked to

make comments and suggestions or improving the questionnaire.

A pilot study was also conducted. A total of 155 educators

enrolled in graduate level classes, in special education, regular

education, or school administration at two campuses of Indiana

University completed the questionnaire. In addition to completing

the items, they were asked to indicate items which were ambiguous;

and to offer alternative suggestions for refining the instrument.

Revised Instrument

The response data from the-pilot.studY.were analyzed using a

factor analysis (principal components method, orthogonal rotation).

Information from that analysis and the input from fatUltY members

and student reviewers were utilized to make several revisions to the

questionnaire. The 40 -item attitude section was reduced to 20 items

by-eliminating or revising ambiguous and redundant items. In

addition, the scales in the resource teaching skills section were

altered. The 4-point rating scale of the importance of each.con-

sulting skill or activity was simplified; respondents were asked to

indicate on a yes=ho scale whether each skill was needed by resource

teathers. The second scale, assessing educators" perception of

resource teacher competence in the consultation activities, was

changed to a. 5-point Likert-type scale in whieh 'respondents were

asked to indicate whether resource teachers possessed little skill,

little or some skill, some skill, some Or much Skilli.or much skill

in each of the 17-consultation activities. Finally, the overall

24
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format of the instrument was simplified. Copies of each form

(resource teacher, regular education classroom teacher, and prih-

cipal) of the final version of the questionnaire may be found in

Appendix B.

Sample Description

The questionnaires were distributed to educators in eight local

education agencies (LEA's) in northern, central, and southern Indiana.

This sample may be described on the basis of the school districts

which participated, the levels of school represented in each school

district, and the professional roles of the respondents.

School Districts

Because this investigation was concerned in part with whether

attitude toward and perception of resource teacher consultation differ

as a function of size and location of school system and history of

resource room programs, LEA's were selected to represent a both urban

and rural, large and small,'relatively new and long-established re-

source room programs. The characteristicr, of these LEA's are summar-

ized in Table 2.

Within each participating school district, all resource teachers

and all principals in buildings housing resource rooms were asked to

complete the questionnaire. In addttion, a questionnaire was distrib-

uted to one regular class teacher for each resource teacher, or in

cases where a resource teacher worked in more than one school, to one

regular class teacher for each building served by a resource teacher.

Overall, 642 surveys were distributed; 560 of these were returned for



Table 2

&wary of LEA Characteristics

LEA Type Location

in Indiana

Approx. Total

Enrollment/No,

of School Systems

Date Resource Exceptionalities

Program Began Served

01 Metrop; Central

02 Metrop. Northern

03 Metrop. Southern

04 Metrop, Central

05 Co-bp; Southern

06 Co-op; Southern

01 Co-op, Central

Co-op. ,Centi''al08

63,000

15,000

11,400

11,700

6 systems

9 systems

7 systems

5 systems

1971

1965

1971

1969

1973

1974

197.6

1976.

'MMH, LD, ER

MMH LD, EH, HI,

VI, PH

MMH, EH

LD

MMH, LD, EH

MMH, LD, EH

MMH,L0

MMH, ED, EH

Note. MMHimildly mentally handicapped; LD=learning disabled; Elkmotionally handicapped or_

behavior disorhred; HI:hearing impaired; VI:visually impaired; PH:physically handicapped,

27

N
0
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a response rate of 87;2%; The sample of respondents is described

.more fully in Table 3. it should be noted that the data obtained

from LEA 02 was excluded from analysis in this investigation be-

cause of that district's comparatively low response rate.

School Levels

While an effort was made to obtain data from elementary,

middle schools/junior highs, and high schools, the relative scarcity

of resource room programs at the secondary level resulted ina. sam-

ple which is dominated by elementary school. programs.

approximately 71% of all respondents'were assigned to elementary

schools, 18% worked in middle schools or junior high schools; and

11% taught in high schools. It should be noted;. too; that it is

not unusual for resource teachers; especially in rural areas, to

serve more than one level of school; In fact, a total of 36 re-

source teachers (24% of the total sample in, that role) served two

or more levels of school.- A more complete description of all. respon-

dents by role; school level, and LEA is included in Table .1 in

Appendix C.

Professional Roles

The individuals targeted for this study were the adults on whom

the consulting role of the resource teacher would have the most

immediate impact: resource teachers, regular education classroom .

teachers, and principals in buildings housing such programs. The

decision to include all resource teachers and principals in,resource

room program schools was based on the need to secure a relatively



_ Table'3

Summary.of.Sample by School District

LEA Charac=

teristict Respondent Characteristics

Surveyt

Returned

LEA
No. of

Schools in

No. of Resource

Teachers

No. of Reg.

Ed; Teachers

No.of

Princi-

Total

Sample

No. Rate

00

Study
'pals

01 95 81 95 94 270 240 88.9

02a 19 ,... 19 19 19 57 28 49.1

03 9 , --

1

11 11 8 30 28 93.3

04 16 12 21 16 49 44 89.8

05 28 30 . 31 28 89 76 85.4

06 8 17 17 8 42 41 97.6

b7 20 1 20 19 46 44 95.7

08 22 . 15 22 22 59 59 100

TOTALS 199 192 236 214 642 560 87.2

iBecause of -the relatively low response rate; LEA 02.Was excluded from all data analyses: If

not considered n this tally of respondents; corrected totals for number in total"sample;.

number of surveys returned; and rate of return are 585; 532; and 90.9% respectively.
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large sample from a population of educaors rather thinly distrib=

uted among school districts. Conversely, only one regular education

classroom teacher per resource teacher or building was asked to

participate in order to avoid overrepresenting that group of educa-

tors in this investigation.

The following procedure was used to obtain the, sample of regu-

lar classroom teachers: For each individual school site, a regular

class teacher was selected according to three criteria. Fir-St, a

grade level was specified; this was accomplished by assigning levels

sequentially (i.e., the first school ,on the list supplied by LEA 01

was assigned grade one, the second was assigned grade two; etc.) to

all schools within each level (elementary, middle school, high school

bn all school lists. Second, in ordento avoid any bias which might

result if principalS were merely asked to distribute the question-

naires to teachers in a particular grade level, a table of random

numbers was used to specify for each grade level already determined

whither the questionnaire would be given to the first teacher alpha-

betically or the last teacher alphabetically in that grade. Again,

this procedure began with the first-school on the personnel list

supplied by LEA 01 and continued in sequence through all schools on

all LEA-supplied personnel lists. Finally, it was stipulated that

the teacher should have shared a pupil with the resource teacher

at some time. If this last criterion was not Met, principals were

provided with an alternative teacher designapon derived by repeating the

procedure just outlined. If the teacher designated as the alternative
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did not meet he final criterion, principals IAere instructed to

distribute that survey at their discretion.

The total sample for the study comprised 192 resource teachers

(30% of all respondents), 236 regular education classroom teachers

(37% of all respondents), and 214. principals (33% of all respondents).

Further description of the total.sample and of each group of educators

in the sample may be found in Table 1 in Appendix C and in the demo-

graphic information summaries in Appendix D.

Data Collection Procedures

Sample Identification

Once the sample was defined, directors of special education in

representative LEA's were contacted by telephone during winter 1981..

The investigator 'presented a general outline of the research project,

and when interest was expressed, descriptive information about the

study as well as the prototype questionnaire were forwarded to these

individuals. All of the directors who were contacted agreed to

having their districts cooperate in the study, although each was

explicit in explaining that participation by individual educators

was voluntary. They also expedited the obtaining of permission need-

ed from the individual school corporations for the investigator to

contact the necessary school level personnel. The directors provided

lists of schools, principals, and resource teacher assignments so that

packets of survey materials could be prepared. Finally, through tele-

phone or in=person interviewS, the special education directors sup-

plied information on the development and operation of the resource

room programs in their respective districts.



Preparation of Survey Material-s-

After the needed permissions were obtained, the personnel

lists provided by the directors of special education were used to

.prepare packets of survey materials for each school building. The

packets included a cover letter to the principal which explained

the project and included instructions for the distribution of the

surveys. They also contained one questionnaire for each identified

respondent in that school. Resource teachers serving more than one

building received their questionnaires in their "home" schools. If

a home school designation was not available, they received them at

the first school which they were listed as serving according to, the

LEA-supplied personnel lists. In schoOls where more than one resource

teacher-worked, packets included questionnaires for each resource

teacher, for the same number of regular class teachers, and for the

principal. For example, a building served by three resource teachers

would receive seven questionnaires: three for resource teachers,

three for regular class teachers, and one for the principal.)

Each survey was assigned a 5-digit identification code which

included the LEA number, the school number, a position number (re=

source teacher=1; regular class teacher=2; principal=3), and a

number indicating whether there was more than one educator in the

designated position in that school. This identification code.was

used to account for surveys as they were returned, and to facilitate

sorting the surveys during data analysis.
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Data Collection Procedures

Distribution of the survey materials was arranged to accommodate

the preferences of the'participating school districts and to maximize

response rate, while also taking into account logistics. All packets

of questionnaires for LEA 01, LEA 03, LEA 04, LEA 07, LEA 08; and

part of LEA 05 were hand-delivered to the participating schools.

Verbal instructions were given to the principals or their represen-

tatives to supplement those contained in the cover letters, and the

surveys were collected one week later during a second visit to the

individual school sites. Stamped, addressed envelopes were left at

the schoolS for surveys not returned on the collectiondate, and

follow-up telephone calls were made-to principals approximately three

weeks after the initial collection attempt if the surveys had not yet

been returned; In LEA 02, LEA 06, and part of LEA 05, the packets of

surveys and a.sOmewhat.more detailed cover letter to the principal

were mailed; and a stamped; addressed envelope in Which to return the

surveys was included. The cover letter requested that'surveys be

mailed back to the investigator within 10 days;.if they had not been

returned within one month; a follow-up telephone call was made to the

principal.to encourage participation.

All data collection was completed during spring; 1981, and master

tally sheets were maintained throughout this period to facilitate the

management of this process.

Data Entry

Templates were constructed for each page of each form of the

questionnaire so that individuals' responses could be entered directly



from the surveys into the database created for this project.' One

coder and the investigator entered the data in this manner, and the

entire raw data file was then checked by the investigator for

accuracy by comparing it to the questionnaires themselves.

Scale Construction

Attitude Section: Factors and Reliabilities

Data obtained during the pilot study using the questionnaire

had indicated the presence of several factors on the attitude section

of the instrument. For this reason, before other data analyses were

undertaken, all responses to the 20oitems in that section were enter-

ed into a principal components factor analysis with varimax rotation.

/1.5-factor solution emerged in which four factors accounted for 93.7%

of the common variance and 46% of the total variance. .Scales were

constructed using unit weights; items were included on the scale on

which they loaded most heavily, with the minimum criterion for in-

clusion set at .3000. One exception was made to this procedure.

Attitude Item 18 had a somewhat higher loading on the first fatter

than on. the third; it' was included.in the latter, however, since its

- exclusion from the first scale madelittle Aifference in that scale's

.reliability, while its inclusion in the third improved that scale's

reliability considerably. Table 4 presents the constructed scales,

their factor lOadings, and their reliabilities.

1 The database for this investigation was created on the PRIME
750 computer using the Scientific Information Retrieval_SIR)
program (Robinson, Anderson, Cohen, Gazdzik, Karpel, Miller &

Stein, 1980)- More information on the computer facilities
used may be found in Appendix E.
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Table 4

Attitude Factors and Scale Reliability

Factor Loadings
Attitude
Item No. Student Impact ROT Respon:-

siveness
Consequences Feasibility

1 ;460
2 .729
3 .429

4 .477

5 .737
6 .721

7

8 .671

_9 .383
10
11 .448

12 .582

13
14 .351

15 .524
16 .462

17 .516
18 .399

19 .618
20 ;337

Alpha ;717 ;736 .613 ;567

No. of Items 5 3 5 4

% of Common
Variance
Explained 52;4. 20;9 10.6 7.6
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The first scale included five items'which presented potential

outcomes for students as a result of resource teacher /regular class--

room teacher interactions. It is referred to in the remainder of

this study as Student Impact (alpha = .717). The second scale in-

cluded three items, all concerned with the regular education teacher's

responsiveness to resource teacher consultation efforts. It was

labeled Regular Class Teacher (RCT)`Responsiveness (alpha = .736).

The third scale comprised five items; these pertained to possible out-

comes or consequences of resource teacher consultation for both regu

lar educators and special educators. This scale was labeled.Conse'

,quences (alpha'= .613). The fourth scale., labeled Feasibility, com-

prised four items which were related to constraints which might hinder

consultation, or factors which might facilitate it. The alpha for

this scale equaled .567. Table 5 presents the items included in each

factor.

The scales identified through. this factor analysis were treated

as dependent variables in analyses of differences, within and among

the groups of educators. Individuals' scores on each scale were

calculated.by summing their responses to each item included in the

scale, taking into account the need to reverse scoring on several of

the items (see Reversing Scaling section later in this chapter).

Competence Section: Factors and Reliabilities

The second scale of the'resource teaching skill section of the

questionnaire was also entered into a principal components factor

analysis with varimax rotation, and a 1-factor solution accounted

for 100% of the common variance and 48% of the total variance.
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Table 5

Items Defining Factors on Attitude Scale

Factor 1: Impact of Consultation on Students (Student Impact)

Item 1 Consultation should be an essential complement to the
instructional component of the resource teacher's job.

5 If regular class teachers and resource teachers inter-
acted on a regular basis, mainstreamed students could more
easily be able to apply skills learned in the resource
room to their regular class work.

6 By sharing their understanding of handicapped students,
resource teachers and regular class teachers could better
plan strategies to work with them.

Since they share responsibility with regular class teachers
for students' educational programs, resource teachers are
the best people to consult with regular class teachers.

15 By consulting,with resource teachers, regular clasS teach-
ers would learn strategies valuable for dealing with many
pupils in addition to those identified as handicapped.

Factor : Regular Class Teacher Responsiveness to Consultation
(RCT Responsiveness)

Item 2 Regular class teachers are eager to receive assistance
from resource teachers in working with their mainstreamed
learners.

Regular class teachers are generally unresponsive to
resource teachers' attempts to consult with them.

19 Class teachers prefer that resource teachers not try to
consult with them.

Factor 3. Consequences of Consultation (Consequences)

IteM 3 Both regular class teachers and resource teachers already
have well defined roles; and consultation attempts would
only confuse matters.

11 A consulting resource- teacher would have the effect of
undermining regular class teachers' authority with their
mainstreamed pupils.

14 If they consulted with regular class teachers, the resource
teacher'5 job would eventually be eliminated.



Table 5 (continued)

Item 17 Resource teachers are the most help to regular class
teachers when they schedule mainstreamed learners into
the resource room for as much,of their academic instruc-
tion as possible.

18 Consultation between regular class teachers and resource
teachers would not make much difference in handicapped
students' education.

Factor 4: Feasibility of Consultation (Feasibility)

Item 4 School administration is supportive_of regular class
teachers' and resource teachers' efforts to consult with
each other.

12 Contact between resource teachers and regular class
teachers is often haphazard and ineffective.

16 Resource teachers generally lack understanding of the
problems which face regular class teachers who teach
mainstreamed pupils.

20 Resource teachers wish to provide assistance to regular
class teachers in dealing with mainstreamed learnerS.



The alpha for the scale as a whole was equal to .907. The factor

loadings for this scale are presented in Table 2 in Appendix C.

Analyses related to this scale were completed both by summing the

responses to all items to represent a total score, and by examining

individual items.

Data Analysis

Within Role_Comparisons

One-way ANOVA. A one=way ANOVA was employed to examine whether

differentes existed within each group of educators on the variables

identified in the research questions outlined in Chapter 1. For

example, resource teachers were categorized on the basis of the

length of their resource teaching experience, and the responses of

the four resulting groups composed the database for a one=way ANOVA.

Similar procedures were used to examine the responses of the resource

teachers based on the school system in which/they taught, and on the

amount of consultation training they reported havihg had. . The re-

tponset of; regular education classroom teathert were examined on.the

basis of the length of their teaching career, the school systems in

which they taught, and. the length Of,thdr contact.with resource roam

programs; FinallY, the responses of principalt. were analyzed on the

basis...of their total years. of educational'servicej their school sys-

tem, and the length of their contact with resource. room progrAMS.

Post-hod analyses to determine the nature of the differences among

*
the subgroups dust-outlined were completed using the Scheffe

procedure.
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T-=te'st. T -tests were also.'employed. to'examine whether, certain

groups within each professional role differed significantly from one

another. For resource teachers, this test was utilized after cater

gorizing them as either having had regular education classroom

teaching experience or not. For regular education classroom teach-

ers and for principals, t=tests were employed after the groups were

categorized as either possessing special education teaching certifi-

cation in one or more areas of exceptionality or not. In addition,

within all professional roles individuals were classified as workifig

in a metropolitan or a non=metropolita school district, and t-tests

were then used to examine the resulting groups.

Correlated t=test. This test was used to examine resource

teachers' and principals' responses to items concerning resource

teacher time allottment. Differences *between resource teachers'

actual and ideal time estimates, and between principals''actual and

ideal time estimates were analyzed using this procedure.

Among_Role__Comparisons

Sample re-definition. Although the data from all respondents

were included in the analyses outlined above, for analyses which

involved the testing for differences among the groups .of educators,

a re-definition of the sample was necessary for two reasons. First,

since responses of individuals within schools could not be presumed

to be independent, data for among-group comparisons were treated as

correlated. This necessitated identifying groups of matched

'-' 4l



respondents. Second, in order to avoid overrepresentation or under-

representation of any school site in the sample for these analyses,

only one set tf respondents was chosen for inclusion from any school,

regardless of the total number of respondents in each professional

role in the school.

A series of decision rules was employed to accomplish the re= ,

definition of the sample. For analyses involving all three groups of

professionals, the essential components of\the rules were these: 1)

only complete sets of data (triads of respondents, one from each

professional role) were retained for analysis; and 2) any single

school was represented only once in any analysis. These same rules

were also applied for analyses involving only resource. teachers and

principals. However, because this letter set of analySes dealt

with the educators' estimates of actual and ideal time allotmepts

(in percentages) for various resource teacher duties, rules were also

established to handle the data when the time estimates did not;ap-

proximate 100%. Details of all decision rules may be found in

Appendix E.

By using the decision rules, 126 triads consisting of one

resource teacher, one regular education classroom teacher, and one.

principal were identified. Comparisons among professional roles in-

cluded only these data. A total of 120 pairs consisting of one re-

source teacher and one principal were identified for the analyses of

time estimates.
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Repeated Measures ANOVA. The school was considered the unit of

analysis in comparisons-among the professional roles. In this way,

the potential influence of that factor on individuals' attitudes

toward and perceptions of resource teacher consultation could be

controlled. Professional role was the repeated measure.

Repeated measures ANOVA was utilized to examine differences

among the groups of educators on each scale and on cich item in the

attitude section, and on the competence scale and on each item in

the competence portion of the resource teaching skill section of the

questionnaire. It was also employed to analyze the groups' responses

on possible hindrances to resource teacher consultation.

Correlated t-tests. As in the analyses.just described, the

school was the unit.of analysis for examination of differences be-

tween Tesource teachers' and principals' estimates of actual and

ideal resource teacher time allocation. Differences between the

professionals' estimates of actual time spent on instruction, con-

sultation, preparation, assessment, parent and case conferences, and

_-

other duties were analyzed; Differences between their estimates, of

the ideal time required for the same' responsibilities were also

examined.

Other Procedures

Treatment of missing data. A total of 12 of the returned ques-
_

tionnaires were judged to be so incomplete as to be of little use

in data analysis. These were discarded.

,T2
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In all analyses, missing data were dealt with so as to maxi-

mize the use of all available data. Where possible, a survey was

excluded from an analysis only when the variables being examined in

that analysis were missing. The slight variation that this caused

in the sample for each analysis was judged to be inconsequential,

given the overall size of the sample in this investigation.

The scaling of items in the attitude sec=

tion of the questionnaire was reversed in a 2-part procedure. First,

it was necessary to reverse the direction of the scoring on ten items

which had been identified a. priori as indicating negative attitudes

toward consultation. This change was made for Items 3, 7, 8, 11, 13,

14; 16, 17, 18 and 19. The result of the process was that a higher

score on an item indicated a more negative attitude. Because inter

pretation of the results would be facilitated by adhering to the

convention of assigning a higher value to more positive attitudes,

the entire scale was next reversed for all data analyses. In the

attitude section's final form, then, a response of 1. (strongly dis-

agree) indicated the most negative attitude, and a response of .5

(strongly agree) indicated the most positive.

Other_data_analsAs, Results of the pilot study indicated that

insufficient variance existed among responses to the first resource

teaching skill scale which-asked whether each listedskill was needed

by resource teachers. For that reason, descriptive statistics were

used in the examination and interpretation of data obtained from
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that scale. For the same reason; a descriptive presentation was

judged appropriate for each professional role's rating of potential

problem factors in consultation.
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CHAPTER III.

RESULTS

This chapter will present the results of the data collected

and analyzed to study the consultation component of resource

,

teach -

ing. The data will be presented by topic inclding'attitude

toward resource teacher consultation; skills needed by consulting

resource teachers; resource teacher consultation competence; prob-

lem factors in consultation;_and resource teacher time allocation.

Attitude_Toward_Resource Teacher Consultation

It was noted in Chapter II that a factor analysis' of the data

obtained from the attitude section of the questionnaire resulted

in the identification of four factors. The scales defined by these

factors were named as follows: Impact of Consultation on Students,

(Student Impact); Regular Class Teacher Responsiveness to Consulta-

tion (RCT Responsiveness); Consequences of Consultation (Conse-

quences); and Feasibility of Consultation (Feasibility). The items

included in each scale were presented in Table 5. Each of the,

attitude scales and the 20 individual attitude items were utilized

to examine educators' attitudes toward resource teacher consultation.

First; Research Question 1 was addressed. It asked whether differ-

ences in attitude exist among educators within each professional role

when the educators are grouped by school district, length of contact

46
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with resource room programs, length of educational service, or type

of profes'tional training or experiences. Resource teachers, regu-

lar class teachers, and principals were grouped within role on the

selected variables and their responses were analyzed accordingly.

Next, Research Question 2 was addressed: Are there differences in

attitude toward consultation among professional roles? Resource

teachers", regular.class teachers', and principals' mean responses

were compared to obtain this information. In all analyses sign tfi-

cance was established as k 4:.01:

Resource teachers' responses to the attitude scales and items

were grouped for analysis on 'four variables: school district;

length of resource teaching experience; amount of consultation train=

ing received;. and presence or absencepf regular education teaching

experience;

,School district: One-way ANOVA was.empioyed to analyze resource.

teachers" responses on the basis of the school districts represented.

.No significant differences were found among the resulting seven

. groups on any attitude variable.

Next, the seven school districts were designated as either

metropolitan (LEA's 01, 03; and 04) or non-metropolitan (LEA's 05,

06; 07 and 08): It should be noted that this classification method

also divided the districts on the age of the resource room programs

(metropolitan districts having older programs)'; and on size of school

district (metropolitan districts beinc, larger in number of pupils en-,

rolled),
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T=teStS were employed to compare. the mean responses of the

metropolitan (N=90) and non-metropolitan (N=60) groups. No signi-

fiCant differences were found between the groups, although sig-

nificance was approached (148)=2.40;a4 .01-7).o Item 7. This

item concerned finding time in Tesource teachers' schedules for

consultation. The metropolitan group responded more favorably to

it (M=2.52) than the non-metropolitan group (M=2.03). A summary

of these analyses is presented in Table 3 in Appendix C.

Resource' teaching_ experience Four groups were formed to .

analyze.differences in resource teathert' at-Obi-bpi by teaching

experience; These were (a) one year or leSS.(N=33);.(b) two to five

years (N=79), (6) §-lie to 10 yeai-t (N31), arid (d) more.than 10 years

(N=5). One-way ANOVA identified a significant difference ((3,144)=

4=37; E4:006)HamOng theSe groups On Item 7, time available in

resource teacher SchedUleS for consultation. The Scheffe procedure

indicated that resource teachers with one year or less of experience

were significantly different (a< .01) from those with two to five

yearS' experience; the latter group expressing a less favorable

response to that item (1,1=2.10) than the former (M=2.97). Statistical

significance was approached (F(3,141)=3.36; 2. < .021)'on Item 20.

This item concerned resource teachers'_willingness to provide assis-

tance to regular class teachers. The Scheff procedure indicated-that,

the least experienced resource teaChers responses (M=4.34) were

.significantly More favorable (a< .05) than those of the most
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experienced teachers (M=3.40). No other significant differences

were found among resource teachers on the basis of their teaching

experience. These results are summarized in Table 4 in Appendix C.

Amount of .consultation training. For this analysis, resource

teachers were grouped on the basis of their consultation training,

the six categories being (a) no training; (b) one to five hours of

training'; (c) six to 10 hours; (d) 11 to 15 hours; (e) 16 to 20 hours;

and (f) more than 20 hours of training. Table 5 in Appendix C sum-

marizes the results of the one-way ANOVA completed on these groups;

and indicates that no statistically Significant differences,existed

among,the resource teacher groups on any attitude variable.,

Regular education experienoe. Resource teachers were categor-

ized as having or not havingregular education teaching experience

(N=37 and N=113, respectively), and their attitude responses were

then analyzed using t-tests.

Although none of the differences between the groups were sig-

nificant at the .01 level, the summary'of these analyses:in Table

6 indicates that several differences existed that approached this

level (.014', E K.05). Resource teachers with regular education

teaching experience responded more favorably to the scale RCT

Responsiveness (M=11.22) than those without such experience (M=

10.24). ThiS difference appeared to result because of differences

in the groups' response- on Items 2 and 8, both part of that scale

and both concerning regular class teachers' willingness to receive

resource teacher help. The resource teachers with regular classroom

..... ......... ....
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Table 6

Attitude TOWard Consultation of Resource Teachers
With and Without Regular:Education Teaching

Experience

Variable With
(N=37)

Without
(N.113) (148)

.Student Impact 21.61 21.84 -.56 ;577

RCT Responsiveness 11.22 10.24 2.09 :038

Consequences 20.57 20.55 .05 .959

Feasibility 14.39 14.82 -1;34 .;184

Item 1 4.49 4.47 .11 .914

2 3.57 3.18 2.07 .041

3 4..28 4.25 .19' .851

4 3.65 3.68 -.18 .860

5 4.57 4.45 1.02 .307

6 4.54 4.53 .09 .926

7 2.49 2.27 .90 .368

8 3.84 3.46 1.97 .050

9 3.84 4.13 -2.26 .025

10 3.35 3.73 -2.30 .023

11 4.27 4.19 .57 .570

12 2.81 2.95 -.58 .560

13 3.38 3.00 1.94 .054

14 4.19 4.21 -.10 .919

15 4.14 4.27 -1.16 .249

16 3.75 3.99 -1.44 .153

17 3.36 3.55 -:94 .349

18. 4.38 4.43 -.33 .743

19 3.83 3.67 .97 .332

20' 4.19 4.21 -.12 .904
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experience responded more positively to these items. In contrast,

resource teachers without regular education experience were some-

what more likely to agree that the resource teacher is the best

person to consult with classroom teachers (Item 9), and to believe

that time could be found in regular education teachers' schedules

for consultation'(Item 10).

Summary. Few differences were found among resource teachers'

expressed attitudes toward their consultation role on the basis of

their school districts, or the extent of their training in consul-

tation. These special educators did differ somewhat, however, when

grouped by the length of their resource teaching experience, and by

whether or not they had had regular education classroom teaching

experience.

Attitudes Among Regular Education Class Teachers

,

Regular education teachers' responses to the attitude scales

and items were grouped for analysis on four variables: school

district, length of teachingexperience, length of contact with

resource room programs, and possession of special education certi-

fication.

School district. One-way ANOVA was employed to analyze regu-

lar class teachers' responses among school districts. Although

differences on several variables reached or approached statistical

significance,-these differences were small and did not seem to

represent any trend either among the attitude variables or the
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school districts. The results of these analyses are presented in

Table 6 in Appendix C.

To attempt to clarify the above findings; the school districts-

and thUt the regular class teachers' responses were next classified

as either metropolitan (N=114).Or non-metropolitan (N=80), and t-tests

were employed to compare the two groups. As indicated in Table 7 in

Appendix C, no significant differences emerged. Significance was

approached, however, on Item 4, school administration supportiveness

for consultation M188)=-1.99; P. < .048). Teachers in metropolitan

school districts responded slightly less favorably to this item than

'did those in non-metropolitan districts M=3.59 and M=3.86, respec-

tively).

Teaching experience. Four groups were established to analyze

differences in regular class teacher attitudes by years of teaching

experience. These ware (a) one or less (N=2); (b) two to five (R=29);

(c) six to 10 (N=57); and (d) more than 10 years (N=104). As may be

seen by examining Table 8 in Appendix C, no significant differences .

were identified through the one-way ANOVA completed for these data.

Statistical significance was approached fOr the Consequences scale

(F-(3,180)=2;79; E4;.044), and for IteM 7, resource teacher time

schedules (F(3,183)=3.836; a 4:.011). .0h. both variables, teachers

with five years or less of experience responded slightly more favor-
,

ably than those with more experience, and on Item 7, a Scheffe test

indicated that teachers with two to five years of experience (M=3.07) ,

were significantly more positive (p 4. .05) than those with six to 10
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years of experience (M-2.32). It should be noted that the results

of these analyses should be viewed with e treme caution since 84% of

this sample of regular educators had mote than five years of teaching

experience (see demographic informat'on data summary in Appendix 0).

Experience withresource-room-programs_. In this analysis, regu-

lar class teachers were grouped bywhether they had had (a) one year

or less (N=20); (b) two to five years (1=101); (c) six to 10 years

(N=51); or (d) more than 10 years (N =18) of contact with resource

room programs. No significant differences were found among these.

groups (see Table 9, Appendix C). Significance was approached on

Item 2 (1=(3,185).3.538; < .016) and Item 4 (F(3,182)=3.349;2 4( .020)

the former dealing with regularclass teacher willingness to consult

and the latter with schodl administration supportiveness. No trends,

were discernible among the groups on these variables.

Special education certification. Of the 194 regular class

teachers for whom data were available, only seven reported possessing

any type of special education teaching certification (see demographic

information summary, Appendix D). Although t-tests were completed on

the two groups (with and without certification), the results should

be examined with extreme caution. Nosignificant differences emerged

from these analyses (see Table 10, Appendix C).

Summary. Few differences existed among regular education

teachers' attitude responses on the basis of their School diStrictS,

their teaching experience, or the extent of their experi6nce with

resource room programs. So few teachers in this sample possessed
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special education certification that analyses based on thi8 variable

should be viewed with extreme caution.

At ti tudEsAinong_Principals

Principals' responses to the attitude scales and items were

-grouped for analysis on four variables: school district; total

length of educational service; length of contact with resource room

programs; and possession of special education certification.

School district. One=way ANOVA was employed to analyze princi-

pals' responses among school districts. No significant differences

emerged among the seven groups on any attitude variable.

Principals were next divided into two school-district groups,

metropolitan and non=metropolitan; and t-tests were completed on

their attitude responses. The two groups (N=103 for metropolitan

and N=72 for non=metropolitan) did not differ significantly on any

variable, although significance was approached on-Item 16, resource

teacher understanding of regular class teacher problemsAt171)=2.03;

<.044). Principals in metropolitan districts responded slightly

more favorably to that item (M=3.84)- than thOse in other districts

(M*3..56); These results-are summarized in Table .11 in Appendix C.

Educational service. Sik categories were established in the

area of total educational service. These were (a) one year or less;

(b) two to five years; (C)'8iX to 10 years; (d) 11 to 15 years; (e)

16 to 20 years; and (f) more than 20 years. All principals in this

sample reported haVing more than five years of educational service
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(see demographic information summary in Appendix D), and so four

groups were utilized for this analysis.

One-way ANOVA indicated that no significant differences existed

among these groups. As reported in the summary of these data in

Table 12 in Appendix C; differences on Item 3; potential role con-

fusion outcomes of consultation, did approach significance (F(3;169=

3.127; p: <.027). A Scheff-test indicated that the responses to

this item by principals:with the least experience (M=3;33) were

significantly less favorable (a< .05) than those of principals with

16 to 20 years of experience .(M=4;08) or more (M=4;02);

Experiencewithresource_roomprograms In these analyses; prin-

cipals were grouped by whether they had one year or less, two to five

years; six to 10 years; or more than 10 years of contact with resource

room programs; One-way ANOVA revealed no Significant differences

among the groups on any attitude variable. These results are presen-

ted in Table 13 in AppendiX C.

522Ei41e-dUCatiOn certification. Only two principals of the 176

for whom data were available indicated that they held special educe-

teaching certification of any type (see demographic information

summary, Appendix D). Analysis on the basis of this variable was

therefore not possible.

Summary. Few differences were found in the attitudes toward con-

sultation of principals grouped by school district, the length of

their educational service; or the extent of their contact with re-

source room programs. Comparisons between principals with special
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education certification and those without it could not be made be-

cause so few of the principals were .certifieth

Attitudes Among Professional Roles

For analysis of all attitude scales and items by professional

role, repeated measures ANOVA was utilized, with school being con-

sidered the unit of analysis and role. the repeated measure.

As may be seen in Table 7, the attitudes toward resource teacher

consultatioR among all groups tended to range from neutral to posi-

tive. A possible exception to this isfound in the data for Item 7.

This item concerned whether time could be found in resource teachers'

schedules for consultation, and no group.responded favorably to it.

Small'butsignificant differences were found among the.groups on RCT

Responsiveness (F(2 ;250)= 31.86; ( .001) and Feasibility.(E(2,250)=

16.58; at: ;001);and significance was'approached on Student Impact

(E(2,250)73.04; R.050) and Consequences (F(2,250)=4.52;. p < .012).

As would be expected; significant differences were found among the

groups of educators In many of the items included in each seale.

Examination of these data suggests that the predominant pattern

of responses on the attitude variables is for resource teachers to

have expressed the most favorable attitude toward consultation, for

regular education class teachers to have expressed the least favor-

able attitude, and for principals to have responded somewhere between

these two groups. This pattern exists for-the Student .Impact and

Consequence scales; and for approximately half of-the items included
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Attitude Toward Resource Teacher Consultation
Among Professional Roles
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Professional Role

Variable Resource
Teacher
(N=126)

Reg.Ed.
Teacher
'(N =126)

'Principal
(N=126)

F

(2,50)

Student Impacta 21.81 21.14 21.30 3.039 .050

Item lb 4.46 4.39 4.36 .750 .473
5 4.50 4.20 4.33 6.232 .002
6 4.55 4.37 4.47 2.094 .057
9 4.04 4.08 3.98 .651 .523

15 4.25 4.08 4.16 1.819 .164

RCT Responsive-
ness 10.35 12.25 11.53 31.859 .000

Item 2 3.20 4.20 3.74 47.620 .000
8 3.50 3.92 3.90 3.100 .000

19 3.66 4.13 4.00 11.858 .000

Consequences 20.47 19.50 19.91 4.521 .012

Item 3 4.25 4.12 3.96 4.087 .018

11 4.18 4.25 4.25. .390 .677

14 4.20 /4.15 4.26 .857 .426

17 3.41 2.87 3.24 8.371 .000

18 4.44 4.10 4.20 8.125 .000

Feasibility 14.68 13.82 14,96 16.581 .000
Item 4 3.61 3.65 4.37 33.288 .000

12 2.91 2.98 2.73 _1.320 .269

16 3.95 3.31 3.73 12.135 .000
20 4.21 3.88 4.12 8.695 .000

Item 7
10

2.20
3;59

2;71
3;30

2;95
3;43

13.493
2;630

.000,
;074

13 3.10 2.86 2 ;93 2.105 ;124

Note.-Items are listed immediately after the scale on which they are
included. Items 7, 10 and 13, listed last, were not included
on any scale.

a Ranges for responses for the four attitude scales are as follows:,
Student Impact and Consequences, 5 to 25; RCT Responsiveness, 3 to 15;
Feasibility; 4 to 20.

b
Range for responses on any single item is 1 to 5.
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in those scales. The most notable exception to this pattern may be

found in the second scale, RCT Responsiveness; and the'items it com-

prises. On these variables; which concerned regular educators' will=

ingnett to consult with resource teachers about their shared students,

regular class teachers responded by far the most favorably (M=12.25

on RCT Responsiveness); while resource teachers expressed considerably

Tess positive reactions (M=1U.35 on RCT Responsiveness).'

One other set of responses is of particular.interest. On the

Feasibility scalei-regular education teaChers,tended to respond far:

less favorably (M*13.82) than re-source teachers (M=14.58) or principals

(M=14.96). Using these data as a batiS, it appears tAat regular educa-

tion teachers are the leattlikely to view consultation with resource

teachers as a process than can be included with other school activities;

In general, all three groups responded most favorably to items

which might be judged as most directly related to them; For example,

resource teathert were most likely to respond favorably to items con-

cerning their role in consultation (e.g..; Item 20); Similarly, as

already noted; class teachers reacted most favOrably to statements

concerning their willingness to consult; Finally, SChool principals

gave the most favorable response to Item 4, school administration

support for consultation efforts between resource teachers and regular

class teachers;

Skills Needed by Consulting Resource Teachers

The 17 items on the first response stale in the resource teaching

skills section of the questidnnaire on resource teacher-regular class
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teacher interactions were designed to address Questions 3 and 4

of this study. Question 3 asked whether educators within each pro-

festional role, when grouped by school.district; length of contact

withresource-room programs; length of educational service, or type

of professional training or experiences; differ in their perteOtiOn_

of consulting skills needed by resource teachers. Question 4 atked

whether differences in perception exist among 'professional roles.

As noted earlier, little variance was found in the responses to this

portion of the quectionnaire, and so the results are reported descrip-

tively. A summary of the responses by each professional role and for

the total sample are presented as percentages in Table 8.

It is obvious from examing these data that most of each group of

educators perceived every skill or activity as necessary for resource

teachert. Eath individual skill or activity was marked as needed by

83% _or more of the total sample.

TWO of. the items received comparatively low ratings; All three

:getups of respondents indicated less frequently than for other items

that conducting inservice workshops is a necessary component Of the

resource teacher's job; with regular education teachers (72.1%) being

the least likely to agree that such activity is part of that job.
-

Likewise; skill in paraphrasing what regular education teachers are

saying was less frequently included as a .needed resource teacher skill

than the others listed; with regular education teachers again being'

the 'least lik6ly to agree to its necessity (77%)..
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Table -8

Consulting Skills Perceived as Needed by Resource'Teachers
Among Professional Roles (Reported in Percentages)

Variable Skill/
Activity

Professional-Rolo---

Total % of
Sample

Resource
Teacher_

Reg.Ed.
Teacher

Principal

(N=150) (N=194) (N=176) (N=520)

Item 1 Brainstorming 93.84 94.21. 96.00 94.72

2 EvaluEtin in-
terventions 98:63 94.76 97.11 96.67

3 Interviewing 93;92 94;30 98.26 95.52
4 Observing 89;19 88.02 92;49 89.86
5 Partnership 92;52 86;84 94.22 90.98

6 Paraphrasing 84;93 76.96 88.44 83.14
7 Problem-Solving 88;97 88;48 94;19 90.55

8 Establishing
trust 95;27 93.72 98.85 95.91

.9 Conferring 90.54 91.15 93.60 91.80

10 Minimizing hard
feelings 95.24 89.25 95.32 90.77

11 Interpersonal
communication 86.81 82.11 95.88 88.10

12 Predicting
consequences 91.78 90.27 95.88 92.61

13 InserviCe 83,56 72.11 84.30 79.53

14 Probing state-
ments 89.80 86.32 94.08 89.32

15 Defining prob-
.lems 95.21 97.67 95.66

16 Explaining. 97.26 97.67 95;88

17 Resource link 91.03 91.62 92.35 91.70

aActual item content may be found in the samples of the questionnaires
in Appendix B.
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One other type of discrepancy may be noted among these skill

data. The skill listed in Item 14 was probing to discover whether

a problem a regular class teacher reports about a special education

student has been accurately described or whether other factors are

involved. Although allogroups essentially agreed that the skill

was needed, principals (94%) were somewhat more likely to mark a

positive response to the item than were resource teachers (90%) or

regular class teachers (86%). The same pattern of responses is

found for Item 3 (interviewing regular class teachers), and Item 7

(using problem-solving strategies), principals being somewhat more

likely to have marked the items as necessary for resource teachers.

Finally, Item 5, including regular education teachercas equal part-

ners in planning and intervention, was somewhat less likely to be

viewed as a necessary resource teaching ski;1 by regular education

class teachers than by resource teachers and principals.

Resource Teacher Consultation Competence

The competence scale and the 17 items from the second response

scale in the resource teaching skill section of the questionnaire

were,utilized to assess educators' perceptions of resource teacher

competence in various consultation skills, and thus to address Ques-

tions 5, 6 and 7 of this research project. Question 5 asked how com-

,petent resource teachers, grouped by school district, length of re-

source teaching experience, length, training for consultation, or

professional experiences, perceive themselves to be in the area of

consultation. Question 6 asked how competent regular class teachers
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and principals; grouped on variables similar to those used with

resource teachers, perceive resource teachers to be in the area

of consultation. Finally, Question 7 asked whether differences

existed'among the perceptions of the three groups of educators.

Perceptions Among Resource Teachers

Resource teachers' responses to the competence scale and items

were grouped for analysis on four variables: school district;

lenth of resource teaching experience; amount of consultation train-

ing received; and presence or absence of regular education teaching

experience.

School district. The mean response to each variable by resource

teachers in each of the seven school districts was analyzed. using'

one-way ANOVA. .A significant difference.(F(6037)=2.933< .010)

was identified among the groups on Item 13 (inservice); although a

Scheffe test indicated that no.two groups were significantly different

at the .05 level. An examination of the mean responses of the groups

s6ggests that resource teachers in LEA 01, LEA 03, and LEA 04 rated

themselves Mc somewhat more competent than the teachers in the other

districts. The seven groups' responses on several other items ap-

proached statistical significance (.014 a 4.05). These results are

summarized in Table 14 in Appendix C.

To attempt to clarify the differences which might exist among

resource teachers in different school districts; .the respondents were

next categorized as teaching in a metropolitan (LEA 01; LEA 03; LEA

04) or a non-metropolitan (LEA 05 ; tEA 06; LEA 07; LEA 08) school
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district. The resulting two groups (N=90 and N=60; respectively)

were then analyzed using t-tests.

As may be seen in the presentation of the data in Table 9,

resource teachers in both groups viewed themselves as fairly compe-

tent; The one exception to this response pattern occurred for Item

13; conducting inservice workshops. On that skill; both group:-

rated themselves below the midpoint of the scale. In contrast; both

groups rated themselves most skillful in establishing mutual trust,

with regular education teachers (Item 8); their mean- responses to

thit item being. 4.24 and 4:15, respectively;

Several significant differences were identified between these

two groups 'of resource teachers on their self-ratings of competence.

Metropolitan teachers' ratings (M=61.5 on the CompetenCe scale) were

significantly higher (t_(122)=3.52; a< .001) than those of non-metro-

politan teachers (M=54.04 on Competence). The same pattern of self-

ratings of competence; with metropolitan resource teachers rating

themselves significantly higher, was.found for Item 4 (observing),

Item 6 (paraphrasing)-; Item 9 (scheduling conferences), Item 11

(interpersonal communication); Item 12 (predicting consequences of

interventions); Item 13 (conducting inservice) and Item 15 (defining

problems). It was also present for items only approaching signifi-

cance (.01 < a <.05), as well as for those where the groups' re-

sponses were not significantly different

Resource teaching experience. Four groups were established for

atialyse5-bas-ed on the number of years of resource teac;:lni experience.
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Table 9

;

Self-Rating ofConsul ation Competence by Resource Teachers
in Differe t Types of School Districts

Type of District

Variable Metropolitan Non-Metropolitan
(N.=-.90) (W--.60) (148)

Competence
a

61.50 54.04 3.52 ;001

Item 1
b

3.82 3.43 2.48 .014

2 3.56 3.26 1.74 .084

3 3.88 .3.68 1.21 .228

4 3.70 3.17 2.71 .008

5 3.80 3.41 2.13 .035

6 3.83 3.24 3.44 .001

7 3.17 2.76 2.11 .037

8 4.24 4.15 .68 .499

9 3.57 2.93 3.10 .002

10 3.68 3.37 1.67 .097

11 3.43 2.82 3.09 .002

12 3.50 2.95 3.00 .003

13 2.77 1.96 3.73 .000

14 3.40 3.19 1.14 .257

15 3.66 3.08 3.08 .002

16 4.09 3.86 1.54 .125

17 3.33 3.05 1.27 .208

aRange of responses on Competence is 17 to 85.

b
Range of responses on individual items is 1 to
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respondents reported having had one or less; two to five, six to 10,

or more than 10). Results of theoneway ANOVA revealed no signi-

ficant.differences among these groups.of resource teachers, nor did

the differentes in their mean responses to any variable approach

significante: A summary of these findings is included in Table 15 in

Appendix Ct

Amount of consultation training -.- For this set of analyses;

resource teachers were grouped on the basis of the number of clock

hours of consultation training they had received; the groups being

no training ((= 52); one to five hours of training (N=30); six to 10

hours (N=13); 11 to 15 hours (N=13).; 16 to 20 hours (N=7); and more

than 20 hours (N=2.9); One-way ANOVA was performed on these groups'

data; As shown in Table 16 in Appendix C; only one significant

difference was found, that occurring on Item 13, conducting inservice

(F(5,134) =3.15; 2. ..01). A Scheffitest indicated that the group of

resource teachers with six to ten hours of training rated- themselves

significantly less competent (M=1.62) than resource teachers with

more than 20 hours of consultation training (M=3.10).

Regular education experience1. Resource teachers were categor-

ized either as having taught in a regular education setting (N=37)-

or not (N=113); and these two groups were analyzed using t-tests;

the mean responses of each group; presented in Table 10;:indicate

that resource teachers with regular education experience generally

. perceived themselves as more competent than teachers without thit

experience.
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Table 10

Self-Rating of Consultation Competence by Resource Teachers
With and Without Regular Education Teaching

Experience

variable With
(N=37)

Without
(N=113)

Competencea 64.48 56.48

Item lb 3.95 3.56

2 3.78 3.33

3. 4.11 3.70

4 3.78 3.39

5 4.11 3.49

6 3.61 3.58

7 3.50 2.83

8 4.38 4.15

9 3.78 3.16

10 3.94 3.43

11 3.63 3.05

12 3.75 3.12

13 2.80 2.34

14 3.56 3.24

15 3.70 3.34

16 4.14 3.95

17 3.84 3.01

(1)

3.41 .001

2.12 .036
2.35 .020
2.23 .027
1.73 .085
3.04 .003
.14 .886

3.12 .002
1.49 .140
2.70 .008
2.46 .015
2.57 .011

3.02 .003
1.81 .073
1.54 .125
1.70 .091

1.09 .279

3.49 .001

aRange of responses on Competence is' 17 to 85.

Range of responses on individual items is 1 to 5.
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Several significant differences were found between the groups.

On the Competence scale; the resource teachers with regular education

experience rated themselves significantly more competent (M=54.5)

than their colleagues without such experience (t.156.6), t(122) being

equal to 3.41 and p, less than .001. Contributing to this finding

were the differences between the groups on Items 5, 7, 9, 12 and 17,

all significant at the .01 level. These items concerned treating

regular education teachers as partners in planning and interventions;

using prOblet=tOlVing strategies, scheduling conferences with regular

class teachers; identifying potential consequences or planned inter-

_ _

ventions, and functioning as a resource linker.

Summary. Resource teachers' self-ratings of competence in con.=

sultation skills differed depending on whether the teachers were from

metropolitan or non-metropolitan school districts and on whether they

had had regular education teaching experience. Few differences were

found among resource teachers when they were grouped by the number of

years of experience they had as resource teachers, or by the amount =

of consultation training received.

Perceptions Among Regular Education-Classl-oomTeatbers

Regular education class teachers were grouped for analysis on

our variables: school district; length of teaching experience;

length of contact with resource room programs; and possession of

special education certification.

School district. One-way ANOVA was employed to examine the

teachers' responses to the competence items by school district. No

significant differences were found among the seven groups.



These data were next arranged into metropolitan and non-

metropolitan School-Aistrict groups. AS summarized in Table 17

in Appendix C, no significant differences were found to exist

between the two types of districts.

Years of teaching eAp/Mt111102-. Four groups were formed to

analyze differences in the teachers' perceptions of resource teacher

consultation competence on the basis of teaching experience. These

were (a) one year or less (N=2); (b) two to fiVe years (N=29); (c)

six to 10 years (N=57); and (d) more than 10 years (Ne-104). One -way

ANOVA revealed no significant differences among these groups on any

competence variable (seeTable 18, Appendix C). Significance was

approached.( (3,181)=3.011; <:032) on Item 9, scheduling confer-

ences with regular class teachert, teachers with six to 10 years of

experience responding least favorably (M=2.47) tb that item.

Experience with resource room programs. For this analysis.,

regular class teatherS were grouped by whether they had had one year

or less, two to five years, six to 10 years; or more than 10 years

of contact With i-biwlec programs. No significant differences were

fnUnd theSe groups on anycompetence variable. These results,

are summarized in idble 19 in Appendix C;

Spec'al ed.Acation certification. As noted earlier, only seven

regular ect,cation class teachers possessed some type of certification

in Epecial education. When their responses to the competence vari-

obles were compared to those teachers without special education

8



teaching certification using t-tests, no significant differences

emerged. A summary of the results of these analyses may be fbund

in Table 20 in Appendix C.

Summary. Regular education class teachers were not found tb

differ in their perceptions of resource teacher consultatibn compe-

tence. This finding held when they were grouped by school district,

by teaching experience, by extent of contact with resource room

programs; and by possession of special educatidn teaching certifica=

tion.

RerceptionsAmongPrincipals

Principals' responsesoto the Competence scale and items were

grouped for analysis on four variables: school district; total

length of educational service; length of contact with resource room

programs; and possession of special education certification.

School district. Seven groups, one for each school district,

were formed to analyze principals' responses on the competence items.

As may be noted in Table 11, significant differences existed among

the groups on Item 13 (conducting inservice) (F(6,160)=3.574; EL4. .002)

Item 16 (explaining one's perceptions) (F(6,163)=4.500; a< .001), and

Item 17 (acting as a resource linker) (F(6,163)=4.343; pl_< .001). A

Scheffe'test indicated that no two groups were significantly different

at the .05 level on Item 13 (inservice). On Item 16 (explaining one's

perception of a problem), a Scheffe
/

indicatedndicated that principals in

LEA b3 (W.4.57) responded significantly more positively (a< .05)

than those ln LEA 05 (M=3.08). Item 17 concerned resource teachers'



_Table 11

Rating of Resource Teacher ConsultationCompetnc6 by Principals in Different

SthOO1 DiStrittS.

fariable

School District

01 03 04 05 06 07 _ 08 F

(NT--i9) (H 7) (N:16) (N=25) (N=8) (N=19) (N=20) (067

:ompetence8

item 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

56.45 69.86 63.50 55.22 .61.71 52.53 56;35 '2;376 ;032

3.26 3.65 .926 .478

3;26 3;16 .704 .647

3;26 3.75 2.380 .031

3.10 9.83 2.306 .036

3.37 3.85 ;853 .531

2.90 3;65 1;762 .110

3.00 , 3.06 .878 .513

3.74 4.10 1.516 .176

3.00 3.20 1.808 .101

3.21 3.35 1.879 .087

3.16 3.22 1.717 .120

3.06 2.95, 2.242 .042

2;11 2.32 3.574 .002

2;89 2.95 2.435. -.028

3.42 3.50 1.630 .142-

3;26 3;70 4;500 .0004

3.10. 3.75 4.343 ;000

3.36

3.41

i.67

146

'3,b3

3,20

3.12

3.94

3.32

3.03

3.09

3.29

2.43

3.22

3.38

3.49

3:00

3.86

3.86

4.29

3.86

4.29

4.14

3;71

4;.71

4.29

4;29

4.14

4.14

3.71

4.00

3.86

4.57

4.14

3.94

349

4:13

4.20

3.67

?.66

3.47

4.25

3.73

3;62

3;F,6

3.50

3.20

3.80

3.94

4.07

4.12

3.44

3.29

3.44

3.48

3.4

3.12

2.96

3 80

3.09

3;25

3.08

3.12

2.32

3.00

3.08

3.08

2.83

3.38

3;38

3.75

3.12

3.57

3.38

3.50

4.38

3.25

3.25

3.38

3.75

3;57

3:12

3.50

4.00

3.25

1Range of,responses on Comp'etence is 17 to 85.

Range of responses on indiVidual items is 1 to

'LEA:03 differed from LEA 05 at the ;05 level;

114A 03 differed from LEA 05 and ;LEA 01 at the '.05 level.



activities. as "resource linkers." _On this variable; the post hoc

analysis foUnd that LEA 04 was significantly different (a< .05)

from LEA 01 and LEA O5.

Several differences among the responses of the principals in

the seven school districts approached significance (see Table 10).

On Competence (F(6,140)=2.376; a< .033), LEA 03 principals rated

resource teachers as far more competent (M=6P.86) than did principals

in other districts. Principals in LEA 04 (M=63.50) and LEA 06 (M=

61.71) also rated resource teachers relatively high on the consulta-

tion Competence scale. Examination of the individual items which

approached significance (Items 3, 4,'12 and 14) indicates that all

contributed to this pattern of findings.

To attempt to clarify the lifferentes among the school=district

groups, ttests were completed after dividing the, school districts

into metropolitan and non-metropolitan groups (N=103 and N=72,

respectively). No significant differences were found between them.

Significance, was approached on Item, 3 (t(170)=1.98; a < .05); Item 4

(t(169)=2.27;j1 < .024),and Item 14 (t(163)=2.56; a< .012); with the

metropolitan group giving a higher mean response on each variable.

These results are presented in-Table 21 in Appendix C.

Edudational_service. All principals in this sample had more

than five years of educational service. For these analyses, then,

_

the groups were (a) six to 10 years of service; (b) 11 to 15 years;

(c) 16 to 20 years; and (d) more than 20 years. As indicated in

Table 22 in Appendix C, a one-way ANOVA on these data revealed no

significant differences on any competence variable.



Experience with resource room programs. The four groups formed

for these analyses, were (a)one year or less; (b) two to five years,

(c) sik to 10 years, and (d) more than 10 years of contact with

resource rooms. No significant differences were found when principals

were grouped in this manner. A summary of these analyses is included

in Table 23 in Appendix C.

Special education cert-i-fi-c-a-t-ion. .Since only three principals

reported possessing any type of special education teaching certifica-

titin, it was not possible.to complete this analysis.

Summary Principals were found to differ in their perception of

resource teacher .consultation competence when grouped-according to

school district. They did not differ When grouped by length of edu

cational serviceor by length of resource room contact.

Perceptio_s_Amomg Professional Roles

For analysis of amohg=rOle differences on the'CompetenCe vari-

able'and the 17 items in that scale, repeated measures ANOVA was

utilized, with SChbbl being the unit of analysis and professional

role being the repeated measure.

At may be seen in Table 12, resource teachers-tended to rate

themselves and other educators tended to rate resource teachers mid-

way.between not skillful and very skillful. They were seen as most

skilled at establishing mutual trust with regular class teachers

(Item 8), and least skilled. in conducting inset-vice workshops (Item

13). The.three groups Of educators differed significantly on



Table 12

Rating of Resource Teacher Consultation Competence
Among Prbfessional Roles

Professional Role

Variable Resource
Teacher
(N=126)

Reg.Ed.
Teacher
(N=126)

Principai
(N=126)

F

( ,T50)
EL

Competence 56;77 - .51;60 56;82 7;354: ;000

Item 1 . 3,67. 3.44 3.51 1.793 .169
2 3.51 3.13 3.47 E.557. .004.
4 3.46 -.3.13 3.46 3.724 -.026

'5 3.66 3.08 3.75 13.568 .000
6 :3.58 3.28 3.37 2.555 .080
7 3.03 2.92 3.28 3.327'. .038
8 4.20 3.95 4.04 2.265 .106
9 3.29 2.88 3.36 5.851 .003
10 ._ 3.53 3.36 3.24 2.028 .135

11 . 3.19. 3.20 3.24 .065 .937
12 3.30 3.18 3.33 .691 .500
13 2.50 2.42 2.65 1.016 '.364

14 3.35 3.02 3;21 2.677 .071

15 3.40 3.32 3;44 .402 .669
16 3;96 3;45 . 3;53 9;244 ..000
17 3;20 3;16 3;21 ;069 ;993
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Competence (F(2,250)=7.354; .a .001), regular class teachers rating

resource teachers considerably less competent than resource teachers

rated themselves or privipals rated them. Some further understanding

of these differences may be gained by considering the groups' response

to the items contributing to Competence. On nearly all items which

were significant or approached that level, resource teachers and

principals were very close in their ratings; while regular education'

teachers.' ratings were somewhat lower. Conversely,-on items where

this response pattern was not found, differences among the groups were

generally not significant.

Problem Factors in Consultation

Six potential problem factors in-resource teacher consultation

were identified through-a review of the pertinent literature. These

included lack of resource teacher time, lack of regular class teacher

time; regular class teacher unwillingne'ss to consult, resource teacher

.unwillingness to consult, lack of resource teacher training in consul-

tation, and lack of adMinistrative support for consultation. Each was

rated as :a major problem, somewhat of a problem, or little problem by

all respondents, and their ratings were tabulated by role

differences in responses across professional roles were analyzed.

These procedures were used toaddress Research Question 8 (factors

perceived. as hindrances to consultation by each prpfesSional role)

and Research Question 9 (differences in, resource teachers', regular

class teachers'; and principals' perception of constraints on consul=
.

tation). of this study.
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Resource.Teacher Problem Factors

The response of resource teachers to the problem factors are

reported An Table 13, An examination of the data reveals that' more

than half of the resource teachers rated lack of resource teacher

time (53%) and lack of regular class teacher time (6b %) as major

hindrances to .consultation. Almost half (48 %) of the. teachers saw

regular, class teacher resistance as at least somewhat of a problem,

.and neatly a third (33%) considered lack of resource teacher prepar-

ation for consultation somewhat of a problem. It was also found

that 95% of the _sample rated resource teacher unwillingness to consult

as little or no problem.

Regular Education Teacher -Prablem_factors

As may be seen in 'Table 14, the only factor which most regular

class teachers rated as a major hindrance to consultation was lack of

regular educator time (59%). A total of 79% of these respondents

saw resource teacher lack of time as at least somewhat of a problem

in consultation. Na other potential problem factor was a great con-

cern to regularplass teachers,. each of Items through 6 being rated

by at least three-quarters of the respondents as little or no vobiem.

Principal Problem. Factors

This group of educators did not viewany of the potential prob-

lem factors as major.hindrances to resource teacher Consultation;

HOW6V6ti as indicated in Table 15,. a majority Of-these administrators.

judged both lack of resource teacher time (75%),and lack of regular.
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Table 13 _

Ratings of Potential Problem Factors in Resource Teacher
Consultation by Resource Teachers (Reported in Percentages)

Problem Factor Little
Problem

Some
Problem

Much
Problem

1. Resource teacher time 11.4.9 35.14 53.38

2 Regular class teacher time 5.41 34.46 60.14

3 Regular class tE;cher unwilling-
ness 51.70 38.78 '9.52

4. Resource teacher unwillingness 95.24 3.40 1.52

5. Resource teacher feels untrained. 66.89 30.41 2.70

6. Administrative support 72.79 21.09 6.12

N=150

Table 14
Ratings of Potential Problem Factors in. Resource Teacher
Consultatiol by Reguilar Education Class Teachers (Reported

in Percentages)

Problem Factor Little.

Problem
Some
Problem

Much
Problem

1. Resource teacher time 20.63 48.15 31.22

2. Regular class teacher time' 9.37 36.98 58.65

3. Regular class teacher unwilling-
ness 77.08 20.83 2.08

4. Resource teacher unwillingness 88.71 7.53 3.76

5. Resource teacher feels untrained 85.41 10.27 4.32

6. Administrative support 74.74 17.89 7.37

N=194
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Table 15_
Ratings of Potential Problem Factors in Resource. Teacher

Consultation by Principals (Reported in Percentages)'

Problem Factor Little
Problem

Some
Problem

Much
Problem

1. Resource teacher time 24.71 45.88 29.41

2. Regular class teacher time 15.98 48.52 35.50

3. Regular class teacher unwilling-
ness 64.29 32.14 3.57

4. Resource teacher unwillingness 85.88 11.76 2.35

5. Resource teacher feels untrained 85.29 12.94 1.76

6. Administrative support 86.47 9.41 4.12

N=176



class teacher time (84%) as at least moderate problems. 0ne other

area was rated as somewhat of a problem by this group;-a total of

36% of the principals included regular class teacher unwillingness

to consult as at least a moderate problem. Few principals believed

that resource teacher unwillingness or lack of training, or lack of

administrative support were problems in consultation.

Problem Factors Among Professional Roles

Repeated measures ANOVA was employed for analyses of the differ-

ences in responses for each problem factor among resource teachers,

regular education teachers, and principals. School was considered

the unit of analysis; and role was the repeated measure.

The summary of the results of these analyses in Table 16 indi-

cates thatlack of resource teacher and regular education teacher

time were seen as the most serious hindrances to consultation by all

groups of educators. Each group's mean response to these it-.2ms indi-

cated it was a moderate to major problem. All other problem factors

were rated by all groups of educators as ranging from slight problems

to moderate-problems.

The differences in responses among professional roles on each

problem factor reached signifitance on, all but the fourth item, re-

source teacher willingness to consult. On that variable; significance

was approached (F(2,250)=3.079; a < .048). With the exception of

Item 4, resource teachers rated each problem factor as amore serious

hindrance to consultation than did principals. Regular education

teachers responded similarly to principals on Item 1 (resource teacher

73
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Table 16

Ratings of Potential Problem Factors in Resource Teacher
Consultation Among Professional Roles

Variable rofeccinnal Rnla
Resource Reg;Ed; Principal F _

Teacher Teacher' (N=126) (2,250)

(N=126) (N=126)

Prob. Fac. 1 1.55

2 1.46

3 2.40

4 7..95

5 2.64

6 2.63

1.89 1.87 8;625 ;000

1.52. 1:80 9;810 400

2.73 2;60 10.420 .000

2.84 2;87 3:072 .048

2.80 2;86 7;104. ; .000

2;65' 2;85 5.470 .005

Note. A rating of 1 meant that a variable was _a major problem, 2

that it was somewhat of a problem, and 3 that it was little

or no problem.
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time), Item 3 (regular education teacher unwillingness), Item 4

(resource teacher unwillingness); and Item 5 (resource teacher lack

of training). Their responses were similar to those of resource

teachers on Item 2 (regular class teacher time), and on Item 6

(administrative support).

Resource Teacher Time -Al location_

Correlated t-tests were employed to analyze the differences

between resource teachers' estimates of the percentage of their

school time devoted to each of six types of duties and their esti=,

mates of the way in which time would be allotted among the same duties

in an ideal resource room program; The same analysis was completed

for principals' estimates of actual and ideal resource teacher time

use. Differences between resource teachers' and principals' responses

to the 12 time items were also examined to determine whether these

groups of professionals concur on resource teacher time allocation.

Through these analyses, Research Question 10 (resource teacher and

principal estimate of resource teacher actual and ideal time allot=

ments) and Research question 11 (differences between resource teacher

and Principal actual and ideal resource teacher time allOtMent were

addressed.

Resource Teacher Time_Estimates-

Resource teachers reported that most pi' their school time is

spent in dirett instruction of pupils; a mean of 63.7,:;; The mean

amount Of time reported asespent in consultation activities was. 7;
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t ranked third in time allotted on the list of resource teaching

duties, direct instruction,andletson preparation being :given more

time, and assessment, conferences, and miscellaneous duties being

given less. The mean percentage of time spent in each duty is pre-

sented in Table 17.

If they were allowed to design an ideal resource room program,

this sample of resource, teachers would not substantially change

their instructional duties, nor their time for preparation, assess-

ment, and conferencing. As indicated in Table 17, differences be-

tween actual and ideal time estimates on these variables were not

significant (t(119).=.2.36; Resourde teachers did indicate,

however, that in an ideal program more time would be devoted to

consultation (M=10.9%) than is allotted presently (M =7.8%). The dif-

ference between this actual time and ideal time estimate'was signifi-

cant (t(119)=-4.L. 2.< .001). It appears that these educators

would find this additional time by decreasing the amount of time

spent in miscellaneous activities such as lunch and bus duty;

resource teachers would spend a mean of 1.8% of their time on such

duties in an ideal program instead of the 4.4% presently required.

This difference was significant (t(119)=6.60; .001).

Princioal Time Estimates

Principals estimated that most resource teacher time is spent

in direct instruction of students (M=66.8%). Consultation (W.7.4%)

was third in their apportionment of resource teacher time among the



Table 17

Resourc-_ Teachers'Esimates of Time Allotments for Their
Duties:. Actual and Ideal

Duty

Co

Attoal Time
M SD

Ideal Time
M SD

(119)

Direct Instruction 63;74 17.6 62.93 15.7 .66

Consultation 7.85 8.3 10.86 5;9 -4;08

Preparation of.
Lessons 10.83 6.2 10.39 6.4 -.11

7es:ing/Assessment 7.15 7.9 7.34 7.7 -.49

Conferences 6.02 5.0 6.17 4.6 -.33

Other Duties 4.39 5.1 1.81 3.0 6.60

a

.509

;000

.911

.625

.743

.000

N=120
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various duties; direct instruction and letton preparation being

ranked higher; and conferences; assessment, and miscellaneous activ-

ities being ranked lower; These findings are presented in Table 18;

In an ideal resource room program, principals would ask resource

teachers to spend a mean of 657; of their time in direct instruction;

10 in consultation and the same in the preparation of lessons; and.

or less in each of assessment, conferencing; and other duties.

Significant differences between principals' actual and ideal time

estimates were found only in consultation ((119)=-4.52; L<.001)i

and in miscellaneous activities (l- (119)=3;28; a < ;001). It seems

that principals would divert time from the latter dUties in ordor

to in-create that spent in the former;

Different-et in Time Estimates__Between ProfeStibhal Met

Retource teachers' and principals' responses indicated that they

Were generally in close agreement on the manner in which resource

teattir time is presently allotted among their duties, and on the
0

appropriate way to divide their time in an Ideal prograM: As indi-

cated in Tables 19 and 20, only in the rea of assessment were sig-

nificant differences approached (t(119)=1.96; a <;06) for .;c1-ual

time; W19)=1;44: .02 tur ideal time). In general; both groups

would reserve nearly two-thirds of the resource t.:-.acher's time tr"

instruction; making virtually no change in the present allocation

for that dut. They wonid increase consulting time by une-third

its present 1-pve1 to about 10.5% ccmpens .:ing for this increase by
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Table 18

Principal Estimates of Time AllotMent for Resoutze Teacher

Duties: Actual and ideal.

Duty Actual
!st

Ideal Time
t SD (119)

Direct Instruc-
tion 66.i1'3 13.9 66.08 15.3 .72 .470

Consultation 7.40 4.7 10.11 7.5- -4.52 .000

Preparation of
Lessons 10;32 5.8 9.81 5.7 1.31 .191

Testing/Assess-
ment 5.79 .4;4 5.34 4.7 1.00 .321

Conferences 5.83 4.Q 6.20 3;8 -1.23 .222

Other Duties 3.85 7.1 2;12 3.8 3;28 -.001

N=120



Tab's 19

Estimates of Actual Rsource Teacher Time
Allotment by ProfestiOnal Role

Resource
Teacher Duty

Direct Instruction

Consultation

Preparation of
Lettbdt

Testing/Assessment

ConferenceS

Other Duties

Resource
Teachers
(N.120)

63.74

7.85

10.83

7.16

6.02

4.39

Principals
(N=120)

a
(1 )

66.80

7.40

10.32

5.79

F.83

3.85

-1.65 ;101

.53 ,595

.79 .429

1;96 :052

-1 .758

.76 ;451

Tabie 20
Ettimates of Ideal :ResOurce Teacher Time

Allotment by Professional Role

Resource
Teacher Duty.

Resource
Teacht..,'s

(W20)

Principals
-(N-i,J)

.Dirett Ihstruction 62.93 C.U8

Consultatim 10.86 iu.11

Preparation of
Lessons 10.89

TettMg/Assessment 7.34 5.24

Conferences. 6;17 6.90

Other 1.81 2:12

(119)

-1.69 .093

;98 .331

1.44 .154

2.38 .019

-.07 .947

-'.75 .455.
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reducing time spent in miscellaneoqs duties, and would divide the

remainder of resource teacher's time fairly equally among testing;

r:onferencing, and lesson preparation, the latter being given a

slightly larger percentage.



CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSION

The results of this investigation suggest that resource teachers,

regular education cIassroom teachers, and principals differ somewhat

in their views of resource teacher consultation; Further; several

factors seem to emerge as serious constraints on the feasibility of

consultation. The discussion which follows includes elaboration and

.interpretation of these results, and suggests possible explanations

fdr th '1. It is organized according to the topics which have formed

the focus of this research: attitude toward resource teacher consul-

tation; sklls needed by consulting resource teachers; resource teach-

er cons'i! atoo competence; problem faCtors in consultation; and

resource teacher time allocation; Finally- 'imitations of this study

are enumerated.:

Attitude_Te.. 0. ;onsultation

Attitude Within Professional Role

The first research oqestion .posed is this.stUdy concerned

whether differences in attitude toward consultation existed among

respondents within each professional role. Resource teachers, regu-

lar education class teachers, -and principals were thus grouped for

analysis on the Lacis.of the location of their schook oi-Arcts, their

experiences with resource room vogram; and their educational :Jack-

grounds.. The results indicate that sepaiaLe anawers to t;le research

question 2 r1.6 essary for eich group of eUuc tors.
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Resource teachers. The special educators in this sample dif-

fered somewhat in their expressed attitude when grouped by regular

education teaching experience and by length of resource teaching

experience. Although the AbSolUte differences were small, there was

a persistent tendency for resource teachers with regular educatioh

teaching experience to agree more than :source teachers WithbUt

regular education teaching experience that regular class teacherS

are responsive to consultative efforts. .There was less consensus,

among the former group; however, that resource teachers are the best

people to consult with regUlAr education teachers, or that consulta-

tion can be accOmmodated in regula teachers' schedules. When the

data were 6Aalyzed across resource teaching experience, At Was found

that the least experienced resource teachers were the most favorable

toward providing consultations and were more likely to feel that time

could be found in their schedulies fry consultation activities;

The aboVe fihdihgs combine to suggest that reUtively inexperi-

enced resource teachers are somewhat more favorable toward a consul-

tation role than experienced resource rac:lers. It appears that

while havinri taught in a regular education 'setting or in a special

education setting for several year-: ma) build an understanding ofiV'

par':cular aspects of .-!.he .job or of other educators' perspectives,

it mad also decrease '..illingness to consult with othei. teacherS.

This ihteivi-etation must be qualified; hovie%,er, for ac least four

usons. First, th0 actual differences in the ro-ponses of the

grcups f for thetb &,,ilyses were fairly small, and so. it,becomes
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difficult to ascertain whether statistical significance implies

practical significance: PractiCality is a factor ih another sense,

too; This study did not addrett the question of whether resource

teachers. with more favorable.attitUdes toward consultation engage

in more consultation activities, or are more competent in them, and

so it cannot be assumed that favorable responses translate into

recommended consultant behaVhJr. While this notion is intuitively

appealing and would be an appropriate avenue of research to4),ursue

in rtlAt.i-rin_tb this topic at the present time it remains *speculation;

Third, it ma be that a relationship exists between regular education

teaching eXperieniA and resource teaching experience; or tnat both

trO relateei to -J.: third variable; these.possibilities were'

arch. Finally; the liMitations of the:instment

itt7if the interpretation of the data obtained through, its

use. The fact that the questionnaire W2S a self-report instrument

makes plausible the possibility that the data obtained were influ-

enced by individuals' tendency to present views they.belieVe are

socially desirable; A degree of uncertainty thus exitttin the extent

to which one may assume tnese'retUlts reflect resource teac::ers' true

perceptions of consultatiOn.

While the Wi&iirOle analyses focused priMarily on the identi-

ficatibn of differences, one area of consensus'among .esource

teachert is noteworthy. special educators' attitudes did not differ

_______
When they were grouped tamount of consultation rainingi.even

thbUgh One Would have expeced training would cause the
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teacher !-.o be more knowledgeable and would result in a more positive

attitude toward the consultation role: At least two explanations

for the results obtained in this research seem possible. At the

simplest level, it may be that training &cies not affect attitude.

However, it also seems_plausibl-at -t-fie---grehe phrase

"consultatiOn" as used An the questionnaire may have led to varying

interpretations of that item. The responses may thus reflect.a wide

Variety of experiences, masking any differences which may have existed.

SOme support for this notion is found in the comments written by

several, respondents in the margins.of the .5.uestionnaires; some noted

that they were not sure what experiences would be included as consul,

tation training; and one individual commentedthat_Jelementary edu,a-=

tion coursework as fisted in communicating with 'regular education

teachers; and so that Was being cons-L:7Ted rOhtiiltation_training.

Ruular education class teachers; Li gro60, the regular class

teachers in this sample dffered little in their expressed attitudes

toward resource teacher consoltation, their responses tending to be

neutral or undecided. Although partitular subgroups responded

Slightly more favorably on individual items, no general trends wore

discernible. In addition to the possibility suggested by these

results that regular education teachers are uniform in their

attitudes toward consultation, several alternative interpretations

seem plausible. First, At may be that the variables used to form

groups for the analyses in this study are insensitive to actual

differeneet among the teachers. Perhaps number of hours of specia
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education coursework, attitude toward.mainstreaming, or other:vari-

ables are more closely related to the teachers' favorability toward

resource teacher consultation. Another explanation forthe similar-

ity in responses among the regular education teachers may be the

present status of consultation in resource teaching; At the time of

this study; only one participating school .district (LEA 04) included

consultation as a planned component of the resource:teacher's job;

and that was true for only a few -esource teachers in that district;

This suggests that consultation which.does occur is probably hap-

hazard and sporadic; Conversations with 30 resource teachers 'in tive

of the school diStriotr participating in this research also indicated

that this is the situation (Friend, Note 5); most teachers commented

that consultation usually implied hurried confc-ences during lunch

hour, lescon preparation periods; or before or after school hours.

These bits of information imply that Ongoing'consultative relation-

ships among special and regular educators are rare to schools, and

17;le regular :lass teachers may have had Tittle consultation back-

yroond on which to base their responses: These data may thus reflect

a primarily undecided posture based on lack of experience; To test

this possibility, it would be necessary to establish consultatioil as

an intral component of the resource teacher's job in several school

districts; anti then to compare the'at:ituies 'Jf those teachers to

attitudes or teachars in dist:lets withoat.such a program. Alterna-

tive it viuld at least be !:eessary to determine why the teachers'

in tha presc!nt sample respor P.s they did.
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Principals. The principals' within-role data are comparable

if not identical to many of the reglAlar class teacher results There

were essenti differences among the principals' expres-?.'

Attitudes bas.: on their school dittriCt locations, the total length

Of their educational service; or the extent of their contact with

resource room pr65ams. As with the regular class teachers; three

explanations seem possible: first, principals may truly be quite

Similar in their attitudes toward resource teacher consultation;

second, principals may differ in attitude; but not on the basis of

the variables identified in this study; or third; due to limited

experience with any type of ongoing resource teacher consultation;

they may be uncertain of how-to respond to that role.

Attitude _Among_ Rol es

The second question posed in this study, logarding th? existence

of differences in attitude toward resource tefic consultaL ,)r, among

resoP-ce teachers; regular education teachers, ar...; i.incjpals, was'

answered affirOatiVely to some extent for each aspect of consultation

examined.

Ih the three groups of educaors expressed attitudes

ranging from mildly negative to (;17hly positive; depending on the area

assessed. The most positive responses occurred on icems con.:;ernig

the potential impact a consulting resource Iteacher could have on both

special education and regular .education students; and on tho6e con=

cerning the outcomes of a consultative relationship for the teachers

in lved. Mean responses were lo-Jst , items related to regular
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class teacher responsiveness to consultation for resource teac'ners-

and principals, nd or zPa Feasibility of consultation for renular

class teachers.

The most striking differences among the groups were found on

RCT Responsiveness, and on items contributing to that scale; Regu-

lar class teachers perceived themselves as far more willing to

roceive.consultative assistance than the resource teachers perceived

them; while the principals' mean responses fell between those of the

two teacher groups; These results suggest that a substantial dis-

crepancy exists in the perceptions of the teachers who are involved

(at least to some extent) in consultation. One is left wondering.,

about the present status of communication between these groups of

educators.; and.if the results are accurate; how that communicat;on

might be improved. It is interesting, too, to note the.reSponses of

resource teachers add regular class teachers on the item concernec

With resource teachers' willingness to consult (Item 20) since this

forms the complement to RCT Responsiveness. On this item;. resource

tea.1,2rs responded far more fAvorably than regular class teachers;

This Also suggests that the teacners' perceptions of each other are

somiwhat cf;Screpant; Alternatively; both. -ftese results mayj-efi

a :enolncy on th part of each teacher grodp to view itself as

generaliy more competent than- other groups ire .:.ceptive than

thpf to aJopting 'an imlovative role. RegaA-less of the explanation

for the results obtained, i. would seem that if consultation is to
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be incorporated into both, groups' school responsibilitieS effOrtS

Will have to be made to increase each group's understanding.of the

other.

Ahother noteworthy difference among the three professional roles

occurred on the Feasibility scale and items. Principals and resource

teachers responded similarly; with both groups expressing a somewhat

pL,Itive attitude toward the feasibility of consultation. Regular

class teachers, however; were considerably less favorable toward thiS

.=,,00-ct of consultation. This result strongly suggests that before

onsultation could become an accepted part of the resource teacher's

ob. ways would have to be found to establish its feasibility for

regular educatort. This:would necessarily Involve identifying spe-

cific concerns of this group and dealing with them. It seems likely

NI., This task would' fall to resource teachers, and again, open

communication hetween the groups of educators would be important.

Skills Needed by_Cchsulting Resource Teachers

The third and fourth questions included in this study concerned

the consulting skills resource teachers; regular class teachers, and

priii-cipalt,perceiVed as needed by, resource teachers. From the results

presented in the preceding chapter, there can be little doubt that

skills usually associated with a consultation role.,are perceived as
4

necessary for resource teachers by nearly all the educators who partici-

pated in study; This finding; however, raises several issues about

expectations for resurce teacher job performance. It appears that the



resource teacher is expected to be a sort of "super-teacher;"

that is, a teacher primarily resrunsible for the provision of direct

instruction to special education students; but at the same time re7

sponsible .for interviewing regular class teachers, scheduling regul

lar conferences with them; observing'students in their regular edu=

cation classes, conducting workshops, linking'teachers and students

to other service agencies, and completing several other consultant

activities. Whether this range of responsibilites can be adequately'

completed by one professional may seriously be genstioned. It simply

does not seem feasible for individual teachers to adequately complete

all of the abw.re tasks.

If this premise is accepted, two opt-.ons exist. First, it may+

be that at least twi resource teaCher positions should be made from

the present one. Perhaps, as in LEA 04, some resource teachers

shduld be responsible on' for consulting duties - for example;

assessment, inserVice, observations and Oroblem-solving; Other

resource teachers should spend their time o ly in direct instruction;

functioning much the way a classroom teache would. Several problems

might arise in this type of diyision of responsibility, however.

First lting personnel would not haVe the ongoing contact

.

with g thai- provideS.detailed understanding of each child'S

strengths auo weaknesses and th'einsight that gives for planning

educational strategies. Second, the same personnel by not teaching

students,. might lose credibility in the eyes of the regular educators

who do teachi-becomingi in effect, "outsiders." In addition, the
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instructional resource teachers would have to rely primarily on

A

information from others when planning instruction, rather than

collecting much of. the data themselves. They would also lose the

opportunity to facilitate continuity between the resource room

program and the regular education program.

An alternative to the option proposed above would be to re-

arrange resource teachers' job priorities, assigning a. greater por-
,

tion,(orj at least in many schoOl diStrictsi some portion) of tpaf

personnel's time to contultation; Some resentment might be voiced

by regular educators over the resource teachers' necessarily reduced

teaching load in this arrangement, but the problems identified in a

consultant-teacher role separation would not be encountered. If

regular educators were included in the planning and implementation

of this modified resource room program, they could express their

concerns and these Could be addressed accordingly. This type of
. X

.

resource room program mould conform more closely than those found

in this study to the model recommended in the special education

literature (e.g., Hawisber & Calhoun, 1978;- Wiederholt et al., 1978),

Resource Teacher Consultation Competence
7

Perception Within Profe_sional Role

The fifth and sixth research questions posed concerned educa-

torS' perceptions of resource'teacher cc' netence in the area of con-

sultation. The data from each group Of educators was analyzed after

respondentsjlad been categorized on the basis of the locale of their
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school districts,'their educational' training, and_the extent of

their contact with resource room programs. As occurred in the

analyses.of attitude, the results indicate that .a separate discus-

sion of perceptiu of resource teacher competence is necessary for

each professional role.

Resource teachers. Differences were found to exist among re-

source teachers' self-ratings of competence when they were grouped

on two different variables: possession of regular edudation teaching

experience and type of school district. Resource teachers who had

tadght in a regular education setting and resource teachers teaching

in metropolitan areas viewed themselves as more' competent than other

resource teachers on every item included in the Competence scale.

The above findings may be interpreted in several ways; First;

having been a regular education teacher may contribute to understand-

ing the problems and constraints that face those educators and thug

.increase confidence in dealing with them; Alternativelyi since .

resource teachers with regular education experience probably have.

More teaching experience.overall than other resource teachers, it

may be that experience in general - regardless of type - contributes

to feelings of compete ce. =is explanation can be at least par-

tially discounted because similar results were not obtained when

resource teachers were grouped by:amount of resource teaching experi-
1

ence. Although there was a tendency for resource teachers with more

resource teaching experience to rate themselves as more competent

than resource teachers with less experience, their ratings were not
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consistently in that direCtiOn; Related to the ratings of metro-

politan and non-metropolitan teachers; it. might be hypot.kesized

that teaehers in metropolitan areas are more likely 'to.have access

to assistance (eg.,inservice training, consilltants) in meeting

consultation responsibilities. Another possibility is that skill

in consultation is more likely to be a criterion for employment in

metropolitan districts, although this seems unlikely. Conversely,

since many non - metropolitan resource teachers are responsible for

more than one school and these may be some.distance.apart, the time

constraints under which they operate might legitimately be presumed

to affect their perception of their competence In consultation.

It should be noted that, as in the analyses on attitude, these

grou0s of educatok are hot independent samples. Because this study

did not attempt to examine the relationships among within-role vari-

ables associated-with the teachers' responsesi'whether regular educa-

tion experience and type of school district are related cannot be

stated. if they are, it is more likely that the regular-education-

experience teachers are subSumed in the metropolitan group because

of the. distribution of respondents on. those variables (see numbers

of respondents reported in Chapter III) .

Both of the above findings have implications for teacher train -

in g since it appears that -egular.education experience is. valuable

for resource teachers who interact with regular educators Either

that sort of experience should become a part of resource teacher

training, or vicarious experiences - role plays, simulations, and
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the like - should be included to at least sensitize resource teach--
(-)

,ers to the concerns of regular educators. In addition; these data

suggest that non-metropolitan school districts may be an appropriate

target for programs aimed at increasing resource teacher competence

and confidence since educators in those areas rate themselves as

less skillful. Each of the suggestions just made is dependent, of

course, on the accuracy of the resource teachers' perceptions, and

any sort of intervention to increase competence ratings would neces-

sarily have to involve the full cooperation of\the school districts

and educators who would be involved.

Regular education-class teachers. As was found in regular class

teachers attiitude\data, few differences existed amongthese teachers'

ratings of resource teacher consultation competence; regardless of

the variables on which they were grouped for anaTysis. Although

gpecific groups' responses approached significance on individual items,

no trends emerged through which to differentiate tedchers. Three

explanations for these finaings seem possible: regular class teachers

may truly be uniform in their perceptions of resource teacher compe-

tence; they' may perceive resource teacher competence differently, bUt

not when grouped- ah the basis of the variables examined in thit study;

or they may'have:responded.out of uncertainty based on lack of-experi=

ence with resource-teacher consultation.

Principals.

The only differences in principals' perceptions of resource

teacher competence occurred when they were grouped by school district.
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These differences tended to result from principals in LEA 03 and

LEA.04 rating resource teachers as significantly more skillful than

did principals in other school districts. If these ratings

accurately reflect the principals' perceptions,-it might next be

appropriate to discover why they responded as they did. If certain

characteristics define the principals and resource teachers in those

districts, they may be useful for identifying problem areas in other

school districts choosing to faCqitate resource teacher consulta-

tion. °

Perceptions Among Rod es

The seventh research question posed was designed to discern

whether differences;---existed among professional roles in their ratings

Of the competence of resource teachers in consulting skills; Accord=
. ,

ing to the data from this investigation; such differences'do exist;

Ratings of resource teacher, consultation skill ranged from.

moderately negative to highly positive. Principals tended to be the

most positive in their ratings, with resource teachersrating them-

selves a close second; On the other hand, regular education class

teachers perceived the special educators as somewhat less skilled

than the other two groups viewed them. The greatest-congruence

occurred on the items assessing competence in establishing mutual

trust with regular class teachers.and in conducting inservice; the

consensus indicating that resource teachers are Very 'skilled in the

.

former area, and least skilled in the.latter.
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The fact th4t-resource teacherS were seen brall groups as most

skilled in establishing mutual trust wiith regular educators seems in-

congruous given the discrepancies that/existed between these groups

of educators in their perceptions of/each others' willingness to

consult. Although it seems unlikely, it may be that accurate per-

ceptiori is not a prerequisite totrust. It is also possible that the

connotation of the trust item was such that the data reflect socially

desirable responses.

The comparatively low competence ratings resource teachers re-

ceived on conducting inservice seem to complement other data from this

study on that aspect of consultation. Given time constraints and

other job pressures, it seems unlikely that resource-teachers do much

inservice, nor are they generally expected to do so. Not surprisingly,

then, they rate themselves relatively low in skill in this area, as

do other educators. An alternative explanation for these data is that

since resource teachers have less skill in inservice than in other

areas, they do not consider it a priority in their job and do not pro-

vide inservice unless pressed to do so.

That regular' education class teachers consider resource teachers

so much less skillful than resource teachers perceive themselves is

cause for some concern since it is unlikely that regular educators

will be receptive to consultative efforts unless they perceive re-

source teachers as competent in that area. This finding has the

implicatipn that if consultation is implemented, as recommended in

the special education literature, regular class teachers' input will.

101
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be required 0determine that group's perception of how the consulta-

tion process should Occur, and to ascertain how they feel resource

teachers can best assist them;

Problem Factors in Consultation

The eighth research question investigated dea)t with potential

hindrances to consultation, and the severity of those problems accor-

ding to respondents within each professional role. Research Question
. _

9 asked whether differences existed among the groups of educators in

their ratings of the same problem factors. The resultS suggest that

a great deal of similarity exifted in the responses to the problem

factorjteMsmade_by&the resource teachers; regular class teachers,

and principals.

Far $11 three grolTS,itime,,waS generally rated as a major prob7

encountered by a consulting resource teacher; The universality

of this finding suggests that time alio-Cation concerns will have to

be addressed if resource teacher consultation'is judged as important

to include in the school program. Earlier, it was suggested that

resource teachers' duties might be rearranged so that consultation

could become- an established part of those educators' jobs. In

addition to those types of adjustments, hoWever, the time constraints

operating'on regular class teachers should be recognized and insofar

as possible, removed, This 'may be a more. difficultproblem than

finding resource teacher time. Since-resourceteachert do not have

assigned class groups; schedulingthanges are feasible; this is not

SO for regular class teachers who typically have Very little time

102
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during school hours when they are not directly:esponsibje for their

class'groups. One solution might-be for resource 4achers to con-

sult with regular class teachers in the regular education classroom;

the students being given independent assignments "at:that time; The

potential distractions to all concerned-limit the usefulnets of this

solution, however. If paraprofessional or volunteers Work in the

resource room program it might be possible to have these individuals

supervise classes briefly so that resource teachers and class teachers

could meet regularly. Yet another possibility would be to have re-

,,

source teachers schedule consultation periods during different boors

each day so that the likelihood of both regular and special educators
.

having at least some time available for co-nsultation would be in-

creased.

One other interesting result from the problem factors section of

the questionnaire is the rating given to the item on lack of resource

teacher training in.consultiag skills; Although 85% of the regular/

class teachers and a like number of principals saw resource teacher

; --.
training as little or no. problem, approximately one-thirdof the

resource teachers considered this somewhat of a problem. These re-

sults seem surprising when compared to the competence data In those

analyses resource teachers tended to rate themselves. as more competent

in specific consultation skills than regular class !teachers rated
4

them. While it is only speculation, these results may be'eiplained

by the phraseoldgy used in the two seCtions'of the questionnaire:

The global term "consultation,2 used in the problem factors section;

103
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may have been somewhit more threatening or more ambiguous to resource

teachers and thus have resulted in their considering it a_problem.

The specific skills and activities in the competence section, how-
.

ever, may have been more understandabl= and therefope more likely to

be rated positively by the special educatOrs. The coaVef.se of these

processes may have operated for regular class teachers.

Resource Teacher Time Alration

The final two questioni included in this study concerned time

utilization by the resource teacher. Research Question 10asked how

resource:Iteachers and principals believe resource teachers' allocate

the* time during school hours among various duties and how they

would allocate that time in an ideal resource room program. Research

Question 11 asked whether there were differences between resource

teachers' and,wincipals' actual and ideal time estimates.

In generat, resource teachers and principals were in close

agreement on their estimates of how time is allotted for various re-

source teaching duties. Instruction of pupils was viewed as occupy-

ing approximately two-thirds of the school day, while consultation

activities were allotted slightly more than a half-hour per day.

These consultation data are slightly higher than those 'reported by..

Evans (1977),J but are consonant with those reported by.Sargent (1981).

Taken togethei., the results of these studies suggest that no more

than 7% or 8% of resource teacher time is typically spent in consul-

tation with other teachers.
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Both resource teachers and principali suggested that in an
, .

ideal resource room program, corsultatiOn'time sfiould be increased

by apPrOximately One-third, itspreSeneleVel. This figure., which

would represent an inerease from apprbximately 30 minutes to 40

minutes out of a 7-hou school da, coincides with those of both

Sargent (1981) and Evans, (1

The concurrence of principals and resource teachers ontheir

time e imates is encouraging since it implies accura a perception
' .

of teacher job responsibilities by administrators, but the actual'

proportion of time reported as allocated for onsultation may bec

cause fo concern.' It does not seem that 30 or 40 minutes per day

is suffi -lent time to adequately carry out consultation activities.

The lite ature suggests that between 20% and 40% of resOurce teachers'

time (that is, one or two Co plete school, days each week) should be

spent in regular educa elaSsrooms (Wiederholt et al., 1978). It

seems reasonable thatthe finding discussed earlier that regular°

education teachers perceive resource teachers as only moderately

competen': may be partly attributable to the time factor. if resource,

teachers allot little time in their schedules- for consultation and

thug attempt to hurriedly complete such activities, it is not sur

prising that they are not viewed 6s being very Skilled.

Of equal concern is the ideal-time allotment given consultd-

tion by resource teachers and principals. 'While the increase from

approximately 7% to approximately 10.5% is significant, the latter

still falls far short of the recommended time allotment for



consultatioN tasks. This raises sev

is there -Aa strong ratiohle forauce,

should remain a minor component Of the

98

ns. For e?(ample,

belief that consultation

resource teaches: job? 0'

not, another question is appropriate. Do the time estimates given

by educators, for whatever the reason, suggest that there is a need

to educite school personnel about the benefits that can result from

'a strong consultation program? In addifion,.is it possible to per-

suade ucatO?S to make the adjustments in' resourceteachers'- case-

loads\and non - instructional duties that would be necessary to in-
c.:-

crease consultation time?

While-the' abode questions are crucial

occupy a g

if 'consultation is to

te'r .portion of resource teacher time a more fundamental,

issue emainsunresolved,at present. Many.writerS have recommended
. ,

I

the consultant rOle fOr^resource teachers, and have delineated the'

benefits for reglar education and speial ediactp4jon StUdentSi. for'
) .

regular class.teachers, and for school adMinistration when_resource

teachers consult; However; no ;data were located:by s inves igator

which empiricalleUpport a consulting resource room program over ;

what appears to be typical resource programs, i.e., those with minimal

teacher-teacher interaction. Likewise, no studies were located which

support the latter type of resource room p.rograM over the former.

Because of this, it should be acknowledged thdt neither Ihd positron

that Consultatiom iii resource programs is eSsentikf7nor the position

that it is of little importance can be'adopted at thit time. with con=

OP
fidenceinspired by empirical evidence.

_

O6
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1 -iff.t4AjAons_of This

4
Study

In the preceding dikussion, allusions were made to-various

limitations of this investigation. These May/be-classified as per-
__

taining to the sample of rei0ondents, the instrumentation employed,

or theresearch method;

The generalizability of this research is constrained by the

characteristics of the sample studied. At the most general level,

because all'the educators included in.this.project ere fromPrentral

aid southerii Indiana, the reported results are mOs(applicable to
i , . ).

1 .

that state and to school districts similar to those studied. It
//. = , L.. ,

should thus be noted that one metropolitan school. district contribut -

ed approximately,40% of the respondents in the total sample, and

should therefore be 'acknowledged that this limits applicability-to

other schodl districts; It ;shouTd also be recognized that the note

metropolitan school districts in this study were somewhat unique in

that they were.alT cooperative speciaj services units, and so caution

is also Warranted in. applying these .results to othe0, types of rural
_ .

systems: ,fit the mos.t,specific leVeii the demographie;haracteris-
. _

tics of the respondentshould be noted. Most Of the resource

teachers had five years or less of resource teaching experience and

approximately half of theM nao been.self-contained special-education

class-teachers..; More than half. of the regular -class teachers had

taught Ringer than 10-years, and fe%1 possessed special education

teaching certification. 'Finally, no principal
f

this study hAd
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ti-

fewer than six years of experience in schools, and only three were

licensed to teach special education. These educitors' characteris=

.tics also determine appropriate generalization.
fr

The instrument developed for this investigation imposes:limits

on the validity of Ois research. It has been.as.sumed that the re-

sponses made by educators are indicative of their attitudes; toward

resource teacher consultation and of their perception ofresource

teacher consulting skill. Without further study, the.accuracy of

these assumptions should be viewed as tentative. In addition; care

should be taken when interpreting d4ferences among the groUps'

responses. While the scales utilized permit a ranking of individuals

from most positive to least positive on attitude and skill rating, no

statements are warranted about the strength of any one'ranking in

relation to another.

A third group of constraints on this study includes those imposed

by the methodology chosen. This investigation was a descriptive study

of selected school districts, and relied oneself - report data.
.

Even

,

if theresponses of the educators can be said to accurately reflect

their attitudes and perceptions, whether. thesePare idiosyncratic to

the groups included An this research or,whether they are associated

With particular patterns of behavior was not determined,through this

project. That must become a matter for future study;
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUS,IONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Despite the fact that consultation is a widely recommended role.

for special education resource teachers;_ little attention h,s been

paid .6 that responsibility in the research literature. Sbecifically,

/sills needed by consulting resource teachers have seldom'been clear-

/ ly delineated, and few empirical data are available on educators'

views of the consultation 'role. It was the purpose of this study to

gather information on consultatiod provided by_resource teacher from

"the'perspectives of the educational personnel most directly involved

in the consultation prbcess:. resource teachers, regular education

classroom teachers, and principals.

A questionnaire was developed to' assess educatoi's' attitudes

toward consultation, their perceptions-of skills needed by resource

teacher consultants, their ratings of resource teacher competence in

providing consultation; and potential problems interfering with con-/

sultation. In addition, resource teachers and.principals estimated

the amount of time resource teachers spend in Various school duties,

and made recommendatidns for allocation of the resource teacher's time.

Differenc s among the responsesof educators within each profes-

sional role w re analyzed initially to determine whether school,

district locale, teaching experience, resource room experience or

educational backgrOund affected attitude toward or perception of

109
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resource teacher consultation. The educators' responses were then

compared across professional role to identify similarities and dif=

ferences amongtheir views. Small `but significant differences were

found in attitudes toward consultation provided by the resource

teacher among the educator groups, but few differences existed

among respondents within each professional role. Overall, resource

teachers were rated as somewhat skilled in'consultation tasks; The

major problem identified,for a consultation program was time for the

teachers to meet.- Resource teachers and principals'eStimated that

7:5% of the resource teadher's time is allotted to consultation, and

that this should,be increased by.approximater3; one-third to 70.5%.

It may be concluded on the basis of this research that consul-
_

tation is a minor component of the resource teacher'S job in

Indiana. Little time is allotted for consulting activities,, and while

educatOrs would like to increase that time, they would do so only

minimally. In general, attitudes toward consultation tend to be

neutral or undecided, both within and among professional roles. Dis-
:

crepancies exist, however, in resource teachers' and regylar class

teachers' perceptions of each others' willingness to consult.

Though little time is spent consulting, nearly all educators

feel resource teachers should possess the skills typically associated

with consultants. Resource teachers view themselves as moderately

competent in these skills, and principals perceive them nearly

equally so. -Regular class teachers are somewhat less positive An

their.ratings of resource teacher consultation skill:

lio
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For resource teachers, regular education teaching experience

is associated with slightly more favorable attftude,toward consul-

tation and somewhat more positive self-ratings of,competence. Regu-

lar class teachers and principals differ little in their attitudes

and perceptions, regardless of school 'district or education back-

grounds.

The major hindrances to consultation activity are resource

teacher and regular education teacher time constraints, including the

coordination between those educators of time available for consulta-

tion. Other factors which may be problems are, regular class teacher

resistance to,consultation, inadequacy of resource teacher-training
, ,

I

supportin consultation, and lack of administrative upport for consultation.

I

.

,_
RecoMmendations_ -

This investigation represents an initial step in examining the

role of consultation in the activities of resource teachers. It
A

suggests several areas in which more information is needed, and if

the position is adopted that consultation by the resource teacher is

beneficial for students and teachers, it indicates possible areas for

intervention.

First, additional research is recommended to determine whether

variables\other than those studied'in this, project are associated

with specific attitudes and perceptions. iForexample, is attitude

toward mainstreaming related to attitude toward consultation by

resource teachers? Does completion of pecial education coursework,

I

1ijI
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(not necessarily possession of certification) affect attitudes and

perceptions? Such data might assist educators in °planning strate-

gies to facilitatd the consultation proce'ss.

Information is also needed to identify the reasons for existing

attitudes toward consultation; For_examPle, are resource teachers'

interactions with a very few uncooperative regular education teachers

responsible for their perception that regular educators are somewhat

unwilling to consult? Likewise, are regular class teachers' percep-

tions determined by single incidents with resource teachers? It

would also be helpful to under/stand why principals believed that few

of the possible hindrances to consultation were major problems. Is

this a result of insensitivity to practitioner problems? Or is it

possible that school administrators could devise organizational plans

or strategies to overcome these hindrances?

Observational studies using ethnographic or specimen records

to identify the behaviors that occur during consultation should be

undertaken since there is some indication that consultation varies

considerably among school systems. The list of unanswered questions

on this process is extensive. For example, how often do resource

teachers 'contact individuil regular class teacher5 about shared

students? Do resource teachers plan these contacts, or are they

spontaneous? During what periods of the day and for how long do the

teacher-teacher interactions occur? Do regular education teachers

seek assistance from resource teachers for students not enrolled

)

in the resource progra ,Can Sargent's' (1981) finding that most
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consultation time is spent on "school business" and not in ciscus-
,

sion of shared students be replicated? And finally, are educators'

expressed attitudes toward consultation predictive of their con=
.

sultation-related behavior? The investigation of questions like

these would enable the study of consultation by resource teachers

to proceed from description based on self-report and interpretation

to verification of the status quo based on observation, and might

suggest appropriate ways of changing the consultation role.

A third area which warrants further ,study is the importance of

cOnsultation in relatiOn to other resource teacher respons,ibilities.

Conceivably, a two-step process could be.amployed. First; reasons

for resource teachers' and principals' apparent satisfaction with

the relegation of consultation to a minor role activity should be

identified. If time constraints are their major concern, it should

be possible to find means'of adjusting educatOri' schedules to mini-

mize those constraints. If eddcators-believe that consultation is

a'"waste Of time" that Could better bespent in instruction, con-

sideration should be given to disproving those beliefs. Second,

empirical evidence of the efficady ofresource room programs Should

be sought. Resource room programs in which consultation is a major

role responsibility should be compared to those in which teacher-

teacher interactions are minimal. The data from such research

should include teacher satisfaction ratimjs, reports, of attitudes

toward and,perdeptions of each program, and also records of student

academic and social achievement in both types of 'administrative
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arrangements; Until this second step of studying consultation in'

relation to other role responsibilitie of the resource teachers is

undertaken; interventions to facilitate consultation will continue

to be based primarily on conviction and speculation and not. on data;

Yet andther area. for additional study is the job description

Of the _resource teacher: Conversations with special education direc-

tors designed.to obtain information for this project revealed that

few school district& have such' job descriptions, and those that eo

tend to define responsibilities in vague terms Although the re-

source teacher's. job is-by its ve,y nature dependnt on a great

deal of flexibility, the absende of any parameters on the require-
.,

ments of the poSition may result in confusion. It seems unlikely

that consultation, a somewhat nontraditional role for educators

who are considered "teachers," will be adopted as a legitimate duty

unless it is clearly defined in a description of the resource

'teacher's job;

:Because the entire purpose of advocating a consultation role

for resource ..teachers is to faeiltate.the integration of special

education studentsjnto regular education Settings, a'final area

recommended for stud is the impact of consultation on teacher per-.

deptimof mainstream d students. It Might.be asked whether con-

sultation affects regu ar educatOrs'-attitudes toward mainstreaming
, I

and their acceptance of handicapped children. It should be ascer-

tained whether these teachers are. more likely to modify their class
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environments when consultation is an integral part of the resource

room program. Further; it would e helpful to know whether a con-

suiting resource teacher; that is; one who regularly spends time-in

regular education tlassrooms, is able to reduce the stigma often

associated with attending special education classes.
.4

In summary; this investigation has described -consultation in.

resource teaching in an indirect manner; from the points of view of

regular and special educators. The information which was gathered

raises many questions about the fUnctions of the consultation role

And the relative importance ofthat role in planning and implementing

effective educational programs for handicapped youpsters. It also

suggests the need for the Airect assessment of the corisultation

1process as it operates.in the public schools. There appears to be

a wide gap between the resource room program models presented

the special education literature and the resource room programS in

schools; it does not seem likely that decisions can be made about

the merits of such service delivery systems until more is known about.
..

the programs themselves.

115
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Respondent CoMments 1

. 10611 -I feel the effectiveness of the 'resource program would be
greatly reduced withojit consultation with. the regultr classroom
teacher;

11511-My students have told me that they become nervous'arA un-
natural when they realize that someone (such as a helping confer-
ence teacher) is obserVing theme lbe.presence of someone else in
the classroom; not usually present, often alters behavior of a.
number of students, and the resultant observationis'not Valid.

I am opposed to any adoption of procedures that makes the
resource program less flexible and less adaptable to the student.,
do not really believe constant conferring with the regular-class

teacher will improveithings-it will simply take time needed by the
student or_by the res. teacher to develop new and interesting ma-
terial to fit his,needs. When there is a reason 'to confer, it:
should be done_quickly and spetifttally. The res. tcher should -

,=.,---

always be available'if the reg. teller-wishes '1to.discuss a rhild,
work-;_also, if a parent wishes to do so. In my observation, -the
proliferation of conferences and paperwork is a stumbling-block to' .

procuring .help for a child needing it from a teacher specially
trained to provide it.

I am concerned about some of the I.E.P.'s prepared_largely_by._
persons' who`. do not know the child, and the sometimes different levels
of achievement or areas of deficiency identified by; the_
teachers's series of tests and evaluative exercises. Reiource teach
ers, during their training, were made aware pf their responsibility
for identifying ,these deficiencies (and strengths) and/fOr planning
a_program to raise the student's functiofiing 'level, as well as reme-
diating specific'Weaknesses. A rounded prog ?am will ultimately-4m=
prove the student's work considerably more than if the tchr is con=
sidered a sort of aide to work'only-on-ithe recommendations of others.

12Q11-Many questions are not accurate due to tontinum of teacher
(regglar) attitudes and teaching abilities. Some teathers would
welcome and cooperate fully while others would not cooperate due to
'attitude, teaching skill's; or rejection and stereotyping of,901d.
With some teachersno,matter how expert one was in the intervIttion
,and counseling techniques little effect could be made in.adjusting
curriculums or support systems that are needed.,

These comments were copied directly :from respondents' questionnaires,
including grammar spelling; and punctuation.

1

12 1
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13011-1 feel that consulting skills are vital for resource teachers.

I participated in Instep last year so I feel pretty confident in -

this area. However, time is still a limitation on -both parts; Also

SOM-e_regular class teachers are of the opinion; "The more time you
can have';JOhnny out of my room the better." PR is half of the job

Of a resource teacher. I will be glad to do anything I can to help.

13211=Consultation occurs as common sense & need dictates during
'1Unth;_prep, & before & after school-I may act as a supplement o _

a regular -.teachers' program, continue and supplement a regularteachers
program or take over a whole subject (usually only readitig & math)

& have the regular teacher supplement;

13411=(in reference to Item 12, first part) _Although other activities
are accomplished during the day;: no relief'time it given:,for example
I'll schedule conferences during my preparation time and then have my

lesson plans done at home at night.

14611-It should be taken into consideratiOn that a large number of

classroom teachers have not had experiente_i_awareness, or formal educ.

training in the areas of exceptionality.. _Therefore; wilat looks like

a_problemjs often misinterpreted and dealing_with it does not take

priority Ontil there is Crisis behavior in evidence.

15311-Dr. hat:an excellent resource room course she Offers

through Id Bloom. Talk Whet. &_please include this class in the under

graduate level., When I got my job,_ much yeas not known or said about

the resource room's functions. Thanks!

16311 -I feel.reteUrte_it a very effective way of teaching due to it

being on_an_indiVidUali1ed basis. The only problems rye had is with
principal§ feeling that you are doing nothing because. you do not have

35 children in your group.
Son6 schools overload you and you cannot get through to all your

students. .

16811=The resource teacher is rather in "no man's land" sometimes.
Responsfbilities.of cooperation between regular classroom teacher and

resource person should be better defined.

18111=The role of consultation with teachers is one of the most diffi=

cult to do on a continual scheduled basics. I have used used a written

form indicating what, has been done with the child for the previous

month. This works well for those teachers who read it!

30311- Excellent aspect to look at. have been a big advocate of
requiring a dual role for a sp:ed. teacher, that being consultant and

that area in which 5/he teaches. All spied,- teachers should have

training in the consulting area regardless if they are consultants.
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Educating and training reg. teachers in mainstreaming allows child
to be mainstreamed more & more successfully. Also its role is
fantastic in helping the reg. teacher provide more adequate instruc-
tion to the children who do not qualify for sp. services but need
more help.

30411-I have always been amazed that NO ONE supervising me has ever
provided me with any standards for instruction or scheduling, neither
have they provided a job description, i.e., no one ever asked/told
me to any consulting!

30811-I appreciate this survey. I think teacher consultation is very
important in the success of our students.. I would be happy to discuss
this with you.

50511-It is my feeling-that everyone expects resource teachers to 4o
all that regular teachers: do(for example duty)"plus, stay after

-school daily if necessary and not complain!; be on beck and call for
teachers; parents and administrators; deal-with LaMand any handi-
capped kid in a mixed classroom; train a paraprofessional and etc:
I want .to be a consultant: I feel that many of my students could
survive successfully without direct services if I could be an effec-
tive consultant and_if I could do it dUring the school day on the
teacher's time. I'll get off my soapbox!

1011-Many skills are needed to effectively manage a resource room
adequately. However, with the many demands the govt, places on the
LRC teacher, it is very difficult to use:these skills effectively
due to the lack of. -time one has. The paperwork and the caseload
takes away froM efficiency of an LRC. T

52411=With all the paperwork; reports (State and Federal) that are
required'of Sp.Ed..programs,and all the various cut backs that we
are just_beginning to §ee - it really does concern The LRC
teacher has,a_lot of different responsibilities demanding a large
amount of his/her time.

Over the past 5 years, the proceduresfor finding the children;
in the regular classroom that need special help have improved. The
psychometrists are doing a'very effective job of identifying our
students and giving excellent advice as to how to remediate the prob-
lems.:Aput with this improvement also comes an increase in the number
of students the LRC teacher is expected to work with each day:. .As
the teacher's case load increases; hiS/her effeCtiveness consequently
decreases because the hours in the school day remain the same: Th
idea behind "individual education programs" is excellent but it's
starting to:be extremely hard to maintain the mainstream and achieve
the goals desired for the individual children:

123
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60311-This was very interesting. - One big problem that exists in
our co-op is many of the children that come]to me are from;dif-=

ferent schools which makes it almost impossible to interact with
them.

60511-As I am not sure how you are defining a resource room, I
should add that Lam in fact servicing three elementary schools.
I spend three half-days at two schools and four half-days at the
ether -one. Needless_to say, this amount of time is very.inadequate
for all concerned. There is no set time for interaction with
classroom teachers or for testing and conferencing. All this must
be done before or after schOol, during recesses, or by cancelling
time with students._ .

_I feel trying to adequately service the-needs.of the students

and teachers is impassible under these conditions; In my opinion;
services should be adequately set up or not at all ;I have no
magic_wand to wave around to cure these,students; it takes time
as well as dedication and skill..

Classroom teachers are often reluctant to have'their students
miss time-from their classes as they are the ones giving the grades;
my students are required; for the most parti to make up work missed
wh'ile they are working With me; This isn't. a very fair arrangement,
but .I do understand the classroom teachers' attitudes.

70311-The success of consultation depends a great deal on the-fleXi=
bility and cooperation of theregular_classroom teacher. The

teachers who are cooperative and willing to -rake changes for a.

student usually help him a great. These:children make_greater
strides than those children who have very traditional teachers who
will not make exceptions_or:changes.

Regular education classes need_to spend more time on teaching
how to individualize. Running_off the same ditto fOr all 30 kids
doesn't work any more - actually its never worked = but it is easy
and convenient.

70611-Having 3-schools to go to, the middle school is short-chanwi
in amount of time before/after scheduled time to talk w/teachers.

Feel_that_some reg ed teachers misinterpret resource teachers
-roles as tutorial.. Some even send daily work that child isn't
having w but needs to finish.

Some teachers have adjusted very well to adapting their sched-
ules around resource time. Others have not- child suffers as he
misses out on new instruction and alSo may be burdened/frUstrated
w making up everything that he's missed.

If reg. teacher has more than 1 child to mainstream prefers
that they go at same timeregardless of skills needed;
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80911=1 feel as though some of-the regular classroom teachers If
work with would not do their part in any form of consultation
offered. They have -their "own" way/of teaching and feel as though
they can teach "any" student!

81211 -I would like to see the resource' position become one oft
providing more materials and activities for use in the regular
classroom; especially in the content areasi I don't need so j

much more time to consult as much as I need time to prepare ;

materials for'regUlar class use (i.e ;; tapes, seatwork;
etc;)

81311-It seems that many resource programs create more problems-
than they solve; The' bureaucracy involved grows ever more expen-
sive and tangled; The results are so minimal-as to be immeasur-
able; so many of the students identified are already at the bottom
of the academic heap. I really wonder if this extra "layer'.of
the special ed;Imachine is justified.

The xlesigns for 'programs look so good on paper and are such
a mess when applied; What we've done is created a new language,
"specialeze" - and a.lot of new forms to complete.

82011 - Because l travel between schools and spend half-daysl only
at each-schooli my time -is very limited to -speak with teachers.
They do fill out weeklfassignment sheets_for me.- -These have_a
section for comments and concerns._ If I had a daily free/period
I could probably do a- better job, but that is hard to jusltify when
my time is so short with the kidt.

Regular Education Classroom Teachers

10321=1 felt that at our particular school, the regular, classroom
teacher and the resource teacher have a terrific means Of communi-
cation. That is due to the personality of our-resourcelteacher,
she's very concerned about her students. -

10721-1 have appreciated end enjoyed having my children/ working

with Mrs. : I feel the role of the resource teachirs is not
defined,in enough detail for the administrattve staff o under-
stand. I feel the central office should do more to correct this
problem. Our resource teacher must go to an early schbol in the
morning and a late school in the afternoon.

11421-If the conference teacher in our building were o meet
regularly with individual teachers in a structured meeting, (case
load of 30) I don't know when she would have time to or with
the children. Often, administrative duties take too much time &
the-aildren suffer. .
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I also feel we often give so much time & attention to the :
handicapped children ivour room that the other children in the
room receive much less attention than they should: They should
be & feel "special" too. Smaller classes Could benefit all..

11621- Resource -teachers could be very valuable to teachers and
students, both. As I have observed, the resource teacher_attempts
to help the student only with homework, haS little discipline,
does no planning (not even a schedule), and_has no communication
with classroom teachers.- I doubt that the idea behind mainstream-.
ing was to be'so ineffective. If students could really_pick up
needed skills to function better in reading and-math , the resource
teacher would be very valuableand everyone would benefit:

_ _

12021-1 have had professional contact with_only two resource teach-
ers and have. found their-approach quite different. I leel_our _

present resource teacher here at' quite skillful and helpful
in all professional areas.

12721- Classes are inconsistent._ Often_pupils' resource time is
cancelled more_than it is held in session.. The continuity is .

shatterediand there is sporadic or little achievement as a result.
Actual pupil aid appears to be the-last priority of the program
whereby''l feel it should be the. first.

13211 -I have several children in my "low" ability third grade that
need a resource program; however, the amount of time that it is
taking (months) to get these children in such a program is very
discouraging. No one has been placed yet this year from my room.
I filled out numerous'reports for each child that was very time
consuming. I feel that for some slow children who needed help,
an entire year of special help was lost for them. Parents keep
asking me when their child will be admitted to the program: What
am I to tell these parents after they have been waiting for seven
months?

15121-Many of the problems that exist could be_solved if_time was
provided for consultation,_if the class load of the regular teacher
was lighter and if a mutual agreement between the 2 parties was
established as to roleg and procedures.

15521-Resource teacher should be highly trained in remedial reading
and should be able to provide constructive follow up for the class-
room teacher's use. There should be no "hit or miss" practices but
well thought out individual programs for maximum benefit to the
students.
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-17621-1 feel. a real need for more curriculum coordination Jetween
the regular classroom. teachee and.the .reso!p"r^ teacher. QUt
.resource teacher. is very good; but she has e_time to consult
about a set course of_study. Oftentimes, -what. we'rerdoingiii-
cl-ass is not covered in resource. It would- be good -if curriculum
guides were given to both.the classroom & _resource teachers, so
a more unified and thorough approach could be taken.

179.21-I have been involved with resources programs in different
schools. At one partitularschoolthe program was very-effective.
The resource teacher picked the children up and brought them back
to the regular classroom, because they needed close supervision.
She was continuously informing-what she was doing with. the child-
ren, I could_offer her suggestions and she would do the Same for
me. We-worked together. As the program Should bedone, Presently;
I'm not,aware of what-my children ,do in resource; only if the child
should happen to show me some Of his work or if I ask the resource
teacher what are you doing. I'm never asked what I think they
need help with.

To be effective the resource and regular claSsroom teachers
must work together and be aware of 'what both'are doing;

18421 -I think the resource teacher needs to find out what the reg-
ular:teacher is doing with the child in the basic subjects; (read,
ing, spelJing; math) these in particular; The resource teacher
needs to work right along with the regular- teacher. As I said
before; Mrs; at school now it the only one that checked
with me all the time and with_me. She is the best one I've
had. It did take some time but_we did it We_passed notes to and
from al_the_time. She_was really_interested in the children. I

felt we made progress with the children,

18621-Consultation should -occur between. resource and regular
teachers However; itwould_only be successful if:both had a
regularly established consultation time during school hours.

19121-Time is of essence. Most regular classroom teachers have so
many students that is a problem to relate to the resource person's
interest in two or three mainstreamed students in a class that is
already croWded. The regular teacher is not uncooperative but
Must also meet the needs othe other students in the class.

To adequately. work with mainstreamed students requires that
the class size be much smaller than current and/or the number of
class taught per day be fewer.

19421-As a classroom teacher; I have only one period free during
the day and that is used for class preparation therefore consulta-
tion -time is limited.

The classroom teacher does not need to be involved to the
extent that this questionnaire indicates.
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19,521-The resource teachers at my school are very helpfUl to
.both Other teachers and parents; Case reviews are held each
semester to plan for the following semester. Teachers, parents
and students along with the social worker & administrators work,
as.a team to ensure that each special ed. stu8ent mainstreamed or
otherwise receives the.best possible education. It is not - uncommon
for a regular teacher to ask a:special ed*teacher for help:with a
problem concerning a special, ed. student.

40421=Resource teachers are too overloaded to perform the duties
expected of them;

41221-We:have a central office location for our resource teachers.
Their schedules must be full. I am still awaiting informatiun on
a student referred last Oct. Another student, referred: in Jan.,
has yet to be seen. In our particular system, 'it takes far too-:
long for a child to be tested,-evaluated,; andior'ptoperly placed..
I have taught in:the system for 17 years' and have, at the most;
referred five children for evaluation.

41523-They are extremely helpful, and I honestly can't think of a
time -when I went to them with a problem and we didn't come up with
a solution.

50421Our resource teacher has done an excellent -job! Although
we do not always consult on a daily basis we do Communicate often
and if she is not available I can usually talk to her aide and_
discuss any problems that arise; I feel it is very important for
the resource teacher to have an'aide to help her and-free her to'
make observations; consultations; etc. .

50521 -I have two students who are presentlylworking in resource. I

am able to see their work improve because of it and_I am -able to
help.them by being more aware of special problems they might be
having with my assignment. -Lappreciate the help from our resource
teacher and welcome more involvement at anytime made possible.

52421-Our resource teacher:is_very,fpowledgeable,_and agreeableto
giving her time for consultating. However, her time is limited due
to,.a fUT1 schedule. We havelittle, if any, planned sequence for
problem - solving between resource-regular teacher - most is impromptu.

60421=1 feel consultation between the resource,. teacher and regular
teacher naturally -would be beneficial for_the students. However;
I have afear of. it: becoming too time consuming-and involving more
buy work. I'd like tb:see an organized system but not to 'the point
Of 'demanding "too much time and effort.'
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60521=1 feel re:oorce teachers should be at the school full=time,
not this 11 day schedule. We have put up with this for 6 yrs.
The results have been very poor: I surely can't see how a
student can be helped in one or two 45 minute periods a week.
All our\Oecial education, learning disability, developmental
reading, title programs need to have-a serious evaluation.

60622-Our schedules do not permit me to evaluate our resource
teachers accurately. In other words, we laok_ time for consulting.

60821-The "regular" classroom teacher, first of all, is a,poor
title. The title "resource" teacher is just as bad. In actuality
the classroom teacher should be used as a resource because people
trained in these special programs loOse their objectivity and can
not see anything other than their own little world.

Speaking for myself-I cannot spend time oUtside the classroom
with meetings, consultations, and "red tape." It appears to be
another parasitic program.

70721-Perhaps the resource teachers are not trained to help the
gifted but I do believe this is an area which may be neglected.

80621-Probably the time element and case load of each resource
person is the biggest single factor in limiting their effectiveness.

81021=J have not been very pleased with the resource program as it
ts-currently operating. I do not feel the resource teacher. is
being utilized fully. Her schedule is so crowded and filled with
children of varying learning problems I do not see how she can
possibly give each child the individual help he/she needs. For
example, I have two children in the program one child will be
repeating'grade 1 and has "auditory problems" and the other child
will be going on to second grade and has "visual problems." These
two children are in the same group & visit the resource teacher for
the same 20 minute block of time. I am not blaming the resource
teacher. My children were tested late in the year and consequently
she had a very limited amount of time left in her schedule. I'm
sure she is attempting to help these children the, best she can
under the circumstances.

But I do not see how we can have an effective program, when
it operates in this manner. As for conferring with the resource
teacher, I hardly even see her, let alone confer with her. Case
conferences are scheduled from 7:30-8:00 which would normally he the
time for us to, confer and of course she leaves mid-day to visit her
other school, giving us no_time for conferences.

I have no idea how many children she'ts working with but con-
sidering the fact that she is-working With "learning disabled"
chidren shouldn't her case load be,smaller than a regular.class=
room's size? If this was the case the children_might be better able__
to benefit from all the extra training and skills_that these
"special teachers" have acquired supposedly to help these-"special"
children.
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82121-It is my opinion', and I believe the opinion of most of my
colleagues, that "special" students should not be mainstreamed.
I would use the term "specialTto include gifted as well as learn-
ing disabled students; I do not feel that it is in the best
interest of these students to be placed in the regular classroom;
and I do not feel that they can ever reach their full potential
there. I am not as concerned with how the resource teacher can
help me as I am with how the resource teacher canbest help the
students. _I feel that the answer to that is not mainstreaming,
but scheduling those students into a resource-,room for as much
of Lheir academic instruction as possible.'

82221-Much of the success of the program depends on the individual
teachers involved; their attitudes and their skills.

Principals

10731-When program first began it seemed helpful._ Now with the -

opportunity for part time placemen1 the Resource Teacher is of
little help. Presently our resource teacher has 2 hours each
afternoon in building. With never more than 5 students assigned
to her, she takes them from 30-40 minutes four days a week. This
limited amount of time for instruction is not very productive.
If these 5 students could be classified part time and.assigned
to her 'for the full afternoon surely the results would be more
satisfactory.

14731-It might be helpful if some time.during the regular teacher's
day - perhaps 20 minutes or-so-per-week-could-be-des-i-gnated-a-s----
conferencing time when regular teachers and resource teachers can
meet to discuss pupils in the program, This would diminish any
negative attitude on the part of regular teachers in relating to
the resource teacher.

14931-Very little effort is made to'close the gap between teacher
and resource teacher. My experience has been resource teachers:
take too much time getting ready for these children and not actual
on task._ It could,be that too_much paper work is required and in'
most position this is the problem. I would like to see resource
teachers start_immediately_with thetonferenting with teacher
getting the children immediately and on with the task of learning.

.

17731-Resdurce teacher,s need_more building assigned time -if they
are to increase their effectiveness. Many barely have time to
instruct students in_accOrdance with the IEPitherefore limiting
the amount of time they can spend in consultation.
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52931-We have had'some difficultyiin the past with the under-
standing of roles of our teachers and the resource 'teacher: Grad-
ing has also been misunderstood by some; We.have.even had an
inservice workshop. to discuss' grading procedures and techniques.
The Oalityofthe resource teacher dictates the confidence of
the teachers with their consultation.

0,

60531-1 feel that our program fsnot effectivei_becauSe of-the
limited time the L9 teacher can be at our school. 1 feel that our
classroom teachers_andour LVteadher are competent, but thereAs
just not enoUgh tithe which ca scheduled for ,the needs of the 4
students, and for the,teacher7rs to hold the_necessary conferences
regarding_theprogress of the students, effective procedures to
be used with themi etc. b..

70931-The_resource teacher
P
through_the_years have been helpful

to students With-learning_problems in:the regular Classrooms.
Ohe disadvantage of_this type.of'help:for_learning problems

is that this type of_position is used as an interim job or step-
ping -stone to_a regular or special ed.' full-time position; thus,
the turnover in.the_resource positibn has occurred quite often.

_Open communication lformally, informally) between resource-
regular teacher about mutual students:is a must.

71831=Like most things/in education where more thanone person is
involved, the attitudes and personalities of the people involved
are critical factors.

80431-The success ofla resource program depends on the credibility
of the resource teacher and his/her ability to relate to the class-

,.

room-teacher. ,

81231 -I feel the roleibf the resource teacher is very important
in any school environment. There are many learning dnd emotUnal
handicaps which cannot be dealt with.totally in the regular class-
room.

82031-Resource programs should be staffed by at least a full-time
staff person in each bldg.
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Resource room programs have become increasingly popular as sp tom_

126

ducdtion

service delivery systems.. In these programs,, handicapped students` receive special

V .

.
.

assistance from a resource teacher for part of the day; and are assigned to regular

education classes for .the remaindlr of.the day. Little attention has-been paid,

however; to .the nature and-content of resource teachers% consultation activities

that is; their interactions with the classroom teachers with whom they share

students. It. is the purpose-of this survey to.detertine your perception of the

consultation aspect of resource teaching. With the information that you and other

educators provide, T hope to shed light on what resource teachers' consultation

activities are now, and what educators feel they should \be.

Please complete this aurvey at your earliest convenience; but during the next,

1Qweek. It should require no more than 1.5minutea of 9 ur'time. Indicate your response

to each item by writing your answer or .r king An NI in 'each, appropriate space. Then

place the survey in the attached envelope, and return it td\ the principal's office.

When the resplts of this survey have been compiled,

you through yourprincipal.

The number on the cover page is for accounting

for individual identification. YOUR RESPONSES WILL

AND WILL BE REPORTED ONLY ANONYMOUSLY;

Your time and effort in completing this survey

for your help.

they wi1,1 lie made available to

for surveys returned; and not

BE .KEPT STRX TLY CONFIDENTIAL;

are truly appreciatedthanks



Background Information

1. Including the present year, forhow long have you been a resource teacher?

1 .year, or less,

6 to 10 years

2. In what level(s) of school do you teach?

2. to 5 years

more than 10 years

.--\
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eleMentary middle school/junior high high school ,--4t

3. For which type(s) /of children do you provide service?-

learning disabled

physically handicapped

visually impaired

other

emotionally disturbed- /behaviorally disordered

educable mentally retarded

hearing impaired

4. How many children make up your total caseload?

0-10 11=20

'31-50 more than 50

On the average, how many children do you work with ,,ach day ?:

0 -10

31-50 more than- 50

21-3a

21-30

6. In addition to being a resource teacher, which of u)r school position(s)have fO held?,addition

no other position held W special education classroom teacher

regular' education classroom teacher other

. .--- .,

IF YOU HAVE BEEN A REGULAR EDUCATION CLAS OM TEACHER-, PLEASE ANSWER ITEMS 7 AND 8. .

IF YOU HAVE NOT, SKIP TO ITEM 9.

7. As a regular class teacher, in what level(s) of school did you teach?

elementary junior high/middle school high school

8. For how long were you a regular education class teacher?

1 year or less 2 tq 5 years

6 to 10 years more than 10 years

What is the highest degree you hold in education?

Ed;S;B.S. or B.A.

tn what manner were you trained for the consultation aspect of your' resource teaching

job?.

university coursework

orkshop(s)
personal communication with principal or

supervisor

Ed:D: or Ph.D.

42/

no training

I other



'11. stow much training have you, received in consultation skillsT-(NOTE: Please incLcate

128
clack hours riot semester hours)

no training

1-5 hours

6-10 hours

11-15 hours

16 -20 hours

more than
/
20

12. Approximately What percentage of time do you spend in each of the following activities
dUrinaregUlar. School hour s7 ("OTE: Please he sure your total equals 100%)

Direct instruction of pupils

COnsultation with class teachers

Preparation of lessons and materials

Testing and assessment %

Participation in parent/case conferences

All other_dLies and activities: lunch, bus
and hall duties, etc.

Total 100 %

13. If you were given the opportunity to design an ideal resource room program, that is,..

one which made the best use of resource room.teacher time and skill to provide maximum
benefits for special education students, what percentage of time would you Allot to

each of the following activities? (NOTE: Please be sure your total equals 200%)

Direct instruction of pupils

Consultatien with class teachers

Preparation of lessons and materials
-

Testing and assessment

Participation in parent /case conferences

All ether duties and activities: lunch; bus

And hall duties, etc;

Total 100 %

L4. If you were_toldthat effective immediately you were to speud a portion of each school _

day consulting with class teacheisabout_the specialeducationstudents in their class(esI*

to what extent doYOu-think_oach of the following_faCtors would be a problem in your .

_:1icorngtrb-re-r-(Mark an X in one box for-each item)

-drcro 0

OS -0
4 ,:jCP0 6_

S°-ick>014IC-

I 1 a. lack of resource teacher time for consulting

b. Lack of regular claSs teacher time for consulting

c.4 Regular class teachers wouIdhe. unresponsive to consUltation efforts

d. Resource teacher feels consultation.shouId not hp part of his/her
job responsibilities

e. Resource teacher feels untrained to undertake'cdmsoltation tasks

f. Lack of support frOM school administration

g. Other

13 6
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Attitude_ bward Resource Teacher Consultation

Resource teachers have differing opinions about the plage of_consulriLien in their jobs.

The following statements reflect a variety of views. on tharcopsUltation role: Please

indicate your opinion by mgrking an "x" in the space Which beat describes your agreement or .

disagreement with each statement,

.ea- -e

9)
,.-s

i.

'01

!,.;.1

o
0.

4A to .c20. -Sea 4
-o- -er _cr -4 -JO

__.i. _4C _-, , _4t. _,-c,v-

9 9 .or es- 9

1-77 I

17.

)

1. Consultation should be an ess ntial complete= to the instructional

Component of the resource teac er's job.

2. Regular class teachers are:eager to receive assistance from resource

teathersin working with their mainstreamed learners.

3. Both regular dlaat teachers and resource teachers already have well

defined releS, and consultation attemptS would only confuse matters.

4. SthoOl administration is supportiVeOf regular class teachers' and

resource teachers' efforts to consult with each other.:

5; if regular clasa teachers and resource teachers - interacted on a

regularbasis, mainstreamed students could more easily be able to

.apply Skills learned in the resource'room to their regular clasa.

-Work. .

6; By sharing their understanding of handicapped students; resource .

teachers and regular class teachers could betterPlan strategies to

WOrk with them.

Resource teachers' Sthedules are too crowded to allow time for con-

sulting with regular class teachers.

B. Regular class teachers are generally unresponsiVe to resource

teachers' attempts to consult with them.

9. Since they share responsibility with:regular class teachers for

students' educationalprogramS,resource
teachers are the best

people to consult with class teachers.

10. With:suffiCient effort; time could be found in regular class

teachers' Sthedules to enable them to consult with resource teacher

11. A consulting resource teacher would have the 6E1'6= of.-undermining

regular class teachers' authority with their mainstreamed pupils.

12. COntact between resource teachers and regular class teachers is

often haphazard and ineffective.

l3 .Remedial instruction is more important in resource
teaching than is

Consultation activity.
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14. If_they_tonaulted_WIth regular_class teachers,,, the resource teachers'
job would eventually be eliminated.

15; By consulting with resource teachers, regular classteatherswould
learn strategies valuable for dealing with many pupils in addition
to those identified as handicapped.

16. Resource teachers generally lack understanding of the problems

which fate regular class teachers 'who teach mainstreamed pupils.

17; Resource teacherd are the_most help to regular class teacherswhen
they:schedule mainstreamedlearnersintoa resource room for as much
of their academia instruction as possible.

18. Consultation between regular class_ teachers and resource teachers
would not make much difference in handicapped students' edtteation;

19. Class teachers prefer that resource teachers not try to consult with -_

them;

20 Resource teachers wish to provide sssistante_to regular class

teachers in dealing With mainstreamed learners.
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Resource Teaching Skills

1.31

The follo,Ting list_includes skills andactiviti identifiedias sometimes valuable to con7r
sUltants An working Wit regular Clads teachers. P ease respond to each scacementfn cwo ways:

First; indicate whither you think each skil is needed by resource teachers. Mark an "X"

in the YES column if yo feel the need d by -resource teaCherS; mark an "X" in the NO

column if you feel the Rill is not needed.

_.
Second;- race your awn current level of skill. Mark an "X" in one box for each item to show

where you feel your ski level lies on a ontinuum from little !Skill to much Skill. Please be

fraAk in your estimates

1. "Brainstorming" with a regular class teacher to
generate possible solutions for a child's specific
classroom academic/Social difficulties.

2. Systematically evaluating interventions devided
by the resource teacher and theclassteacher to
determine Whether they are proving effective.

3. Interviewing .regular class teachers for_academici
social; and/or behavioral information about a

child as a first step In assisting a teacher with

that mainstreamed learner.

4. ObSerVing in tlaggrOoms and other school environ7.

tents to clarify the nature of the problem a child

is having;

5; 'Including the regular class teacher as an equal

partner,in planning and carrying out programs for

mainstreamed learners.

6; When conversing with regUlar class teachers;
occasionally paraphrasing what the teacher_is
Saying to be certain of understanding his /her

meaning.

7; Utilizing a planned Sequence for problem-solving

in wOrking with regular class teachers concerning

mainstreamed learners.

8. Establishing mutual trust with the regular class

teacher.

9; Regularly scheduling conferences with regular

class teachers to discuss mainstreamed learners'

progress and problems;

1
AMOUNT OF SKILL

NEBO SKILL? YOU HAVE

yes 4d

I J

little . some much

rli
11111111111111111111111

IIFI
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10. Resolving_cOnflicts with regular class teachers,
in ways that minimize everyone's "hard feelings";

11. ,Using specific techniques to facilitate inter-
personal communication with regular class teachers:

12. ASaiSting the regular class teacher to identifY
potential positive and negative consequences of
planned interventions.

13. .onduCting inservice workthops/skills training
sessions for individual or small groups ofJregular
class teachers.

14.. Probing to discover whether the problem a regular
class teacher states a mainstreamed learner is
having is as_he/she_describes it or whether other

. factors are involved.

'15. Arriving at and explicitly stating_a mutually
satisfactory definition_of the problem to be
solved by the regular class teacher and resource
teacher.

16; Explaining one's own perception of a 'problem'

situation to the regular class teacher;

17. FUndtiOhihg as a "resource' linker" between
regular class teachers and-other_available
individuals/agencies that tight be of assistance

to the teacher.

NEEDED SKILL?

yes no

MEM

I

1
1

13

AMOUNT OF SKILL
YOU HAVE

littie SOIT1g, :much

NMI! /

j 1 I

t

1 J



Thank you for your cooperation in participating

In this survey. Any further comments you wish to make

about the questionnaire or ski-Out resource. teachers'

soles and responsibilities would be appreciated; And

may be added on this page. Please return your Survey

to the principal's office when you have completed

it.

133

Would you be willing to share further your ideas about resource teaching? A. follow up

to this survey will include brief interviews with resource teachers About their roles and

.responsibilities.

If yoU are interested in participating; please provide the information requested below;

and you may be contacted to arrange a convenient time for an interview. As with the survey,

you may be assured that your:comments will be kept confidential; and will only be reported

anonymously.

NAME:
area node

PHONE NUMBER: )

BEST.TIME TO REACH YOU
AT ABOVE PHONE NUMBER:
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,.e; ors

Resource room programs have become increasingly popular as special education

service delivery systems. In these programs, handicapped students receive s..cial

assistance from a resource teacher for part of the day; and are assigned to regular

education classes the remainder of the day. Little attention has been. paid,

however; to the nature and content of resource teachers' Consultation activities, .\

that:A5; their interactions with the clarsroom teachers with whomthey share

students. It is the purpose of this survey to determine your perception of the

consultation aspect Of'resource teaching. With the information that you and other

educators provide, I hope to shed light on what resource teachers,consultation

activities are now ;.and what educators feel they should be

Please complete this survey at your earliest convenience; but during the next

week. It should require no more than 15 minutes of your time. Indicate. your response

to each item by writing your answer or marking; an "x" in each appropriate space. Then

I

place the survey in the'attached envelope, and return it to the principal's

When the results of this survey have beencompiled, they. will be made available to

you through your principal.

The number on the cover page is for accounting for surveys returned; and not

for individual identification. YOUR RESPONSES WILL BE DEPT STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL;

AND WILL BE REPORTED ONLY ANONYMOUSLY;

Your time and effort in completing this survey are truly appreciated-7thanks

for your help.



Including the present year,

1 year or less

6 to 10 years

_

BaCkgroundtrfsorma_tian

for how long have you'taught?

2. In what level(s) of school do you teach?

elementary

3. Including the present yekri
resource room programs?

How

2 to 5 years

more than 10 years

middle school/junier high

136

high school

or how long have you had contact with special education

1' year or lesh 2 to _5

6 to 10 years

Many mainstreamed speciafeducation- students-are in your class(0)?

2

more titan '10 years

3 4 5 more than 5

5. In WhiCh Of the ftillowing'area(s) do you

no special education Certification

learning disabled

physically handic:pped

.visually impaired-

hold special education certification?

emotionally disturbed

educable mentally retarded

hearing impaired

other

6; What is the highest degree you hol# in education?

B.S. or B.A.

H.S.

unsure

Ed.S.

Ed.D. or Ph.D.

7. If you WerdtOld_that effective immediatelY_the resource teacher(s) in -your building

were to spend. a portion of_each_day consulting with you about the special education_ ___

`students in your class(i6):6tti what extent do MS-think each of, the following factors

WbUldbe'a problem in such a program? (Mark an "x" in one box-for each item.)

Oc

e-1/e)7.,ec-1-V511
yak

Aso
1' 1 a. Lack of

__ _
resource teacher time for consulting.

b. Lack.of regular class teacher time for consulting

c; Regular clash teacher's would be unresponsive to consultation efforts

d. ROititite0 teacher feels consultation should not he part of his/her

job rospOnsnilities

4. Resource teacher feels untrained to underiake c:onsultation tasks

f. Lack of'SuppOrt.from school adminiatration

g. Other

144
C,



ce- Teacher Consultation
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Class teachershave-differi-g opinions about the place of consultation in the resource
teacher's job; The following staements reflect a variety of views on that consultation role.
Please indicate your_opinion-6y ma king an "X" in the space which hest deitribea
agreement or disagreement with-vach tatement.

% 4
ti-;*

-e -Cs -o

4.

5.

6.

7.

.8.

10,

11.

12;

13.

I I I 1 1

I 1

yak

_
Consultation should be an essential complement to the instructional.

component of the resource teacher'S job;

Regular class teachers are eager to receive assistance from resource

teachers in working with their-mainstreaMed learners;

Both regular cladd teachers and resource teachers_already'havewell-

defined roles; and colputtation attempts would Only confuse matters.

Sdhool.administration±is supportive of regular class teachers' and

resource teachers' efforts to consult with each other.

If regular class teachers and resource teachers interacted on a

regular b-asis; mainstreamed students could more easily be ableto

apply skills learned in the resource room to-their regular class

work;

By oaring their understanding of handicapped students; resource
steacheri and regular class teachers could better plan strategies to

work with them. a.

Resource t 4g chers' schedules are too crowded to allow time fiv con-

sulting with regular class teachers. '.

Reg4ar class teachers are generally unresponsive to resource

teachers' attempts to. consult with them.

Since they share_respOnSibility-With regular class_tdachers for

students educational_programsi resource teachers are the best

people to consult With class teachers.

With sufficient effort; time could be found in regular class

teachers' schedules to enable them to consult with resource teachers.
.X)

A Consulting reHisrce teacher would -have the effete of undermining

regular class ,:p-hers' authority with theii' mainstreamed

Contacf.between resource teachers and regular class teachers is

often haeha2Ard and ineffective.

Remedial instruction is more important in resource teaching than is

consultation activity.
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14; lf.they.consulted_With-regUlarClass teacher's, the resource teachers"
job would, eventually be eliminated;

15. By consulting with resource teachers, ,regulAr class' teachers would .

learn strategies valuable for dealing with many pupils in addition

to hose identified as handicapped.,

16. Resource teachers generally lack understanding of the problems

which face regular class teachers who teach mainstreamed pupils.

T--'1 --4---1. 17; Resource teachers are the -most help to regUlAr.Claad teachers when

they schedule mainstreamed learners into a resource room for as much

of their academic instruction as possible::

18. COnSUltation between' regular class teachers and resource teachers
_

would not make much differenCe in handicapped students' education.

19; Clasi teach-eta prefer that resource, teachers not try to consult With

them.

20; Resodrce teachers wish to provide assistance to regular class

teachers in dealing. With Mainstreamed learners.
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Resource Teaching- Skills

't

.

The following list includes skills'and activities identified as-sdinetitida'ValUable tocim

sultancs in working with regular class teachers. Please respond to each statement in two ways;

First; indicate whether -you think each skill is needed by resource teachers. MAek an "X" ,

in_the.YES column if you feel.thOSkill isneeded by resource teachers; nark an "X" in the NO

column if you feel the skill is Inot needed.

Second, using your experiences with resource teachers as a basis; rate resource teachers'

cUrrent_level_of skill in each area; Mark an '',C" in ane box. for each item to show the amount

-af skill you feel resource teachers hive; based on a continuum from little skill to much skill.

.Please be frank in your estimates.

1: 1Btainstoriiiing" with a regular Clasa_teatherto
generate possible solutions for a child's specific
classrooM acadeMid/SociAI difficulties.

Systematically 'evaluating interventions. devised

by the resource teacher and the clasp teacher to

determine Whether they are proving effective.

3. Interviewing-regular_claAstaddhers for academic;

social.. and/or behavioral information about a

child,as first- step in assisting a ceache:_with

that mainstreamed learner.

4; Observing. in classrciaMa and other school environr'_

mains to clarify the nature, of the problem a 'child

is having.
. _

5. InClUding theregular claSS teacher as an equal

partner in_planning and carrying out programs for

Mainstreamed learners.,
.

. When conversing with regular -class teachers,

occasionally paraphrasing what che_teact4r is

saying to be certain of understanding his/her

meaning.

Utilizing a plannedsequence,for OrOblern-solving

in' working with. regular clasi teachers concerning

mainstreamed learners,

. Establishing mutual trust with rhe regular class

teacher,

Regulatly scheduling conferenciS With regular _

class teacherscO diSCUSS mainstreamed learners'

progress and. problems.

NEEDED SKILL?

yes no

fli

AMOUNT. OF SKILL_
RESOURdE TEACHERS

RAVE

Little some much

L r- 1

1111111111111111111 INN

I

INI11111111111111011rm



I10. Resolving conflicts with regular class teachers.
in ways that minimize everyone's "hard feelings".

Utitig specific techniques to facilitate inter-_
personal communication with regular class teachers.

12. Assisting the_regularclassteacher_toidentify
potential positive and negative consequences;of.
planned interventions;

13. Conducting inservice worlpshups/skills training
"sessions for individual or small groups of regular

class teachers. ;

14. Probing tri_dionover whether the problem a. regular

class teacher:states a mainstreamed learner is .

haVing is as he/she describes it or Whether other

fattors are involved.

ArriVing at and explicitly stating_a mutually

c SatiSfattorydefinition of the problem_to be

solved by the regular class teacher and resource

teacher.

16. Explaining one's own perception of a protildi

situation' tothe regular class teacher;

11. Functioning asa "resource linker!' between

regular dlaa3_teachers and other_available
individuaIs/agencies'that might be of assistance

to the teacher.

NEEdED SKILL ?,`

yes no

I

NEM

148t..

-1407

AMOUNT OF SKILL
RESOURCE TEACHERS

HAVE

14ttle - SOITIO much

MINN=



Thank you for your cobperation. in participating

in this-Survey. Any further comments you wish to make_

about the questionnaire or 4bout resource teachers'

roles and responsibilities wouldbe appreciated; and

may be added on this page. "nesse return your survey

to the Principal's office when you have completed

it.

149
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DirettiOns

Resource roan programs have become increasingly popular as special education

service delivery systems. In these programs; handicapped students receive special

assistance from a resource teacher for part of the day, and are assigned to regular

'education classes for the remainder Of the day; Little attention has been paid,

however, to the natur, and content of resource teachers' consultation activities;

that it, their interactions with the classroom teachert with whom they share

students; It is the purpose of thig survey to determine your perception of the

consultation aspect of resource teething; With the information that you and othtt

educatort provide, I hope to shed light on what resource teachers' consultation

activities, are now,,and what educators feel they should be;

Please complete this survey at your earliest convenience, but during the next

week. It should require no more than 15 minutes of your time. Indicate your response

to. each item by.writing yoUr answer or marking "x" in each appropriate space. Then

place the survey in the attached envelope, and return it to the large envelope in

which the questionnaires were delivered; along with the surveys of the teachers

in the building who were asked to participate in the project. When the results of

this survey have been compiled, *hey will be made available to you;

The number on the cover page is for accounting for surveys returned, and not

for individual identification. YOUR RESPONSES WILL BE KEPT STRICTLY CONFIDENTSAZ,

AND WILL BE REPORTED ONLY ANONYMOUSLY.

Your time and effort in completing this survey are truly appreciatedthanks

for your help.



Background Information

Including the present year, fOr hOW long have you been a principal?

1 year or less

6 to 10 years

1- In what level(s) of school do YOU work?

2 to 5 years

more than 10 years

elementary middle school/junior high

144

high school

3. Including the resent rear; for how.long have you had contabt with resource room programs?

1 year or less

6 to 10 years

2 to 5 years

Wire. than 10 years

4.' Approximately how many mainstreamed Special education'students are enrolled in your school?

5 or less

11 to 20

31 to 50

6 to 10

21 to 30

more than 50

3. In addition to being a principal; what other school position(s) have you held?

no other position special education classroom teacher

regular education clasarbOt teacher other

6. For how many year total have you worked in schools? (Note: please include years as

principal as well as those spent in other positions.)

1 year or less

6 to 10 years

16 to.20 years

2- to 5 years

11 to 15 .years

more than 20 years

7. In which of the following area(s) do you hold special education certification?

no special education certifiCatibin emotionally disturbed

learning disabled educable mentally retarded

physically handicapped hearing impaired

__Visually impaired other

152
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8. Approximate.- what percentage of time_would_you estimate is spent by the resource
teacher(s) your building in each Of the fOlIowing activities during regular school

hours? (::ote: Please be Stirs pour total equals 10(M)
145

Direct instruction of pupils

Consultation with class teachers

Preparation of lessons and materials

Testing and assessment

Participation in parent/case conferences

All other duties and activities: lunch, bus
and hall duties, etc.

4

Total 1041_ %

9. If you were given the opportunity to design an ideal resource room_program,_thar_iSL
one which -made the best use_of resource room teacher timeandskillto provide maximum
benefits for special education. students; what percentage of time would you allot to

each of the following activities? (NOTE: Please be sure your total equals 1000

Direct instruction of pupilS

Consultationswith class teachers

Preparation of lessons and materials

Testing and assessment

Participation in parent/case conferences

All other duties and activities: lunch, bUs

and hall duties, etc.

Total 100

10. If you were told than effective immediately_ ythe resource teacher(s)in your building

were to spend a portion of each day consulting with you aboutyche special educatfon

students in your ClASS(eS), to what extent do vou_think each:of the following factors

would be a problem in such a program? (Mark an "x" in One box for each ttem;)

_ZW. 0

OV 0
1. SO 3. 1,41. ,,,\

1 1 1
a. Lack of resource teacher time for consulting

b. Lack of regular class teacher time for consulting

.
Regular class. teachers would be unresponsive to. cor4Ultation efforts

Resource teacher feels consultation should nor be part of his /her

job respcnsibilities

e. Resource teacher feels untrained to undertake cansulrutinn tasks

f. Lack of support ftom_schoca administration

g. Other
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Attitudes Toward Resource Teacher Consultation

Principals have differing opinions about the place of consultation in.the resomrce

teacher's job; The following statements reflect a variety of views on that consultation

role;. Please indicate your opinibM by marking an "X" in the space which best describes

your agreement or disagreement With each-statement.

_,-
_A.7

-a.-,
a-, b.si'6'''

.4 -;\ -i
0 -S'rP --o4

.)

%

-4 .4' o
5-

,) ) 0 6-1, ..

L I I I-

111EMIomM1111111111

[ I I

I I I

L- I 1

ConsultatiOn should be an essential complement to the instructional

component of the resource teacher's job.

2. 'Regular class teachers are_eager to receive assistance from resource

teachers In Working With their mainstreamed learners.

3. Both regular class teachers and resource teachers already well-

defined roles; and consultation attempts would only confuse matters

4; School administration is Supportive of regular clasa teachers' and

resource teacherd' efforts to consult with each other.

5. If regular class teachers and resource teachers interacted on a

regular basis; mainstreamed students -could more easily be able to

apply skills learned in the resource room to their regular class

work.

6. By sharing their understanding of handicapped:students; resource

teachers and regular class teachers could better plan.,strategies to

Work with them.

7. Resource teachers' schedules are too crowded to allow time for con-

sulting with regular class teachers.
. _

8. Regular class teachers are generally unresponsive to resource

teachers' attempts to consult with them;

Since they share responsibility with regular class teachers for

students' edUCAtiOnal programs; resource teacheta are the best

people to consul -t with class teachers.

10. With sufficient effort; time could be found in regular clASS

teachers' schedules to enable theth to consult with resource teachers.

11; A consulting resource_ teacher would_have the effect of undermining

regular class teachers' authority with their mainstreamed pupils.

12; Contact between resource teachers and regular class teachers is

often' haphazard and ineffective.

13, -Remedial instruction is more important in resource teaching,than is

consultation activity.
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14. If theyconsulted_wi h regular class: teachers, the resource teachers'

job would eventually be eliminated;

15.. By consulting with resource teachers* regular ClASSLteaCherswodld
learn strategies valUable for dealing with many pupils in AdditiOh
to those identified as handiCApped.

16. Resource teachers generally latk understanding of the problems
which face regular class teachers who teach mainstreamed pupils.

17; Resource teachers are the_most help to regular .class teachers when
they_schedule mainstreamed learners into a resource iroOm-for as much
of their academic instruction as possible;

18.- Consultation between regular class teachers and resource teaCherS
_

would not make luch difference in handicapped stUdehts' education:

19. Class teachers prefer that resource teachers not try -to consult with

them.

1 1 1
1 20. Resource teachers wish to provide assistance ,to regular crass

teachers in dealing with mainstreamed learners.
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Reseurc

The following list includes skills and activities identified as sometimes valuable o Con=
sultants in working with regular class teachers. Please respond to each statement in two Ways!.

FitSt, indicate whether_yoU think each skill is needed by resource teachers. Mark an "X"

in the YES column if you feel the skill is needed by resource teachers; mark an "X" in the NO

column if you feel the skill is not needed.

Second, using your experiences With restarts teachers as a basis, rate resource tex:hers'

current level_of_skill,in each Area. Mark an "X" in one box for each item to show the amount

of skill you feel resource teachers have; based on a continuum from little skill to much skill;

Please be frank in your es_Imates;

"Brainstormine_witha regular class teacher to
generate possible solutions for a child's specific

Clas.sroom:academic/socialdifficultles.

2. Systematically evaluating intervention's devised

by the resource teacher and the class teacher to

determine whether they are proving effective.

Interviewing regular-class teachers for academic,

social, and/or behavioral information about a

child as a first stepin_assisting a teacher with

that mainstreamed learner.

_ .

Observing in classrooms and other school environ-7

ments to c'arify the nature of the problem a child

is having.

5. InClUding the regular class teacher as an equal

partner in planning and carrying out programs for

mainstreamed learners.

6. When conversing with regular class .teaCheta,

occasionally paraphrasing what the teacher is

saying to be certain .of understanding his/her

meaning.

.
Utilizing a planned sequence for problemsolving

ih'.working with regular class teachers concerning'

mainstreamed learners.

8; Establishing mutual trust with the regular class

teacher.

Regularly scheduling conferences with regular

tidaS teachers to discuss mainstreamed learners'

progress and problems.
. .

NEEDED SKILL?

yes no

I r

Is

AMOUNTJ)F_SKILL
RESOURCE,TEACHERS'

HAVE.

little_ SOffM3 much

L



L 1 1

1
fp

.

11

1 Resolving conflicts with regular class teachers
in ways that.minimize everyone's "hard feelings".

II- Using specific techniques to faCilitate inter=-_

II

personal communication with regular class teachers;
4

12. Assisting the regular class teacher to identify
IIpotential positive and negative consequences of
planned interventions.

13. Conducting inservice workshops/skills training

11

sessions, for individual or small grdups of regular:

class teatters.

111

Probing to discoverwhether the problem _a regular
class teacher statela mainstreamed learner'is
having is as_he/she describes it or whether other:
factors are involved..

16.

Arriving at andexplicitly stating_a mutually
satisfactory'definitionof the problem to be
solved by the regular class teacher and resource
teacher.

Explaining one's own perception of a problem
_situation to the regular class teacher;_;

Functioning as a "resource linker" between
regUlar class teachers, and other available-
'individuals/agencies that might be of assistance

Ito the teacher. .

9

. .

NEEDED SKILL?

14.9 -

AMOUNT OF SKILL
RESOURCE TEACHEFS

HAVE

yes no little

MEM

I.[

NEM
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some much

I



Thank you for your cooperation in participating

in this survey. Any further comments you wish to make

about the questionnaire or about resource teachers'

roles and responsibilities would be appreciated; and
a

may be added on this page; Please return your survey

to the principal'spffice when you have compttted

it.'
0.

1503

150
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Appendix C

Tables



Table 1

Number of Respondents in Each School District by Professional Role and SchoOl Level

PROFESSIONAL ROLE

Resource Teacher Reg, Ei, Teacher- Principal

LEA EL MJ HS 0 EL MJ HS 0 EL M13 HS 0 NR TOTAL__

01 11 5 9 26, 60. 13 9 3 53 4 8 15 6 : 240

03 4 3 4 0 3 3 4 3 2 1 1 0 28

12''r3 1 0 0 44

17. 3 3 2 2 76

7 1 0 0 1 41

18 0 0 1 0 44

11 4 4 2 4 59

04 2 2 0

05 16 3 2 3

06 12 6 2

(j7
7

n
g 0

08

14 4 1 0

17 4 2 2

15 2 0 0

16 1 0 1

'12 4 4 0

TOTAL: 80 15 18 36 137 31 20 6 121 17 17 21 13 532

Note, EL-elementary; Dmiddle school or junior high; HS=high school; 0=more than one level

of school; NR=no response,

160
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Table 2

Competence Factor and Scale Reliability

Item No. Factor Loading
Competence

.

2 .679

3 .6§5

4 .620

5 .633

6 .632

7 .699

8 .636

9 .663

10 .637

11 .728

12 .742

13 .591

14 .669

15 .749

16 .680

17 .648

Alpha .907

No. of Items 17

% of Common Variance',
Explained 100

162



Table 3

Attitu Toward Consultationi by Resource
achers in Different. Types
of School Districts

Type of District

Variable Metropa an Non-Metropolitan t
2_

(N=60) (148)

Student Impact 21.84 21.70 .39 .699.
RCT Responsive-

ness 10.36 10.67 -.75 .456
Consequences 20.62 20.45 .40 .692
Feasibility 14.79 14.59 .70 .486.
Item 1 4.49 4.45 .41 .681

2 3.27 3.28 =.10 .921
3 4.31 4.19 1.02 .311
4 3,67 3.68 =AO .919
5 4.54 4.38 1.62 .107
6 4.56 4.50 .62 .538
7 2.52 2.03. 2.04 .017
8 3.53 , 3.58 -.29 .770
9 4.04 4.08 -.33 .739

10 3.58 3.72 -.96 .340
11 4.21 4.20 .06 .952
12 2.93 2.88- .24 .806
13 3.08 3.12 -.22 .823
14 4.20 4.22 -.19, '.846
15 4.21 4.28 -.73 .467
16 3.95 3.90 .38 .708
17 3.54 3.46 .46 .649
18 4.40 4.45 -.53 .595
19 3.64 3.80 -1.04 .298
20 4.27 4.12 1.42 .157
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Table 4
Attitude Toward Consultation of Resource
Teachers with Differing Lengths of

Resource Teaching Experience

No of Years of Resource-
Teaching Experience

Variable 1 or less 2-5 6-10 more than 10 E R
W33) ((J =79) WT441

Student Impact 2'.91 21.65 21.83 22.40 .280 .840

RCT kesponsive-
;_ess 10.47 10.32 10.81 10.60 .287 .834

Co..Sequences 20.71 20.40 20.83 20.40 .278 .841
Feasibility 15.56 14.62 15.53 14.40 .993 .398
Item 1 4.67 4.42 4.37 .4.60 1.54 .207

2 3.30 3.18 3.32 3.60 .428 .734
3 4.30 4.18 4.36 ,i.20 .518 .671
4 3.94 3.96 3.52---- 3:60 1.279 .284
5 4.45 4.13 4.61 4.60 .869 .459
6 4.52 4.52 4.55 4.60 .057 .982,
7 2.97 2.10 2.13 2.40 4.377 .006"
8 3.58 3.51 3.61 3.40 .124 .Y47
9 4.00 4.05 4.10 4.20 .176 .913

10 3.85 3.65_ 3.36 3.60 1.744 .161
11 4.12 4.26 4.19 4.20 .242 .867
12 2.9- 2.98 2.77 2.80 .216 .885
13 3.15 3.09 3.00 3.00 .123 .947-

14 4.25 4.17 4.19 4.60 .750 .524
15 4.22 4.26 4.37 4.40 .190 .903
16 3.94 3.86 4.00 4.60 1.216 .306
17 3.61 3.46 3.61 3.20 .379 .768
18 4.41 4.40 4.53 4.20 .601 .616
19 3.62 3.68 3.87 3.60 .479 .698
20 4.34 4.20 4.20 3.40 3.361 .021

b

aTeachers with two to five_years of experience were signifitantly
different from those with one rear or less at the .01 leVel.

bTeachers with Pl(rL than year of experience were significantly
different those wit. ::ear or less at the .05 level.

1 6



Table 5:

Attitude Toward Consultation of Resource Teachers with Different Amounts of

Consultation Training

Number of Hours of Consultation Training'

Variables No 1 to 5 6 to 10 11 to 15 16 to 20 morqothan F

(N=52) (N=30) (N=13) (N=13) (N=7) (5,T38)

Student Impact 21.74 21.73 21.38 21.8". 22.14 22.00 .202 .96

RCT Responsive-

ness 9.94 10.13 11.46 10.77 11.59 10.72 1.536

Consequences 20.06 2041. 21.25 20.38 21.29 21.14 1.124

feasibility 14.86 14.73 14.62 14.62 15.14 14.54 .231

Item 1 4.52 4.40 4.23 4.61 4.71 4.29

2 3.15 3.03 3.77 3.31 4.00 3.21 1.948

3 4.23 4.21 4.33 4.23 4.29 4.36 .202

4 3.62 3.67 4.08 3.46 4.00 3.55 .866

5 462 4.63 4.31 4.39 4.2 4.48 .812

6 4.46 4.57 4.46 4.54 4.43 4.62 .431

7 2.25 2.33 2.39 2.31 2.00, 2.52 .271

8 3.36 3.47 3.69 3.69 3.86 3.66 .644

9 4.06 3.87 4.15 4.15 4.43 4.10 .984

10 3.64 3.77 3.77 3.38 3.71 3.44 .664

11 3.98 4.30 4.31 4.08 4.29 4.45 1.7,28

12 3.02 3.13 2.15 3,15 2.29 2.97 1.803

13 3.08 2.93 3.23 2.85 3.14 3.17 .336 ,890

14 4.16 4.13 4.38 4.31 4.71 4.07 1.497 .195

15 4.22 4.27 4.23 4.15 4.29 4.36 .294 .915

16 4.04 3.77 4.08 4.08 4.43 3.62 1.685 .142

17 3.46 3.41 .3.77 3.46 3.2C 3.62 .339 .888

18 4.26 4.48 4.64 4.31 4.71 4.55 1.556 .177

19 3.52 3.63 4.00 3.77 4.00 3.86 1.070 .380

20 4.20 4.17 , 4.31 3.92 4.43 4.36 1.092 .368

, .i83

.351

.948

.529

.090

961

.596

543

.826

.928

.667

.430

.652

.132

.116

166'



Table 6-

iittitIde. Toward 8esoum Teacher Consultation by Regular ClasS Teachers in Different

School Districts

.100,

Variable

School District

01 03 04 05 06 07 08 E 'a .

(N=70) (N=11) (N=9) (N=24) (N=15) (N=7) (N=13) (6,142)

Student Impact 21.07 21.20 21.06 21.84 20.12 20.53 21.05 1.233 .291

RET Responsive-

ness 12.08 11.80 12.33 12.28 12.18 11.83 12.50 .456 4 -.840

Consequeoces' 19.37 .19.30 20.44 19.88 18.87. 19;12 20.05 .964 ,.451

Feasibility 13.68 13.10 14.17 14.64 13.21 13.89 14.65 2.422 .028

Item 1. 4.39 4.10 4.37 4.48 4.24 11 4,35 1.0E, ;427

2 81.16 4.20 4.16 4.20 4.00 .11 4.05 .20, .976

3 3.96 4.20 4.00 4.24 4.13 .89 4.30 ''17 .428

4 3.3E 3.30 3.95 4.04 3.75 .94 3.65 i.1)3 .121

5 4.19 4.10 4.21 4.2 4.18 .94 4.35 .634 .793

6 4;42 4.30 4.26 4.40 4;18 16 4.30 .989 .434

7 2;78 2.50 2;78 2;44 2:38 2. 2.80 .707 .644

8 3.84 3.70 3.84 4.00 3.94 3.7 4.2i3 .815 .560

9 3.98 4.30 4,00 4.36 3.94 3.83 4.05 1.465 .192

10 3.36 2.80 3.88 3.36 3.29 3.61 3.15 _.859 .526

11 4.18 4.10 4.37 4.28 4.00 '3.89 4.55 :2.011 .066

12 2.92. 3,00 3.21 2.92 3.06' 2.94 3.25 '.315 ;928'

13 2.,70 2.80 3.10 3.08 2.94 2.72 2.90 ;939 .468

14 4.15 3.50 4.28 4.27 4.12 4;06 4;50 2;346 .033

15 4.09 4.40 4.17, 4.31, 3.47 4;24; 4.00 3;472, ;003

16 3.49 3.10 2.78 3;58 3=.13 3;06: 3,60 1.86 .085

17 2.89 j;30 3::)0 2;96 3;00 3:22, 2,75 )/ 1.275 .271

18 4;13 4;20 4;33 4;19 3.88 3.94 3.95 4-; 1,12 351

'19 4.06 3.90 .4.33 4.08 4.23 4.00 4.30 ``...882 ..509

20 3;76 3;70 4;33 4.08 3.71 3.94 4.15 2,611 .019



Table 7.-
Attitude Toward Resource Teacher Consultation

by Regular Class Teachers in Different

158

Typet of School DistrictS

Variable
Type of District

t

(192)

Metropolitan
(N=114)

Non-Mtropolitan
(N.80)

Student Impact 21.08 21.00 .25' .800
RCT Responsive-
ness. 12.10 12.22 =.52 .603
Consequences 19.54 19.56 . =.05 .963
Feasibility 13.70 14.21 =1.93 .055 .

Item 1 -4.36 -4.31 .51 .611
2 4.17 4.10 .61 .541
3 3.99 4.15 -1.4? .155
4 3.59 3.86 -1.99 .048
5 4.19 4.19- -.02 .987
6 4.38 4.29 1.13 .261
7 2.75 2.54 1.35 .178
8 3.83 3.98 -1.19 '.236
9 4.01 4.08 -.63 -.528

10 3 3.35 3.35' -.01 .991
il. 4.20 4.20 .05 .958
12 2.97 3.04, -.35. .723

13 2.78 2.92 =1:08 .283
14 4.12 4.25 =1.25 .213
15 4.13 4.04 .95 .345
16 3.34 3.38 =.25 .800
17 3.93 2.98 .33 .741
18 4.17 4.01 1.60. .111

19. 4.09 4.15" 4.56 .573 i-

20 3.85 3.99 =1.29 .198

I
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Table 8
Attitude Towo.rd Resource Teacher Consultation.by'Regular

Class Teache'rs.with Differing,Lengths of
Educational Service

Variable

No of Years of
Educational Service

F _

(3J88)
1 or_less
(N=2)

_2-5 ;- 6-10

__(_11=2.S)__-(_N--.5_-7r

more than 10
(N=104)

Student. Impact 21.00 21.69 20.60 -21.12 1.729 .163

RCT Responsive
ness 11.50 4_ .12.14 12.05 12.26 .296 .828
Consequences 21.00 20.45 18.93 19.63 ..-, 2.7 -59 .044
FesibilitY 15.50 13.52 13.67 14,10 1.77 .155
Item 1 4.00 4.41 4.26 4.38 . .697 .555

2 4.00 4.10 4.05 4.22 .726 .538
3 4.00 4.21 3.95 4.08 .772 .511

4 4.50 3.55 -3.54 3.81. 1.744 .160
5 4.00 4.41 4.05 4.18 1:77 .196

6 4.50 4.55 4.25 4.34 1.947 .124
7 3.00 3.07 2.32 2.73 3.826 .011'
8 3.00 3.90 3.88 3.92 :, ' .825 .481

-9 4:00 4.17 3.95 4.05 _.629. .597
10 4;50 3;52 3.26 3;34 1;094 .353.
11 4.50 4.10 4.07 4.29 1;593 .192
12 2.00 2.79 3.11 3;03 .857 .465
13 2,00 3;00 2.75 2;86 '1;024 ;383
14 "4:50 4;38 4.10 4;16 1.060 ;368
15 4;50 4;14 4.05 4;09 .329 .804
16 4;50 3;55 3.29 3,30 1.206, .309

17 3.50 3.45 2.88 2.95 2.225 .087
18 4;50 4.31 3.98 4:11 1.743 .160
19 4:50 4.14 :4.12 4;10-- .218 ,884-

201 4.50 -3.62 3.88 3.97 2.252 .084

a
Teachers with six to-ten years of experience were signifiCantly
different from those withtwo to five years at the ;05 level.



Table 9

Attitude 'Toward Resource Teacher Consultation of
Regular.Class Teachers with. Contact of Differing

Lengths with ResoUnce Programs

1.60

No. of Years of Contact
kttl:LBAIS:D±Likll.i

Variable 1 or less
(N=291

2-5 6-10
(N=101).(N=51)

more than 10
(N =18)

F a
3i186).

Student Impact 19.95 21.24 21.19 21.11 2.070 .106

RCT Responsive-
ness :

__ ,,,,

11.50 .12;33 11;96 12;67 2;347 .074
Consequences 19.61 19:78 19;40 19.22 .427 :590
Feasibility 13.90 13;65 14.:49 '13..94 2;459 .064
Item 1 4.05 4.43 4.30 4.39 2.282 .081.

2 3.85 . 4.27 3.98 4.33. 3.538. .016
3 4.00 '4.14 3;98 4.11 .582 .628
4 3.80.. 3.52 3.88 4.17 3.350 .020
5 3.90 '4.23 =-4.20 4.22 1.375 .252
6 4.15 4.39 4.32 4.39 1.031 .380
7 ,:;i'2.90 2.58 2.72 2.76 .599 .617
6 3.60 3.94 t 3.88 4.06 1.179 .319
9 4.00 4.07 4.04 '3.94 .173 .914

10 3.35 3.26 3.51 3.39 _.592 .621
11 3.90' 4.21 4.25 -. 4.33: 1.524 .210
12 2.85 3.03 3.04 2.89 .181 .909
13 2,90. 2.81 -.2.82 3.11 .574 .633
14 4..20 4.20 4.18 4.17 ;01.6-.997
15 3.75 4.12 4.20 . 4.17 2.164 ;094'
16 3;53 3;28 3;59 3;00' ;765 .155
17 3.35 3;04 3.00] 2:61 -5661 1 91
18 4;00: 4.20 4;02 '4;00 : 1.237 ;298
19 4.05 4.12 4.10 4.28 .360 .782
29 3.70 3;89 4.06 3;89 1.285 .281
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Tab1e 10
Attitude Toward Resource TeAcher Consultation by
Regular Class Teachers With and Without Special

Education 'Certification

variable With
(N=7)

,Without
(N=187) (1-92)

Student Impact 21.86 21.02 1.01 .313

RCI Responsive=
ness 12.714 12.13 .92 .361

Consequences 21.00 19.50 1.46 .145

Feasibility 14.71 13.88 1.23 .222

Item 1 4.57 4:33 .98 .327-

2 3.71 4.16 -1.54 .125

3 4.50 4.04 1.42 .156

4 3.86 3.69 .45 .656

5 4.57 4.17 1.54 .124

6 4.57 4.33 1.09 ;275
7 3.14 2.65 1.22 .225

8 4.43 3.87 1.76 .079

9 3.57 4.05 -1.74 .084

10 3.71 3..34 .91 .366

11 4.57 ` 4.19 1.43 .156

12 2.5' 3.02 -.93 .352

13 3.14 , 2.83 .88 .380

14 4.1,4 4.17 -.10 .919

15 4 GS 1.86 .064

16
-4-5-7

4-00 3.33 1.61 .110

17 3.43 - 2.99 1.08 .283

18 4.57 4.09 L88 .062

1.9 4.57 4.10 1.71 .089

20 4.29 3.89 1.39 .166
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Table 11
Attitude Toward Resource Teacher Consultation
by Principals in ilifferent Types of School

-Di:tricts

Type of District

(17-3)

Variable Metropolitan Non-Metropolitan
(N=103) (N=72)

Student Impact 21.35 21.07 .78 . .435

!RCT Responsive-
mess 11.42 11.69 -.84 .400

,

Consequences 19.88 19.82 .16 .876

Feasibility 15.11 14.73 1.61 .109

IteM 1 4.40 4.38 .26 .795
2 3.75 3.76 . -.07 .947
3 3.95 4.04 -.72 .474
4 4.42 4.35 .72 .471
5 4.35 4.21 1.35 .178
6 4.52 4.38 .1.59 .114
7 3.11 2.93 .92 .356

_8, 3.71 3.84 -.98 .327
_9' 3.91 3.97 -.52 .605
10 3.92 3.61 -1.33 .186
11 4.17 .4,21 -.35 .727
12 2.75 _2,80 -.33 .743
13 3.07 2.82 1.62 .107
14 4.31 4.17 1.57 .119
15 4.18 4.15 .31 .757
16 3.84 3.56 2.03 .044
17 3.23 3.32 =.59 .557
18--------- ----4.22 4.08 1-724 :2-1-7

19 3.92 4.10 c =1.52 .132
20 4.08 4.04 .41 .682
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Table 12

Attitude Toward ResOurce Teacher Consultation by
Principals with Differing Lengths of Educational

Service

No. of Years of

Variable

Educational Serviee

11-

(37169)

6=10
(N=12)

11-15
(N=18)

16-20
(N6)

more than
20

(N=107)-

Student Impact 21.08 20.72 21.53 21.23 .491 .689

RCT Responsive=
ness 11.42 11.61 11.50 11.52 .023 .995

Consequences 19.25 19.83 19.92 19.94 .268 . .849

Feasibility 14.67 15.00 14.53 15.10 1.403 .244'
Item 1 4.58 4.22 4..33 4.40 1.085 it.357

2 ' 3.67 3.72 3.75 3.76 .040 .989
3 3.33 C11 _4.08 4.02 3.127 .027"
4 4.58 4.50 ,4.28 4.37 .945 .420
5 4508 4.22 4.31 4.31 .440 .724
6 4.33 4.33 4.53 4.47 .652 .583
7 2.83 3.06 3.14 3.02 .190 .903
8 3.67 4.00 3.78 3.73 .564 .53°
9 3.83 3.94 4.11 3.89 .898 .444.
1G 3..33 3.33 '3.58 3.48 .307 .820
11 1i: 4:33 4.17 4.08 4.20 .399 .754
12 2.33 2 88 2.47 2.89 -2.048 .109
13 2.58 .).11 3.00 2.97 -712 .546.
14 4.25 4.11 4.19 4.31 .751 .523
15 4.25' 4.00 4.25 4.17 .629 .597
16 3.50 3.56 3.78 3.75 .498 j.684
17 3.17 3.22 3.15 3.24 .308 r".820
18 4.17 4.22. 4.14 4.17 .050 .985
19 4.08 3.89 3.97 4'.01 .193 .901

' 20 4.25 4.11 4.00 4.06 .591 .622

a

Principals with six to ten years of service were significahtly
different from those with 16'to 20 years and those with more than
20 years of service at the .05 level.

_

4
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Table 13
Attitude _Toward Resource Teacher Consultation of
Principals with Contact of Differingl.engths with

Resource Programs

No.of Years-of Contact
-Ihit41 Resource Room Programs

Variable 1 or less
(N=2)

2-5
(74)

6=10
(N,--76)

more than 10
(N =20)

F

Student Impact 2j:50, 21.38 '21.18 20.74 .394 :757

RCT Resp9nsive- _-__
hess . 12.40 11.53 11.44 11;68 .116 ..951

Consequences 21.00 29.26 19.73 18.95 1.614 .188

Feasibility 16;00 14.93 14.80 15.50 1.367 .255

:Item 1 .- 4.50 4.15 : 4.28 4.50 1.482 .221
2 400 3.78 3.66 3.84 .428 ;733
3 4.50 4.04 3.95 3.95 .446 ;721
4 4.50 4.43 4.29 4.50 ;951 .418
5 4.00 4,28 4;29 -4;26 :115 .951
6 4.50 4.50 4.43 4.35 .405 .749
7 4.00 3.75 3.76. .3.80 .069 .976
8 3;00 3;15' 2c99 2;74 ;590 .622

_9 :4;00 4.01 3;96. 3.60 1.699 .169
10. 4;50 3;46 3;47 3.45 .640 .590-
11 400 4;24 4.20 3.90 1.172 .322
12 3;00 2.69 :2-.76, 3.05 ..585 .626
13 2;50 2.92 2.96 2.15 ..412 .744
14 5;00 4;24 4.32 4.05 2:120 .099
15 4;50 4.14 4.22 4.10 .469 .704
16 4.00 3..68 3.7E 3.74 .146 .932
17 3;00 2.51 3.12. 3.05 2.272 .082

:18 4.50 4.22 -,i 4:15 4.05 .427 .734
19 4.00 3.96 '4.01 4.05 :_.101 .959
20 4.53 4.10 3.99 4.21 1.280 .283

'



Tab1e14A _

Self-Rating of Consultation Competenoe_by Resource Tocher in Different

Sthool DiStilttS

Scholl District

Variable __01 C3 04 .05 _06_ _07 .0

(11t70)'' N=11) (N=9) (N=24) (N=15) (N=7) (N=13) 6;1742)

Competence 61.28 61.20 ,63,563 53.48 53.00 54.17 57.12 2.154 .052

Item 1 3.75 4.00 4.11 3.42 3.53 3.43 3.31 1.335 .246

2 0 3:61 3.27 3.44 3.14 3.27 3.57 %') 3:31 .871 .518

3 3.93, 3.45 4.00 3.79 3.67 3.86 3d8 .916 .485

4 3.78 3.18 3.78 3.38/ 2.93 3.43 2.92 2.023 .067

5 3.88 3.27 3.88 3.29 3.14 3.43 3'.92 1.967 .074

6 3.79 3.91 4.00 3.21 3.13 71 a, 3.69 2.813 .01

7 3.17 3.18, 3.11 2.83 2.73 2, 57 2.75 .767 .597

8 4.26 4.27 4.11 4.17 4.13 4.00 4.23 .181 .982

9 3.60 3.82 3.00 3.08 2.40 3:00 3.28 2.752 .015

10 3.60 4.09 3.78 3.25 3,73 3.14 3.31 1.162 .330

11 3.33 3.90 3.67 .2.65 2.64 3.00 3.27' 2.18 .026

12 3.47 3.55 3:67 3.04 2.60 2.71 3.31 2.11 .056

13 2.72 2.82 3.11 2.21 1.86 1.29 2.00 2.933 .010

14 3,31 3.55 3.6i 3.17 3.27 3.17 3.15 .384 .888

15 3.66 3.64 3.67 3.04 3.07 2.71 3.38 1.833 .097

16 4.12' 4.18 3.78 3.75 3.87 3.86 4.08 .805. .568

17 3.30 3.45 3,33 288 2.53 3.14 3.0 1:803 .103

177
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Table 15
Self-Rating of Consgitation Competence by Resource

Teachers with Differing Lengths of Resource
Teaching Experience

No.-of Years of Resource
TeacHng Experience

Variable 1 .or less 2-5 6-1Q more than 10 p

(N =33) (N=79) (N=31) (N=5) (3,144)

Competence 56.45 58.46 ED.17 68.00 1:267, .289

Item 1 3.37 3.66 3.87 4.40 2.603 .054
2 3.19 "3.49 3.55 3.80 1.068 .365
3 3.61 3.81 3.90 4.00 .602 .611
4 3.31 3.47 3.69 3.60 .530 .622
5 3.31 3.72 3.76 4.25 1.631 .185
6 3.58 3.56 3.66 3.80 .117 .956
7 2.67 3.09 3.08 340 1.328 .268
8 4.24 4.15 '4.36 4.20 .483 .695
9 3.15 3.21 3.72 3.40 1.450 .231

10 3.82 3.52 3.30 4.00 1.469 .226
11 3.15 3.16 3.25, 3.75 ., .348 .790
12 3.30 3.25 3.34 3.20 . .068 .977
13 2.06 2.42 2.86 3.25 2.469 .064
14 3.19 3.32 3.40 3.60 .321 .810
15 3.36 3.42 3.50 3.60 .113 .952
16 4.09 3.94 4.07 4.00 .309 .818
17 2.94 3.29 3.23 3.80 .27 .430



Table 16

Seli-Ratings of Consultation Competence.by Resource Teachers with

Differing Amounts of Consultation Training

Variable

NUMber of Hours Of Constiltation Training.

none 1 to 5 6 to 10 11 to 15 16 to 20 more. than 20 F

(1i .52) (11,30) (N:13) (1013) 07) (N :29) (5;138

P.

Competence 57.16 57.08 53.00 62.27 65.71 61.23 1,666 .148

item 1 3.51 3.73 3.38 3.92 4.00 3.71 ,876 .499

2 3.13 3.47 3.62 3.69 3.43 3.72 1.389 .232

3 3.65 3.53 x.77 3.92 4.00 4.10 1.302 .267

4 3.64 3.11 3.31 3.23 3.86 3.69 1.222 .302

5 3.42 3.45 3.62 3.92 4.43 3.90 1.813 .114

6 3.71 3.28 3.15 3.75 4.29 3.69 1.800 .117

2.81 3.03 3.08 3.00 3.42 :.04 .450 .813

B 4.15 4.10 4.31 4.15 4.57 4.28 .520 .761

3.23 3.52 2.50 3.62 3.43 3.52 1.553 .178

10 3.46 3.47 3.62 3.53 4.43 3.66 1.053 .389

11 3.14 2.89 2.69 3.45 3.71 3.54 1.700 .139

12 3.16 3.14 2.92 3.50 3.86 3.59 1,369 .240.

13 7.26 2.53 1.62 2.36 3.00 3.10 3.148 .010d

14 3.16 3.20 3.00 3.83 337 3.55 1.405 .226

15 3.23 3.52 3.00 3.77 3.86 3.62 1,353 .246

16 3.94 4.14 3.62 4.39 4.29 '.86 1.480 .200

17 3.21 3.00 2.,77 131 3.57 48 .828 .532

dJeachers with six to 10 hours of training were significantly different from those'with morc than

20 hours a the ;66 level;

119

180
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Table 17'
Rating of Resource Teacher Consultat',A1 Competence by Regular

Class Teachers in Different Type.. of School DistriCts

Variable

Type of District

(192)

t,letropolitan

-(N-=114)

Non-Netropc.itan
4 (N=80)

Competence 54.84 52.82 81 .422

Item 1 3.43 3.e3 .02 .985
2 3,19 3.13 .33 .741
3 3.63 3,39 1.49 .137
4 3.22 3.03 .02 .309
5 3.08 3.10 , .908
6 3.16 3.2.' -.45 .623
7 2.85 3.0i '17 .334
8 3.88 3.93
9 2.98 2 4 433
10 3.44. 3.28 397
11 3.15 3.10 .;,) .c,21

12 3.16 .2.90 1.49. .137
13 2.4a 2:16 1.37 .173
14 2.95 2.97 = 11 .915
15 3.30 3.3i, =.34 .735
16 3.57 3.4-f- .78 .435
17 :Q.,... 2.95 1.50 .13



Table 18
iRating_of lesourcL Teaoher Consultation Competence by Regular

Class Teachers with Differing Lengths of Educational
Servite

169

No; of Years of
Educational Se 'vice

Variable 1 or less;
(N=2)

2-5

(N=29)
-10
=87)

more than 10
(N=104) I. j iiOS;

ampetence 62.50 51.33 51.40 55.86 1.315 .272

Item 1 3.00 3.34 3.38 3.48 .298 .827
2 g.50 3.00 3.05 3.26 .855 .465
3 5.00 3.45 3.36 3.62 1.967 .120
4 4.00 2.93 3.06 3.23 , .817 .486
5 3.50 2.79 3.16 3.08 , .731 .535
6 4.50 2.90 3.16 ).25 1.657 .176
7 2.50 2.83 2.02 , "I .305 .822
8 4.00 3.93 3.77 i.01 .555 .646
9 3.50 3.07 2.4/ :.09 3.01.1 .031a

) 3.50 3.32 3.36 3.32 023 .995
II 3.00 3.45 3.04 S.02 1.001 ,314
12 3.50 3;07 2.98 3.06 _.17 3 .914
13 3.50 1.91 2.10 2 51 2.413 .068
14 ' 50 2.90 2.91 3.00 .243 .863
15 1.50 2.04. 3.30 3.39 1.464 .226
16 _50 _.01

3.37 3.54 .933 .426
1, 17 -f 00 2.86 2.87 3.30 2.076 .105.

'1-reach rs with to lo I's of :orvice _ =-1gnificantly d-
from those more than JO yeors at the .05 10Tel..



Table 19
Rating of Resource, Teacher Consultation Competence by Regular

Class Teachers with Contact of Differing Longth with
Resource Programs

170

Va-iahle

No; of Years of Contact
with Resource Room Program

F

97186)
l_or less
(N-,,20)

2-5

(N=101)
6-10 more than le
(N=51 (N=18)

Competence 57.44 53.33 57.54 52.36 .982 .403

1 3.29 3.46 3.48 3.65 .409 .147
3.11 3.0E 3.29 3.33 .523 .i1)67

3 3.68 3.5.1 3.55 3.33 .331 .803
4 2.58 3.17 3.38 3.00 1.926 .127
5 2.F 3.00 3.38 3.12 1.2'9 .301
6, 2. -.. 3.28 3.18 3.22 , 1.009 .390
7 2.79 2.89 2.98 3.06 .230 '.875
8 4.10 3.88 4.06 3.72 .667 .573

-9 2.58 2.91 3.00 3.11 .612 .608
10 3.3/ 3.98 3.43 3.20 .50 -.930
11 2.i9 3.19 3.28 2.62 1-'45 .14:
12 2.71 '-.;.07 3.24 2.88 1.95 .33
13 2.19 2.29 2.26 2.27 .530 .652
14 2.76 2.92 3.13 3.00 48 .650
15 3.22 3.27 3.45 3.44 .426 .734

3.47 3.55 3.49 3.56 .045 .987
2.78 3.05 3.37 3,22 1.173 .322
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-Table 20
Ratipg of ResoUrce Teacher Consultatiow competence by
RegLrlar Class Teachers W4th.and"WithOUt Sptial

Education Certification

Variable With
(N=7)

WithOUt
(N-=-187)

_t
(lT2)

Competence 52.56 54.09 -.26 .795

Iem 1 3.44 -.38 ;704
2 3.57 3.15 ;97 .333
3 3.71 3.52 .654
4 3.00 3.15 -;30 ;764
5 3,00 3.10 -.21 .837
6 2.96 2.20 -.80 .426
7 3.00 2.q? ;19 :348
S 3;86 -.17 .869
9 3.00 .18 .861

10 2.36 2.9 -1>14 ;225
11 -17 3.11 .12 .003
2. 2.83 3.06 -.49 .626
13 2.71 2.30 .81 .418
14 3.00 2:.96 .09 .927
15 3.00 3:34 :435
16 3.57 1.1 ;892
17 3.00 3:12 -;24 ;Y19



'Table 21

Rating of Resource Teacher Consultation Competence
by Pripzipals in Different Types of School

Districts

Variable

Type of DiSti-iCt

Metropolitan Non-Metropol4tan
(N=103) (N=72)

Competence 58.48 55.54 1.36 -176

Item 1 1 43 3.44 .24 .813
2 3.13 3.26 1.43 .156
3 3 :b 3.51 1.98 .060
4 3.59 2.17 2.27; .024

-'5 3.68 3.55 .77 .441
6 3.32 3.22 .57 . ...)fc

r--,.)

,
7 3.21 3.06 .P.9 .374
8 3.93 .72 .471

9 3.12 1.95 .052
13 3.2- -. ,. .751
11 '3.': :43 .671

12 3.13 1,71 .089
13 2.64 2.39 1.30 .196
14 3.37 2.97 2.36 .012
15 0 3.33 1.16 .248
16 3.5 3.40 1.74 .333
17 3.26 3.21 .28 .779

172
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Table 22

Rating_of Resource Teacher Contultatibti Competence-

by Principals with Differing Lehgtht of -Aucational'
Service

Variables

No of Years of
Educattanal-Service

, E
(3;159)

6=10
(N=12)

11=15 .

(N =-18).

16=20
(NE-36,

more than 20
(N=107)

Competence 55.00 50.44 57'.47 58.69 2.000 .117

Item 1 3.67 3.00 3.36 3.57 1.584 .195
2 3.42 3.11 3.28 3.47 .792 .450
3 3.75 3.17 3.60 3.75 2.440 .066
4 3.25 3.06 3.26 3.57 1.382 .250
5 3.27 3.22 3.75 3.78 1.5Z9, .174

3.25 2.72 3.29 3.38 1.805 .148
7 .5.00 2.78 3.14 3.24 1.037 .378
R 3.67 4.00 4.14 3.9`- .708 .548
...' 3.00 2.78 3.31 43 2.177 .093

10 2.50 3.17 3.25 .), 1.970 .120
11 .-;.7-0 2.83 3.31 3.: 1.327 .268
12 3.17 2.94 3.31 3.34 .932 .426
13 2.38 2.35 2.36 2.66 .690 .559
i4 3 27 2.75 3.31 3.23 1.270 .236
15 3.33 3.0 3 .6 3.43 .953 .416
16 3.53 3.72 3.44 1.440 .233
17 s

.3.91

3.17 2.94 3.28. 3.27 .417 .746



Tab10 23.

Rating' of Resource Teacher Consultation Competence
by PrinciOals with Contact of Differing

Lengths with Resource Programs

174

Variable.

Noof Ycars of Contact
with Resource Room Programs

1 or'less
(N=2)

2-5
(N=74)

6-10
(N =76)

more than
(N=20)_

10

Competence

1t-c:H 1

2

3

4

'

9

10

li

12
13-

14

16
17

58.56.

4.50
4.00.
4.50

4.00
3.0('

4.00
4.50
4.00
4.00
3 00
'.):0

2.30
3;50
4.00

;4:00
4:00.

56.27

3.55
3.47
3.79
3.41

3.70
3.48
3.26
4.08
3.43
3;17
3..35

... 3:46
2.68
3;27
3;62
3.58
3.31

56;61

3.43
3;32
3.56
3.39
3.65
3.16
3.10
3.93
3;21
3.21

3.11
3:11

2i43
3-;08

3:25
3.:'9

3.23

57;27

3.25
3.30
3.47
3;65
3:42
3;05
2.90
3;85
3.10
31.5

3:15
3.35
2;65
3.37
3:40
3.60
295

E L
-.-3LL,

.516 .592 N,

'Ns'

:972 .407
..506 .678
1.813 .147
.390 :678
.404' .750

1..318 .270
1:058 .369
:602 .625

1.009 .390
.636 .593

;,.787 .503
1.787 .152
.572 .6311.

.680 .566
2.086 .104
1.331 .266
.753 .522



Summary of Resource Teacher DemograPJ-

(Repo x Percentages)

Year' s a.Rescurce Te-.

1 or less" 22;3
6 to 10 20;9

;r nation

-175

2 to 5 53.4
more than 10 3.4

L,1 of School
elementa;ry 53.6 10.1
high scOool 12.1 2 Or 3 levels 24.2

Types of Chi l-dren Served

LD 88.5 EMR 66.7
PH 3;2 hearing ipipaired 1.3
visually h. 3.2 other 1.3
EH 38:5

OL7er Position( ) Held in Education

none = 23.1 Sp.ed.class teacher
reg.ed.teacher 23.7. other

52:6
20.5

No. of Years 'as Reg. Ed. Teacher Thased on N=3 )

1 or less 23.1 2 to 5 :.c
to 10 25.0 more than 10 i2 9

Highest Degree Held in Education

B.S. 27.6 M.S 72:4

Total No. of Children in Caseload
1 to 10

. 5.5 11 to 20 34:5
21 to 30 39.3 31 tr750 -17.2
more than 50 3.5

1o. of Cildrn Taught Each Day
1 to 10 10.3 11 to 20 40:4-
21 to 30 31 to 50 11:0
more than 50

Note: When percentages do not total 100, teachers could mark more
than o;le response.



How Trained For ConsuLtation

no trail no 19.9
coc:-.;ewor 56.8_

176

workshop
info.from principal

30:8_
24.4

NO. of Clock -0L,rs of Consultaticn Training

no training 36.1 1 to 5 20.8
6tO 10_ .0 11 to 15 9:;0
16 to 20 4.9 more than 20 20.1
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A
Summary of Resource Teacher "Other" Responses

ITEM AND RESPONSES NO.O'F RESPONSES

Types ofchildren served

Regular education
-Communicationally handicapped

Other positions held in education

Conference teacher
Sumther teacher 1

Specia' .2J.: homebound eacher/hospital teacher 1

,Substit.7:e teacher 2
:Speech end hearing therapist 6
Corre 1

PE /Cc 1 4
Part- ;le special ed. class 1

= -,ent head 2

Re'lo H:e teacher at a different level' 3

1

%sic teacher
Ad! t education
Preschool special ed. teacher
Special ed. supervisor 1

Case conference coordinator 1

Supervising teacher in preschpol 1

IHew Traine(i to Ce::sult

Individual initiative work 1

Help from previous resource teacher
Previous experience as a resource_teacher_
Indirect help from elementary education classes

Problem Factors to Consuiltation

Negative aj.titude of replar education to
-.special ed. 2

Program inconSstency 1

Reg.ed.willingness to adjust work_for special
ed.'sfAents 1

Lack of lik:terials to share 2

Reg.ed.lack. of understanding of special ed. and
its students 3

\Overall lack of time/Scheduling problems 2

Resource teacher .serves 'Students whose teachers
are,in_a different.building, 1

No monetary reward from sta4elfed.funds for
consulting 1
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Summary of Regular Educatn Classroa.i Tcn
__Demographic Information.
(Reported in Rercen/rages)

;

No .of Years of Teaching Experience /
1 1r less 1.0

29.6

ciooi

eleontarj_ 79Th
. high schocil A0.3

2 to 5 15.3
ii;Oi.e than 10 54.4

2 or 3 eve 1s

10 OT Years d Contacii with ::'esource Room Programs

1 or less
6 to 10 /

16.0

10.5 td 5 53:2
26.3 more than 113 9:5

Highest: Meld in Edircz:i-,in

3'c' 13.9
Ed.S. Ed.D.

Ty-k() of Spcia1 Education Teaching Certifica ti
mine
LD 2.6
7+1 0
visually h.

EH .S

ENR 3:1
hearing irlpaired
bther 1.S

No. of Special Education c:tiodents in Classtes)

one 26:3 to
three 14.7 four
fiVa

Not. Aen ru
than onc, r.

to-,:al 100, te,ach,



Summary of Regular Education Classroom Teacher
"Other" Responses.

ITEM AND RESPONSES NO; OF RESPONSES

Special education certification held

Trainable mentally retarded 1

Speech therapy 1

Schbol psychometry 1

Problem factors t consultation

Time is a critical factor 4
Ambiguity in resource teacher job definition 1 .

Special ed; student attendance 1

Lack'of matching-time 1

Takes away frOm resource teacher direct
instruction time 1

c'7

192
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Summary of Principal Demographic Information
(Reported in Percentages)

No. of Years as Principal

1 or'less 5;1

6 o 10 18.2
2 to 5 22.7
more than 10 54.0

Level of School

elementary
high school

68.8 m.s./j.h. 9.7
9.6 2 or 3 levels 11.9,

No. of Years of Contact with Resouece Room .Programs

1 or less
6 to 10

1;1 2 to 5 43.7
43.7 more than 10 11.5

Other Position(s) Held in Education

none 2.3
reg.ed.teacher 93.2

sp.ed.class teacher _4.0-
other - 41.2

Types of Special Education ,-Teaching Certification Held

none 97.2 EH 0
-LD 0 MR 11
PH 0 hearing impaired 0

visually h., 0 other 1.7

Total No; of Years of Educational Service

6 to 10 7.4 11 to 15
16 to 20 20.6 more than 20

(No. of Maihsteeamed StUdentS in School

5 or less 12.7 6 to 10
11 to 20 35.2 21 to .30
31 to 50 17.0 more than 50

10.3
61.7

5.4
20.0
9.7

Whem percentages do not total 100; principals could mark more
than one response.



Appendix D

Demographic Information and "Other" RespOn
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Summary of Principal Other" Responses

ITEM AND RESPONSE

Special education_ certification held

Special education kg. to 12
Rradirrg specialist

182

NO. OF RESPONSES

Other _ro_71tions held in_educatibn

Ma.:,:i9r teacher, open-plan 1
Asst.urincipal/Vice-principal 35

Drug education supervisor 1

Department head 4

Coach /PE 9

Remedial reading teacher 4

Consultant 17

Adult education teacher 1

Headstart supervisor_ 1

Summer school supervisor 1

College lecturer/Instructor` 3

Principal in_another level/type of school
Teacher,of gifted 1

Counselor . 6

Dean of bOys 4

ASSt. to- superintendent 1

Alternative school_coordinator 1

Director of inservice 1

SUperintendent 1

Problem factorst-o--cans-u-l-ta-ti--bn_

Need resource_teacherjn'building full time 2

Lack of principal -time for involvement 3

Need for reduced instructional day 1

Need for_joint preparation time for resource
and_class teachers 2

General lack of time 2

Need more resource teachers to handle student
lbad

,

1

Lack of central office support 1
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Appendix 0

D mographic Information and "Other" Responses
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aimmary of Resource Teacher Demographic Information

(Reported in Percehtages)

Years as a Resource Teacher

1 or less 22;3
6 to 10 20.9

2 to 5 53.4
more than 10 3.4

Level of School'
elementary
high school

.
53.6 m.s./j.h. 10.1
12.1 2 or 3 levels 24.2

Types of Children Served

LD 88.5 Et1 _ _ _ 66.7
PH -- _ 3.2 hea ing impaired 1.3
visually h. 3.2 other -

1.3
EH 38.5

Other POSitiOn(S) Held in Ed6CatiOh

none 23.1
reg.ed.teacher 23.7

sp.ec. ass teacher 32.6
other 20.5

No. of Years as Reg. Ed. Teacher based on N=36)

1 or less 23.1 2 to 5;
6,to 10 25.0 more than 10

50.0
13.9

Highest Degree Held in Educatioh;

B.S. 27.6 M.S. 72.4

Total No. of Children in Caseload
1 to 10 5.5
21 to 30 39.3
more than 50 3.5

11 to 20
31 to 50

34.5
17.2

No. of Children Taught Each Day
1 to 10 10.3 11 to 20 40.4
21 to 30 36.3 31 to 50 11.0
more than 50 2.0

Note. When percentages do not .total 100; teachers could mark more
than one response.
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How Trained for Consultation Duties'

no training 19.9 _-- .- _workshop:
coursework 56;8 (-'- info;fik9m principal

30.8
24.4

No of Clock Hours of Consultation Training

no training 36.1 I to 5 20.8
6 to 10 9.0 11 to 15 9.0
16 to 29 4:9 more than 20 20.1
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Sdmmary of ResOurce Teacher "Othei. Responses

ITEM AND RESPONSES NO.OF RESPONSES

Types of children served

Regular education
Communicationally handicapped

Other positions held in education

Conference teacher ,
3

Summer school teacher 1

Special ed.homebound teacher/hospital teacher 1

Substitute teacher 2

Speech and hearing therapist 6

Correttions 1

PE/Coach 4

Part-time special ed. class 1

Department head 2

Resorce teWer at a ,different level 3

Counselor 1

Musi&teachei; 1

Adult education 1

Preschool special ed. teacher 1

Special ed. supervisor 1,,

Case conference coordinator 1'

Supervising teacher in preschool 1

How Trained,to Consdlt

Individual initiative work , 1

Help from previous 'resource teacher 1

Previous experience as a resource teacher 1

Indirect help from elementary education classes 1

Problem_facturs_to_Consultatiom

Negative attitude of regular education to
,

special ed.
.

2

Program inconsistency .-. 1

Reg.ed.unwillingness to adjust work for special
ed.tudents

^
1

Lack of materials to share 2

Reg;ed.lack Of understandirig of special ed. arid
its students 3

Overall lack of time/Scheduling problems 2

Resource teacher serves student's whose teachers
are in a different building 1

Notmonetary reward from state/fed.funds.for
consulting 1

r
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Summary of Regular Education Classroom Teacher
__Demographic Information
(Reported in Percentages) ,'

No. of Years of Teaching Experience

1 or less 1.0
6 to 10 29.6

2 to 5
more than 10

15.0
54.4

Level of Sth001

elementary 70.6 m.s./j.h. 6.0 a
high school 10.3 2 or 3 levels 3.1

No. of Years of Contact with Resource Room Programs

1 or less 10.5 2 to 5 53.2
3 to 10 26.8 more than 10 9.5

Highest Degree Held in Education,

B.S. 13.9 M.S. 85.1
Ed.S. .6 Ed.D. .5

187

Type(s) of Special Education, Teaching Certification Held

none 93.3 EH_ .5

LD , 2.6 EMR _ 3;1
PH 0 hearing impaired 0

visually h. 0 other 1.5

No: of Special Education Students in Class(es)-

one 26.3 two 22.1
three - 14.7 four

_ 6.2
five -5.8 more than five 17.4

.Note. When percentages do not total 100, teachers could mark More
- than one response.
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Summary of Regular Education Classroom
"Other" Responses

Teacher

188.

ITEM AND RESPON S
i

11C1=. OF RESPONSES,

Special-education certification held

Trainable mentally retarded
Speech therapy
School psychometry

Problemactorsto consultation

Time is a critical fact

V

4

Ambiguity in resource te'acher job definiition 1

Special ed, student attendance - 1 .

Lack of matching time
,

1

Takes away from resource teacher direct'
instruction time .;.. 1

ol



Summary of Prin.cipal bemographic Information
(Reported in Percentages)

-(
189

No. of Years as Principal
._ .

1 or less 5.1 2 to 5 I, 22.7
6 to 10 18.2 i more than 10 54.0

Level of Sthbol

elementary
high school: .H

68.8
9.6

m.s./j.h.
2 or 3 levels

of Years of Contact with .Rooue Room Programs

1 or 1és 1.1 2 to 5 43.7
6 to 10 43.7 more than 10 11.5'

Other Position(s) Held in Education
_

none 6 sved.elass teacher 4.0
reg.ed.teacher 93;2 other _ 41.2

Types of Special Education Teaching Certification Held

none 97.2 - EH :. b
0 0 MR ' 1.1

PH 0 hearing impaired 0

visually h. 0 other 1.7
1

Total No. Of Years Of Educational Service

6 to 10,: 7.4. 11 to 15
16 to-20 20.5 More than 20.

10.3
61.T '

No. of Mainstreamed Students in SChool
0,1

5 or les§ 12.7
11 to 20 35.2
31 to 50 17.0

6 to 10 ;

.21 to .30

more than 50

5.4
20.0
9.7 '

Note. . When percentages do not total 100, principals could mark more
than one respoinse.

;

4.
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_Summary of 'Principal "Other" Response's

ITEM AND RESPONSE
/

"Special educatiOn_certtfieation held

Special editcAtiohKg.-to 12
Reading speCfalist

. 190

NO. OF RESPONSES

.Other -positions_held in education" ,110

-35

1Master teadieri_open'plan_ _

Asst;principal/Vicel rincipal
Dr6g.education supervisor

_
; 1

Department head 4.

Coach/PE 9
Remedial reading_teacher 4

Consultant =,---2 17 .

Adult education -teacher 1

Headstart supervisor ,' 1

:Summer school supervisor 1

College lecturer/Instructor '3_

Principal in another level/type of school 2'

Teacher df gifted 1

Counselor-
Dean of boys 4.

AStt: to.sOpei-intendent Jok
1

Alternative school coordina=tor .

.
1

Director of in'service ,

,
1

Siverintendent - . 1

PrOblem factors to ocinsulta:tiolm

Need resource teacher in building full time 2

Lack' of principal time' for involvement., 3

Need for reduced instructional day 1

Need for joint:preparatiOW time'for resource
and class teachers

Ueneral lack of time _

Med more;resource teache }s tb hamdle student
load-

'I.ack of central office support

_
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Description of Computer Facilities Used

Pilot Study

The pilot data entry system was implemented on the DEC

SYSTEM 10 running the TOPS-10 operating system. The program

was written in ALGOL-60, a precursor to PASCAL, which permits

modular programming. This feature enables the user to eff-'ciently

make changes to the program, and permits convenient data entry.

Data could be entered: into' the data files from any location, pro-
;

viding a.telephOn/e/and computer terminal were available-. The

program permitted the user to edit any data point, and missing

values could/be assigned as needed. The program also rade it

nearly impossible to damage data sets.

Once the data had been entered; they were transmitted from

the DEC-10, which is located at Indiana University's Indianapolis

campus, through the Indiana University Computing Network to the

Control Data Cdrporation (CDC) 6600/CYBER-172 located in Bloomington.

The data were thenanalyzed usidgtwo_packaged programs: EDSTAT

(Veldman, 1967).. and SPSS, versions-7-and 8 (Nie, Hull, Jenkins,

Steinbrenner, & Bent, 1975 Hull & Nie, 1981). The -- former is

a- program which has been used extensively at the Center for

,-

Innovation in TeiChing_the Handicapped (CITH) and which contains_
.

a relatively straightforward procedure for completing factor

analxsis and calculation of Cronbachs alpha. SPSS is a frequently

--used:software package which contains procedures for numerous

statistical tests.
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Field Test of Survey

,The data entry system and storage of all data from the field

test phase of this.projecl was implemented'on the PR1ME-750 running

the PRIMOS operating system. A facility available on RRIMOS is

the Scientific Information Retrieval (SIR) System (Robinson,

Anderson, COen, Gazdfik, Cohen, Karpel, Miller, & Stein, 1980)

version 2.03. The SIR system is a large, interactive software package

which allows the hierarchical organization of data sets for ease of

retrieval and analysis; The.SIR System was selected for use because

of this feature; since it enables transient reorganizations or

subsets of the data to be easily created and analyzed; The selection

of SIR as the cenral repository for data was also dictated by

the fa-et that SIR permits data entry, retrieval and maintenance

functions to be performed from a common interactive environment

at the'terminal. The central interactive point in the SIR system
.

is an editor that permits the organization of the data o be defined,

and procedures for retrieval and analysis to be created and performed.

Additional analysis was also performed using SIR or SPSS, version 8,

which was also available on the PRIME System.

Summary afAPsie

By employing the two systems and programs just described, it

was possible td enter and analyze the pilot test survey data from

approximately 150 respondents in a 3-week period, and to enter and

analyze field test data in four months. These activities were

266



completed in that time frame even though they were tasks added

to the investigator's full-time schedule. The flexibility and

simplicity of the selected systems and programs made it possible

to adhere to that time line.

Throughout the selection, development, and use of the systems

and programs, CITH provided the technical and software support

necessary to make these facilities available.
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_Description of Interviews
With Resource Teachers About Consultation

197

Because the intent of this project was to efficiently gather the

maximum amount of data possible an resource teacher consultation, a

paper-and-pencil instrument was determined be an appropriate means

of data collection. \By using a survey, a large number of respondents

could be sought; and a flexible procedure could be used to encourage

participation.

However, survey procedures have drawbacks. The closed format of

a survey-which simplifies data gathering and analysis prevents the \\

collection of ricker types of data,-e.g., examples of behaviors, and

descriptions of activities. For that reaSOn, one objective of this
'

project was to supplement the survey information by conducting interviews

with a sample of the resource teachers who participated in the survey.

It was anticipated that corroborative data and information potentially

useful for designing consultation training for resource teachers

would be obtained through the interviews.

Method

Interview Schedule

The interview schedule was designed to licit information t

supplement that obtained through the survey instrument; and to be very

flexible. The goal was to gather detailedigi ormation on consultation

problems resource teachers encounter, strategies they employ in w&kihg

With regular education classroom teachers; the types of consultation

activities in which they engage, and their perceptions-of the strengths

and weaknesses of resource room programs;
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Jr-.0.71

Based on the literature review completed for the instrument

development and Friend's (1979) preliminary studyvoc resource teacher

roles and responsibilities, a prototype survey schedule wa developed:

This schedule was evaluated by special education faculty members from

Indiana University, and was pilot tested with 'several resource teachers;

Several revisions were made to the schedule as a r sult of these

activities. The final form of the interview schedu e is included

at the end of this description of the project's in rview activities.

It was considered a tentative schedule since the questions it contained

were used as guidelines for completing interviews; deviations from

those questions were considered necessary if the conversation seemed

to warrant this..

The first part of each interview consisted.of brief explanatory°

comments by the interviewer about the purpose of the conversation, an

assurance of anonymity, and gneeral statements designed to establish

rapport. The first major question asked of interviewees was to

describe'a typical day in their schedule: It was anticipated that this

would enable the collection of information about the amount of time

devoted to consultation, and the frequency of resource teachers' consulting

activities. The interviewees were then asked to describe an instance

of working with a regular educator and cibtaihing very positive results;

nd an instance of working with a regular class teacher and considering

e interaction a failure. These questions; based on Flanagan's (1953)
/

critical incident technique, were included to elicit examples of

appropriate and inappropriate strategies, and to obtain examples of.'

typical resource teacher consultation problems twhich might later form
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the basis for training activities. Finally, the resource teachers

were asked several questions about the nature and adequacy of their

.

training for the esent positions, their perceptions of the success

of the resource room model, and changes they would like to'make in their

program: Finally, the teachers rated on a 10-point scale (1=low;

10=high) their satisfaction with being a resource teacher.

The interview schedule was used flexibly, ene so questions were

frequently presented in a differing order, and were occasionally para-

phrased.

Subjects and Setting

A pool of resource teachers to contact for interviews Was generated

during the field test of the survey instrument. All resource teacher

surveys contained an invitation to participate in an interview and

provided spaces for the teacher's-name, school, and phone-number so

that each could be contacted. .A total of 63 of the 149 resource

teachers who completed the survey responded to the invitation. Since

30 interviews were planned, criteria were established to select the

interviewees. First, the resource teachers' responses on the actual-
,

time and ideal time for consultation survey items were recorded. It

was judged that teachers wanting less time than they currently had

probably opposed consultation, and that wanting more would probably

fa -it. Only four resource teachers fall into the former group;

all of these were interviewed so that as wide a range of responses

as possible could be collected. Of the resource teachers fiVoring

consultation, those whose total time derived for consultation was less

than 5% of the school day were eliminated from the sample. .The
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remaining teachers were selected so that school district representation

in the final interview sample was ppproximately proportional to school

distrietrepresentation in the total survey sample. Resourte teachers

from LEAs 02 and 08 could not be included because of,time limitations.

Thus, 15 teachers from LEA 01; 3 from LEA 03; 3 from LEA 04; 5 from

LEA 05; 1 from LEA 06; and 3 from LEA 07 were contacted for interviews.

All the resource teachers agreed to participate.

The investigator generally met the_resource teachers at their.

schools to complete the interviews. They were conducted either in the

teacher's classroom, a conference room, the teachers' lounge, or,in

two instances, i -n a setting other than the teacher's school.

/Procedure

The resource teachers were contacted; -by telephone and reminded
.

of their response to the survey. Once agreement to be interviewed

was obtained a time and place for the meeting was established.

The investigator conducted all the interviews. She met each

resource teacher at his/her-school, suggested a relatively quiet

place be used for the interview, and completed the .preliminary comments.

Permission was requested tO:record: the conversation,on a small audio-

.:cassette recorder; all of-the interviews were recorded. The investigation

indicated that the interview schedule would be referred to as necessary
P

to ensure interview completeness.

Each interview was_then held, adhering to the inteHiew.schedule

as much as- possible. The interviews ranged in. length from 20 to 90

minutes, with a mean of.apprdximately 40cminutes.
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At_ithe conclusion of each interview the' participant was thanked,

.and any additional questions asked about the study were answered.

Results

Typical Day

With the exception of the resource teachers in LEA 04, all the inter-
_

viewS indicated that their daily schedules consisted of sessions of

direct insttuction of resource 'program students interrupted by a

preparation and a lunch period; None of the teachers had a specific

time slot for consultation during regular school hours. In LEA 04;

where the elementary resource teachers are housed in a central office

and function primarily as diagnosticians, time for contact, with other

teachers was reported-to occur only at case conferences and occasionally

during brief hallway encounters.

Rosie-lye Itcidents

Resource teacher examples of problem situations that worked well

generally fell into three categories. One group (50.2% of all responses)

included a variety of behavior management programs. For example, one

resource teacher decribed a child whose classrocfn behavior was

extremely disruptive. The two teachers Conferred about the problem,

a management system in which the resource teacher provided reinforcement

for appropriate classrooM behavior was devised,',and the regular educator

provided a daily report on behavior to the resource teachfr.

A second group of responses (28.5% of all responses) included

clarifying handicapped children's capabAlities and/or limitations to

regular education. A secondary resource teacher reported that after he

demonstrated to a government teacher that a 'student scored 90% on a
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test when it was read to the student as opposed to the 30% scored when

the test had been read by the student; the teacher became very

supportive of the child and the program, readily making accomodations

for the student.

final group of responses (22.5%) concerned general communication

between the special and regular educators. For example, one resource

teacher described a note-writing system she and a classroom teacher

devised.to ensure they were working on similar academic skills in both

classes.

Negative Incidents
/

Several (20%) of resource teachers' reports of negative incidents

with regular educators concerned classroom teachers' unwillingness to

make curricular adaptationt: A junior high resource tcacher described

a lengthy written poetry 'assignment required by'an English student:

One resource student, although not able to complete all of the written

work, began his own poetry collection; began selecting poetry books in

the library; and strugaled-to use poems at difficult reacEng levels;

The English teacher; however; faile him in the unit for not completing

the written work.

Scheduling and time conflicts accOunted-for 27.3% of the

inOdents resource teachers related./ These experiences general:1y

involved the regular class teacher%ing inflexible about scheduling,

z

refUsing.to allOW students to leave class,-or failing students due

to class work missed while in the resource rocm. For example, one

atherexplainedthataresourcepu01-was paddled in -front of his

classmateS when he was five minutes late returning to his room;. the
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resource teacher had kept the student beyond time; and believed that

the regular educator'was willing to` accept that explanatioh.

A total of 21.7% o the resource teachers interviewed related an

incident involving resource teacher designed and produced behavior

management programs which failed when regular class teacher participation

was sought. One teacher explained that she deOsed the simplest

checkmark system she could in order to have.the classroom teacher

record whether .student assignments were completed, but that once the

recording chart was given to the teacher; it was never'seen again.

Resource teachers related errors they had made in working with

regular classroom teachers in 8.7% of the examples given. One teacher

explained that she wanted to observe a resource' student in his regular

education classroom. She went to the room while class was in session,

and announced her intention to observe. The teacher allowed her to

enter, but requested that the principal not allow the resource teacher

back into the classrooth. The resource teacher felt the incident

seriously damaged their professional relationship.

Finally, one resource teacher noted that particular teachers

undermine the resource program,'telling students that iris worthless,

is simply a means of avoiding classwork, and is designed for "dummies."

Training Needed by Resource' Teachers

The most frequently mentioned training need was for regular

education or special education self-contained classroom teaching

experience before resource room assignment; 43.4% of the interviewees

made a'comment on this topic. Reasons given generally included acquiring

1
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a regular educator's perspective to increase understanding Cr+. those

teachers' constraints and building professional credibility. A total

of 25.0 of the resource teachers noted,that they had been trained

solely in operating a self-con tainecrclassroom; they felt that coursework

and/or practicum experience in resource room programs would be beneficial.

Training in dealing with regular classroom teachers and in reS` ving

conflicts was listed by 39;1% of the interOgwees. Other train ng

needs identified by the resource teachers included behavior management;

assessmenti. requirements of federal and state lawi.and scheduling and

time managetent. No particular training needs were suggested .by 8.7%-bf.

the sample.

--

Regular Educators, Perceptions of Resource Teacher and Resource Root

Program

Several of the resource teachers were-very.specific in their views

of how regular educators perceived them; 33.3% Of them felt they were

seen only as.tutors or remedial teachers; and 25.0% indicated they

operated as building-baSed special education experts; providing

assistance to regular educators; explaining federal requirements to

administrators; and f6nctioning as a one-person slipport'systeM for

students. A total of 20.8% of theinterviewees.mentioned that regular

educators were unsure of what the resourceroom program and resource

teacher were supposed to do;

A number of resource teachers mentioned that regular class teachers

.either felt threatened by special educators; or were jealous ofthe

samll class sizes they generally have; 29.2% included comments on.these

topics among their perceptions of regular educators' views of them.

Other descriptions resource teachers gave of classroom tedthers

2.1
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perceptions included babysitter, miracle worker, super-tutor; and

cheerleader for handicapped students.,

Principals' Perceptions of Resource Teacher and Resource Room Programs

The resource teachers interviewed generally made fewer comments about

school administrators' perceptions of them than about any other interview

topic. A total of 79.1% of them indicated that they had relatively

little contact with their principals, or that the principals were

basically supportive but didn't understand special education children,

programs, and/or teachers. Direct conflict was reported with principals

by 12.5% of the resource teachers, while 8.3% indicated that they had

complete support and undersfanding from principals. It should be

noted that most of the resource teachers; particularly those who had

resource taught in several buildings, qualified their responses to this

item by stating that individual principals varied tremendously in their

perceptions.

Chang_e_s__Re_commend_ed_ for Resource Room Programs

Of the resource teachers who_ recommended changes in resource room

programs, most made several suggestions. A total of 41.7% of the'teachers

mentioned the need to limit the number of students that may be assigned

to one teacher. Several reported having caseloads of 40-50 pupils.

Changes in scheduling, including time for resource teachers to meet

with regular educators and parents, was listed by 41.7% of the interviewees

as needed.

Another change recommended by 17% of the teachers concerned

materials and assistance; increasing budgets for instructional materials

and hiring paraprofessional to assist in paperwork, etc., were frequently
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Mentioned: Another change perceived as needed is to clearly identify

resource teacher responsibilities and increase their authority in

working with other teachers, i.e., enable them to determine scheduling

Of ttUdents instead of the regular educators; A total of 29.1% of the

resource teachers mentioned these areas. Other changes recommended

were giving credit for resource room attehdahCe to high school pupils;

more conservative evaluation and placement of StUdents in resource

programs; inservice for all staff members on resource teacher

responsibilitiet and handicapped children's tharatteriStics; and to

expand resource programs to include vocational edUtatiOn. No changes

were suggested by 16.6% of the interviewees.

Program Efficacy

The resource teachers were asked whether they felt the resource

program really worked, i.e., accomplished what it was established

to do. A total of 70.0% of the teachers responded affirmatively to

the question, elaborating with examples of children who are succeeding

in the mainstream. A few teachers (17.4%) indicated that program

success depended largely on the appropriateness of the placement for

each child. Each teacher mentioned instances of students who either

should not have been removed from the mainstream, or who could have .

benefited from full-time placement. Finally, 12.6% of the interviewees

responded that they could not answer the question since they were

not completely sore of the resource program's goals.

Job Satisfaction Ratings_

When the interviewees rated their jobs on a 10=point scale where

a response of "1" meant that obtaining a different job was a top
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priority and "10" meant that resource teaching was an ideal occupation,

the mean rating given was 7.3. Responses ranged from 1 to 10; and one

individual refused to respond to the question. Most of the teachers

reported that they enjoyed the flexibility and challenge of the job,

but were frustrated by paperwork and difficulties in dealing with

other teachers, principals, and/or parents.

Discussion

The results obtained from the resource teacher interviews generally

supported the data obtained from the survey. 'Resource teachers were

positive about many aspects of their jobs, and most commented at some

point on thb importance of effective, ongoing communication with regular

education teachers. It was also apparent from the interviews, however,

that resource room programs do not operate in Indiana schools as

recommended in the literature; nor do resource teachers feel satisfied

with the present programs. Resource teachers reported having virtually

no school time-allotted to consultation; their school hours are spent

in directinstruction, routine duties; and in rural school systems; in

travel among buildings.

The interview data resulted in the identification of several

Previously unrecognized -areas of concern for consultation in resource

teaching. For example, several resource teachers commented on the

isolation they felt, and remarked that it would be tremendously helpful

just to have regular meetings at which to commiserate and share ideas.

Also, a suprising number of resource teachers stated that they were

perceived as a threat by the other teachers in the building because they

essentially are assigned the task of remediating where regular educators

have failed. These comments suggest that this area needs exploration.
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Information useful for designing training exercises in consultation

strategies was also gathered through the survey activities. The

critical incidents teachers related, for example, could be used to

design modeling and role-play experineces for resource teacher trainees.

Likewise, the scheduling problems reported by the interviewees could

be incorporated into problem-solving experiences. Finally, several

resource teachers mentioned that they have trouble asserting themselves,

i.e., they generally acquiesce to a regular educator's wishes even if

they feel they are not in the student's best interest. This suggests

another avenue for training;

The survey data are; of course; limited 1 ways. The

sample was composed of volunteers, undoubtedly biasing factor.

Also, no data were c011eCted from regular education classroom teachers

through which to corroborate the resource teachers' views; Such informatio

is needed before tht data collected here could be evaluAted for accuracy.

In conclusion, it should be noted that this report has only

presented an overview of the interview data. Many examples of situations

resource teachers encounter and.aumerous comments about the advantages

and drawbacks of being-a resource teacher were related by the intervi.ewees,

and it is anticipated, that this information will be used as a springboard
r>

for future research and development activities.
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Tentative Interview Schedule

Introduction

As you_could probably tell from the survey, I'm_interested_in finding
out about what resource teachers are doing in their job_ and what they
think about different aspects of their job.

Typical- Day

One way to_find out about resource teaching is just_to look at what
you.do during the_course of a day Could you describe what a typical day -
say yesterday - was like for you? (Prompt: Just go through all the things
you did yesterday.)

Critical Incident

One area of your job that I'm especially interested in is your contact
with the regular classroom teachers It seems like it would sometimes
be important to work:with the regular class teacher in order to help the
kids that you're teaching.

If you can, think of some time recently:when you were meeting with
a class teacher about one of the special ed. kids - I'll call that consulting -
and the whole meeting - however long or short that was - really went_well.

What were the general circumstances of your meeting? When did it occur?
Where?

What do you think made the meeting so good?_
What did_you - as a resource teacher - do that really seemed to help

thi:Igs go well?
How did this all turn out?

Now, can you think of a time recently when you were consulting with a
teacher and the meeting was pretty much disastrous you didn't accomplish
what you were trying to do?

What were the circumstances? When di it occur? Where?
What made the meeting go poorly?
Reflecting back; can you think of things that you did - or didn't -

do that you would have changed to improve the situation?
What was the outcome of the meeting?

Other Questions

I'd like to ask you a few direct questions about your job, too.

-How do you balance teaching children and seeing teachers in your job?

If you didn't have to be concerned with other factors, how would you
like to allot your time between teaching and working with teachers?

-Do you think that training (or more training) in dealing with other
teachers would have been helpful to you as a resource teacher?

-How else do you wish your teacher training had been different to help you
prepare for resource teaching?
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-What do you think the clattroom teacher's perspective is
you and the students who go to the resource room?

-that strategies do you use in working with class teac'--
develop these?

working with

How did you

-What's the greatet obstaclo to working with clats teachers?.

-What is the admin1.Stration's perspective on the way resource room
programs should operate?

-One last question - Do you think the resource room program Works = I
mean, does it provide the services the kids enrolled in it need? Would
you change the setup? How?
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Description of a. Prototype Workshop
on Consultation Strategies'

The primary goal of this research project was to gather

data on regular education and special education practitioners'

itudes toward and\perceptions of the resource teacher's con-
.

sidation role. This goal was accomplished through the develop-

ment and validation of a consulting skills assessment instrument.

It was recognized, however, that data gathering represents only

an initial step in the process of improving educational practices,

Information on attitudes and perceptions should lead to the de-

velOPment of training techniques and plans which foster desired

attitudes and increase skills perceiv,i as needed.

In order to make some slight progress toward devising train=

ing methods; a prototype workshop was conducted as ,part of the

project's activities. Its purpose was to determine whether skills

identified as applicable to the resource teaCher's consultation

role are amenable to training, and whether such a wdrkshop would

increase practitioners' knowledge of consultation strategies and

have a positive impact on'their perception of consultation's

utility to them.

Method

5

Training Content

Because of time and economic constraints, it was necessary to

select a single component of consultation on which to focus during,

the workshop. Problem-solving was selected.asan appropriate

training topic.
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Several models for problem-solving have appeared in the
a

literature. Schein's (1969) model is representative of them;

and was used as the basis fdr the workshop. The model is pre-

sented in_Figure 1.

The first step in the problem-solving process is problem

identification or formulation. This is often the most difficult

stage of the process since symptoms are often labeled problems

without focusing on the specific behaviors that comprise the

problem. The second step is to produce proposals for solving

the problem. This step is also called brainstorming', and its,

suCcessful completion is dependent on the noncritical listing

of many solutions, with little consideration of feasibilityt,or

potential ramifications. The third problem-solving step is for-

casting consequences and testing the solutions proposed in the

second step. Through this process, the persons involved in solving

the problem are able to eliminate unacceptable strategies and to

identify potential advantages and drawbacks of the other options.

This step results in a narrowing of the number of possible

solutions and culminates in a decision on the solution to employ.

Once identified, it, is necessary to complete the fourth problem-

solving step, action planning. In this step, responsibilities are

assigned, alternative plans are made in the event obstacles arise

during implementation and guidelines are eseablished for evaluat-

ing the outcome o the intervention. After the above steps have

been taken, the agree-upon solution is implemented. This is the



Figure 1

A Model of the Problem-Solving Process

1

Problem
formulation
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"Note: From Process Consultat1=, Jts'Role in Organization Development
by E.H. Schein; 1969; p; 47; Copyright 1969 by Addison-WesleY
Publishing Company; Reprinted With permission;
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fifth step of the problem-solving model, 'and if care has been

taken in the earlier stages of the process, it should be

relatively easily completed. Finally, in the sixth step, the

soluction is evaluated. Three options exist at this point:

a) the solution is judged sucgrful and is continued,- thereby,

completing the process; b) the solution is seen as fairly suc-
*7

cessful, but modifications are made to increase its effectiveness;

and c) the solution is considered by thos9 involved-to be un-

successful, an the problem- solving process is begun again.

The model presented by Schefn (1969) and the steps in the

problem-solving process comprised the content of the workshop=

Subjects-and-Setting

A total of Megraduate students in special education-

participated in the workshop.--All except twckof the students

Were teachers. The participants were enrolled in a graduate-
.

level course in remedjal stratties' -'or teaching handicapped

ly
children at Indiana University during the summer semester. The

workshop was conduCted_as-a unit of the_cours.

Procedure

The workshop participants were asked to complete a quiz on

strategies for problem-solving before beginning the workshop
4

session. Th0 qu-bi, constr ted by the investigator, required

respondents_to identify the problem-solving steps; apply guide-

lines of problem-Psolving toi hypothetical situations involving

regular.education:teachers; and pinpoint obstacles or possible
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constraints to using proulem-solving strategies. In addition,

the students indicated on a 5-point Likert-type scale the extent

of their knowledge of.problem-solving strategies, the frequency

with which they used a planned problem-solving approach, and

their estimation of the usefulness of Such strategies. It should

also be noted that the students were assured that their scores

on thequiz would not affect their course grades.

After pretesting, a series of lecture, discussion, simplified

role-play, and small-group activities were completed in a 2 1/2

hour session to present the principles and practices of problem-
.

solving. First, the concept of planned problem-solving sequences

was introduced; Schein's (1969) model was displayed through over-

.head projecti6n so that the steps of the process could be explained.

As, each step was-introduced, examples'of effective and ineffective

problem-solving strategies were applied to problem examples supplied

by the students: In addition, after the basic steps had been pre-

sented; a problem suggested by a student was used to demonstrate

the problem - solving pAreess to the implementatiori phase. Teachers

with regular education experience presented ideas, constraints,

and obstacles which might concern regular educators, and special

educators indicated their views. After the large-group exercise,

the participants divided into small .groups, and the problem-solving

procedure was repeated with another student-suggested problem. A5

before, part of the students adopted a regular educatfon'perspective

and.therest participated as special educators.

The above activities required the entire time avail able for

the workshop. Two days later, at the next meeting for the class,

_ .

students were asked to complete' the same quiz they had completed

, 229
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before the workshop session. The only difference in the assess-

ment was that the participants rated on a Likert-type scale .how

frequently they could in the future use the problem-solving

strategies instead of'rating how frequently they'had used such

sequences in the past.

Results

Among the problems studentsIndicated during-the workshop

they encountered in working with regular education teachers were

the following:

'1. Regular education teacher neglects to inform the resource

teacher when there is a change, in the daily schedule because of

field trips; special programs, etc. As a result, children miss

resource sessions and teacher time is wasted.

- ;

2. Regular education teacher does notmant special education

students to participate in field trips, and sends them to the

resource room as the class is leaving. Resource teacher perceiv s
e

this as unfair to the student and an imposition on his/her own

time.

3. Resource teacher is regularly asked by the principal to

cancel student sessions to substitute for absent teachers or secre-

taries. He /she feels these are inappropriate requests; b t fears
I

-retaliation for refusing.

4. Resource teacher perceives the special education program

4

as remedial; and has develOped and uses a basic reading and

arT63etic curriculum; Regul/r education teacher perceives the

program as tutorial and repeatedly sends unfinished classwork to

the resource room with students.



5: In a secondary school', the mathematics department has

a policy of not allowing books, workbooks, or tests to leave class-

rooms. As a result, resource program students receive little

supplemental assistance in math, and most are failing in'their

course. liesource teach& requests a copy of the text; the re-
)

quest-is refused.'

6 The regular education teacher tells resource pzogram

students that if they misbehave or fail to complete thier work,

they will not be allowed to go to the .resource room. Resou'rce

teacher feels this strategy is completely inappropirate.

Many other problem situations were also presented, some con-

cerning devising strategies for students' classrooM academic and

behavior problems, some involving teacher-teacher interpersonal

conflicts, and others concerning appropriate roles Sand responsibil-

ities for regular and special educators teaching mainitreamed.j

students. %

In analyzing,the resqlts of the pretest and posttest, 't was

found that.the mean number of problem-solving steps correctly

identified before the training session was 2.0; None of the

participants listed all of the six steps, and only two students

listed five of the steps. On the posttest, the mean number of

correctly.listed steps was 5.6, with 20 students,identifying all

si2 of the;problem-solving steps.

When identifying guidelines for brainstorming, 27.6% of the

participants responded correctly on the pretest, while 82.8%did

6
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so on the posttest. ohly 13.8% of the students identified the

most difficuTt phase ofploblem-solving (problem formation) on

the pretest; 69.0% succeeded on this item during posttesting.

-Before the workshop, 62.1% of the students identified a strategy

for involving a regular class teacher in the problem - solving.

process.; A total of 93.1 %'described a strategy after the training

activities. Finally, 41:4% of the participants correctly ident-

ified on the pretest an inappropriate means of intervening for,

a mainstreamed student through the regular education teacher; on

theposttest, 86.2% were successful on the item.

On the Likert-typescal.e, when the students rated their

knowledge of problem-solving strategies (1 = little knowledge;

5 = much knowledge), a mean rating of 2.1 was obtained onthe

pretest; the mean posttest rating was 3.2. Students' mean rating

of problem-solving usefulness (1 = little usefulnes's; 5 = much

usefulness) was 3.9 during pretesting and 4.6 during posttesting.

Before the workshop, the mean student rating of the frequency

of their use of problem-solving strategies was 1.8 (1 = seldom;

5 = of-W):- After trainitigthey Indicated potential frequency

of use slightly higher (M = 2.1).

sca_s_fon

The pretest and posttest data and the students' self-ratings

of knowledge levels demonstrate that the special education

teachers who participated in the workshop on problem-solving

strategies increased their knowledge of a planned sequence for

problem-sclving. The participants also rated the usefulness of
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problem-solving higher after the. training activities; These

results tentatively suggest that it is possible to train teachers

in problem-solving strategies; It is recognized; of course, that

the procedures employed in the workshop limit the conclusions

that may be drawn from the data obtained; No attempt was made

to randomly select a sample of participants from local school

systems. No control group was established to which to compare

the trainees. The assessment instrument, although designed to

measure skill attainment specified as:workshop objectives, was

neither validated nor pilot-tested. The relatively low priority
.

the project placed on the workshop and the constraints imposed by

time limitations prevented more attention being given to these

methodological issues.

Even within the limitation just described, the workshop

evaluation data are promising, especially considering the incidentally

recorded reactions of the students. When informed that the topic

of the workshop concerned dealing with the problems they encounter

working with other teachers, students were eager to provide examples

of situations they face and to offer suggestions for resolving

problems. Several students commented that more tine should be

devoted to the topic. In addition, when the entire course was

evaluated by students at the encLof the summer, several noted that

the most effectiveportion -of the class had been the problem-solvin6

unit.

In addition to the preliminary data suggesting that training

in 'the problem-solving component of consultation is feasible, this

prototype workshop resulted in additional ideas to be applied to
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similar training activities in the future. For example; more

rigidly struqtured role-play activities would be helpful in.--

ensuring adequate representation of various perspectives in a

problem-solving Situation. The use of modeling of appropriate

problem-solving behavior, perhaps through the use of videotape

would also facilitate the learning process.

In sum, while this workshop was truly a first effort at

training resourse teachers in a set of consulting skills, it

demonstrated that such training is possible and is perceived

as beneficial by trainees. It suggests that the development of

training programs and materials for consultation is an appropriate

avenue for future research.
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